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Abstract

Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are a class of materials which com-

bine the orientational order and anisotropic properties of liquid crys-

tals with the rubber-like elasticity of conventional elastomers. This

thesis investigates the behaviour of an all acrylate LCE which dis-

plays a molecular auxetic response when deformed in the direction

perpendicular to its nematic director. Auxetic materials have neg-

ative Poisson’s ratios meaning they expand in one or both of their

transverse axes when a longitudinal elongational strain is applied. In

addition to a molecular auxetic response, the LCE also deforms via the

mechanical Fréedericksz transition (MFT) which is characterised by a

sharp rotation of the nematic director once a critical strain is reached.

This behaviour appears to be quite different from the ‘semi-soft elas-

tic’ (SSE) response observed in other LCEs. The SSE is characterised

by a continuous rotation of the nematic director, and a low energetic

cost of deformation.

The molecular auxetic response and MFT in the LCE is investi-

gated using polarised Raman spectroscopy (PRS), broadband dielec-

tric spectroscopy (BDS), and the rheological techniques ‘dynamic

mechanical analysis’ (DMA) and ‘small amplitude shear rheology’

(SAOS). PRS provides insight into the state of the nematic order. The

PRS measurements reveal that when the LCE is strain perpendicular

to the nematic director there is a decrease in the uniaxial order and

the emergence of biaxial order. Additionally, at strains near the onset

of the molecular auxetic response, the order parameter data suggests

that the mesogenic units rotate into the axis that also displays the

negative Poisson’s ratio. BDS, DMA and SAOS provide insight into



glass-formation and the molecular dynamics of the LCE. This LCE is

particularly interesting in this regard as chemically identical nematic

or isotropic samples can be synthesised. The glass transition temper-

atures are similar in both the nematic and isotropic phase. For both

phases of the LCE, a cross-over in the dynamic behaviour of τα(T )

is observed at T ∗ ≈ 330 K. However, above T ∗, τα(T ) is Arrhenius

for the nematic LCE whereas τα(T ) is non-Arrhenius for the isotropic

sample. The difference in τα(T ) is argued to be related to the presence

of pretransitional nematic domains in the isotropic LCE.

The effect of strain on the relaxation dynamics and mechanical re-

sponse of the nematic LCE is investigated to better understand the

molecular auxetic response and the MFT. It is found that the com-

plex Young’s modulus, E∗ and the characteristic time-scale of the α

relaxation, τα remain constant during small deformations. However,

for strains close to the onset of the molecular auxetic response an

increase in both E∗ and τα is observed. Based on these findings it

is suggested that the observed molecular auxetic response, which is

related to out-of-plane rotations of the mesogenic units, is in turn

driven by an effect of constraints on polymer configurations, and the

finite extensibility of the network, at large imposed strains.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The aim of this thesis is to understand the mechanical behaviour of recently

discovered liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) which display an auxetic response

when strains are applied perpendicular to the nematic director. [1, 2] To achieve

this, polarised Raman spectroscopy is used to determine the order parameters of

the strained LCEs. Models are applied to the order parameter data to investi-

gate whether there is a link between the ordering of the LCE and the auxetic

response. Complementary techniques are used to investigate the dynamic be-

haviour of LCEs under strain. In particular, broadband dielectric spectroscopy

and rheology are used to probe the molecular relaxation processes in LCEs, and

comparisons with conventional polymeric and elastomeric materials are discussed.

The strain-dependant response of the dielectric and rheological data is investi-

gated to better understand the auxetic behaviour. The relevant experimental

techniques are introduced later in chapters 5-7. Since LCEs bridge the gap be-

tween liquid crystal and polymers, this chapter will outline the relevant funda-

mental physics of liquid crystals, polymers and liquid crystal elastomers.

1.1 Liquid crystalline phases

1.1.1 What is a liquid crystal?

Liquid crystal (LC) phases are mesophases meaning they are intermediate states

of matter. An LC phase will typically flow, much like a viscous liquid, whilst

1



1.1 Liquid crystalline phases

Figure 1.1: Chemical structure of 5CB (4-Cyano-4′-pentylbiphenyl). 5CB con-
tains a biphenyl group which is often represented by a rigid rod and a flexible
chain with a length of 5 carbons.

still possessing long-range orientational order much like a solid crystal. An LC

phase generally has anisotropic properties which can include: optical anisotropy

which leads to birefringence; electrical anisotropy which allows for alignment with

electrical fields; and anisotropic shear viscosity, to name but a few. [3] Figure

1.1 shows the chemical structure of the LC molecule 4-Cyano-4′-pentylbiphenyl

(5CB) which forms a nematic LC phase between 22 oC < T < 35 oC. [4] Also

shown in figure 1.1 is a typical idealisation of a liquid crystal molecule consisting of

a rigid rod connected to a flexible chain. Often, the flexible chain is not included

in this idealisation. Examples of LC phases are: the nematic (Nem) phase which

has long-range orientational order but no positional order; and the smectic-A

(SmA) and smectic-C (SmC) phases which have both long-range orientational

and positional order. Schematics of the Iso, Nem and SmA phases are shown

in figure 1.2. Thermotropic LC phases are only stable (or metastable) within

a specific temperature range. [5] Above the temperature of LC phase stability

the material will form an isotropic (Iso) phase and below the temperature of LC

phase stability the material will, typically, form a crystalline (Crys) or amorphous

solid phase. [6] It is not uncommon for LC materials to exhibit various LC phases

in different temperature ranges. The order in which the phases form is known

as the phase sequence. A typical example is that of 4-cyano-4′-octylbiphenyl

(8CB) which has the following phase sequence upon cooling: Iso → Nem →
SmA → Crys. [4] 8CB is chemically very similar to 5CB albeit with a carbon

chain of length 8 instead of length 5, however, 5CB does not form a SmA phase;

thus demonstrating the sensitivity of the bulk phase behaviour to the molecular

structure. The isotropic and nematic phases are a particular focus for this thesis

as they are the most relevant phases for the investigated LCEs.
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1.1 Liquid crystalline phases

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.2: (a) Illustration of an isotropic phase with no positional or orientational
order. (b) Illustration of the nematic phase with only orientational order but no
positional order. (c) Illustration of the smectic A phase with orientational and
positional order.

1.1.2 The nematic phase

The nematic phase, shown in figure 1.3(a), is the simplest of the LC phases. The

nematic phase has no positional order but has long-range orientational order. It

is important to be able to quantify the orientational order of a liquid crystal

phase as many of the macroscopic properties of the bulk material come from the

microscopic ordering of the phase. [5] Quantification of an ordered system can

be achieved by defining an order parameter. A correctly defined orientational

order parameter should be non-zero in the nematic phase but have a value of 0 in

the isotropic phase. [7] Additionally, one expects a suitably defined order param-

eter to decrease upon increasing temperature (or any relevant thermodynamic

variable). [8, 9]

The orientational order parameter of the nematic phase was first suggested

by Tsvetkov [10] as:

Q = ⟨P2(cos β)⟩ =

〈
1

2
(cos2 β − 3)

〉
, (1.1)

where ⟨...⟩ represents an ensemble average, P2 is the 2nd rank Legendre polyno-

mial, β is the angle of a molecule with respect to the overall average orientation

of the molecules, or the nematic director, represented by n̂. Q is commonly re-

ferred to as the scalar orientational order parameter. Equation 1.1 assumes

3



1.1 Liquid crystalline phases

(a) (b)
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Figure 1.3: (a) Illustration of rod-like liquid crystal molecules forming a nematic
phase. The average molecular orientation is known as the nematic director (n̂).
The angular deviation of a given molecule from n̂ is defined by β. (b) The varia-
tion of the orientational order parameter, Q, as a function of reduced temperature
showing a nematic to isotropic transition at 1. Before the transition Q decreases
continuously, whereas at the transition Q jumps from ∼0.43 to 0.

that the phase (i) has cylindrical (uniaxial) symmetry and (ii) is apolar so that

n̂ = −n̂. [7, 10] Both these assumptions are true for conventional nematic phases.

Shown in figure 1.3(b) is the typical evolution of Q as a function of temperature

as predicted by Maier-Saupe theory and observed experimentally. [11] In molec-

ular LC nematics the transition from the nematic phase to the isotropic phase

is weakly first order with the transition from the nematic to the isotropic phase

occurring at Tni.

The order parameter, defined in equation 1.1, has limits of −0.5 ≤ Q ≤
1.0. [12] These limits occur at β = 90◦ and β = 0◦ respectively. A value of

Q = 1 describe a phase with perfect ordering along the nematic director. A

value of Q = 0 describes a randomly ordered (isotropic) phase. Values of Q

between 0 and 1 describe a phase which has ordering along the director and as

Q → 1 the angular deviation of the molecules from the overall nematic director

reduces. Negative values of Q describe a phase where, on average, the molecules

are randomly aligned in the plane 90◦ to the nematic director; an illustration

of this is shown in figure 1.4. [7, 12] Whilst a negative order parameter (Q <

0) is mathematically possible, there are few experimental studies investigating

negative order parameters in low molar mass liquid crystals. However, evidence
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1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Figure 1.4: Illustration of a nematic phase with a negative order parameter.

of a negative order parameter has been observed in liquid crystal elastomers.

[1, 13]

The scalar order parameter, Q, provides a reasonably good description of the

state of order for most low molar mass nematic liquid crystals. However, it is

often useful to introduce higher rank order parameters to more fully describe the

true distribution of the molecules in a phase. These higher rank order parameters,

along with the biaxial order parameters, will be discussed in chapter 2.

1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Polymers are long flexible chains comprised of repeating units called ‘monomers’.

[14] The physical behaviour of polymeric materials is vast and depends on many

parameters, including but not limited to: chain length; backbone chemistry; crys-

tallinity and molecular orientation. [15] Consistently polymeric materials are

‘viscoelastic’, and in addition to the many structural and chemical considerations

outlined above, the physical behaviour of a polymeric material is dependent on

environmental factors such as temperature, frequency, pressure, and the magni-

tude of the imposed stress or strain. [15] Polymeric materials can be considered

macromolecules, consisting of monomers, with complex dynamic behaviour. [16]

5



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Figure 1.5: Illustration of a polymer, with freely rotating bonds, behaving as a
random walk. R⃗ is the end-to-end vector, u⃗i is the vector between the ith freely
rotating bond and the ith+1 freely rotating bond.

An ‘elastomer’ is a network of polymers formed either via chemical or physical

cross-links. The presence of cross-links in the network prevent the polymeric

chains from flowing relative to each other and generally allows elastomeric ma-

terials to have large recoverable (i.e. elastic) strains. [17] Models describing the

dynamic behaviour of polymeric and elastomeric materials are discussed below.

These are introduced as they are relevant to understanding some of the dynamic

behaviour of LCEs.

1.2.1 Static conformation of a polymer chain

An ‘ideal’ polymer chain is a chain in which there are no interactions between

the segments within the chain. Let us consider an ideal chain consisting of freely

jointed segments a shown in figure 1.5. In the ‘freely jointed chain’ model the

vector between two freely jointed segments is given by u⃗i and the end-to-end

vector, R⃗, is the distance between the two ends of the ideal chain which is given

by: [14]

R⃗ =
n∑

i=1

u⃗i, (1.2)

where n is the number of freely jointed segments of length a in the ideal chain.

The ensemble average of the end-to-end vector, ⟨R⃗⟩, for the freely jointed chain

6



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

is 0, however, the mean square of the end-to-end vector is non-zero: [14]

⟨R⃗2⟩ =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

⟨u⃗i · u⃗j⟩ = a2
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

⟨cos θij⟩, (1.3)

where θij is the angle between ith and jth chain segment. In the freely jointed

chain model, it is assumed that the segments can take any angle and there are

no interactions between segments. Therefore, there are no correlation between

the angle of ith and ith+1 bond; that is to say that ⟨cos θij = 0⟩ for i ̸= j and

⟨cos θij⟩ = 1 for i ̸= j. [14] The mean square end-to-end vector, ⟨R⃗2⟩, is therefore

given by:

⟨R⃗2⟩ = a2n = aL, (1.4)

where L = an is the ‘contour length’ of the polymer. Note that a real isotropic

polymer occupies 3D space, therefore, the end-to-end vector in the ith dimension

is given by ⟨R⃗2
i ⟩ = 1

3
⟨R2⟩ = 1

3
aL.

For an ideal chain is it assumed that there are no correlations between seg-

ments, however, in reality the bond angles of neighbouring segments have some

correlations. [14] Therefore, for the ith segment the summation of ⟨cos θij⟩ over

all over segments converges to a finite value, C ′
i: [14]

C ′
i =

n∑
j=1

⟨cos θij⟩, (1.5)

and the mean square end-to-end vector can be rewritten as: [14]

⟨R⃗2⟩ = a2
n∑

i=1

C ′
i = a2nCn, (1.6)

where Cn is the average value of C ′
i over all segments also known as ‘Flory’s

characteristic number’: [14]

Cn =
1

n

n∑
i=1

C ′
i, (1.7)

which converges to a steady value of C∞ for an infinitely long chain. The value

of C∞ quantifies the local chain stiffness of the polymer.

7



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Over long enough distances the bond angles of segments are uncorrelated

as is assumed in the freely jointed chain model. The ‘equivalent freely jointed

chain’ model divides the chain into N segments of length b known as the Kuhn

length. The Kuhn length is comparable to the length scale at which bond angle

correlations are negligible. The contour length of the polymer remains the same

and can be defined in terms of the Kuhn length: [14]

L = Nb. (1.8)

The mean square end-to-end vector of the polymer chain is: [14]

⟨R⃗2⟩ = Nb2 = a2nC∞, (1.9)

and the Kuhn length b is: [14]

b =
a2nC∞

L
=

⟨R⃗2⟩
L

. (1.10)

It is useful to define the end-to-end distance of the chain:

Rd =

√
⟨R⃗2⟩ = bN1/2. (1.11)

1.2.2 Rouse model

The Rouse model attempts to describe the dynamic behaviour of a polymer, in

a melt, by picturing the polymer as a collection of beads connected in series

by Hookean springs as shown in figure 1.6. In the Rouse model hydrodynamic

interactions between the beads are ignored. [14, 18] The beads in a Rouse chain

move via Brownian motion and the motion of bead is resisted by a drag force,

from the neighbouring beads, dictated by a coefficient of friction (ζ). [14, 16]

The total coefficient of friction of the Rouse chain is the sum of the coefficients of

friction of each bead. Hence for a Rouse chain of N beads, the coefficient friction

is: [14]

ζR = Nζ. (1.12)

8



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Figure 1.6: Schematic of a Rouse chain.

The beads follow the Einstein relationship for diffusion via Brownian motion thus

the diffusion coefficient of the chain is defined as: [14]

DR =
kBT

ζR
, (1.13)

where kBT is thermal energy. The self-diffusion time of the Rouse chain (i.e.

the time taken for the Rouse chain to diffuse a distance equal to its end-to-end

distance, Rd) is given by: [14]

τR =
L2

DR

=
ζ

kBT
NR2

d, (1.14)

where Rd is the end-to-end distance of the Rouse chain. τR is often called the

‘Rouse time’. Substituting Rd = bN1/2 into equation 1.14 leads to the following:

[14]

τR =
1

6π2

ζb2

kBT
N2, (1.15)

where the 1/6π2 term comes from the complete derivation of the Rouse model

for an ideal chain by Rouse. [14, 18]

9



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Figure 1.7: Different modes of motion for a Rouse chain.

The Rouse chain can move in p modes of motion, with different time-scales

of relaxation, the longest time-scale being τR. A depiction of the Rouse modes

is seen in figure 1.7; the physical nature of the modes is related to the number

of segments involved in the motion i.e. when p = 1 the ends of the rouse chain

move in opposite directions (normal to the molecular backbone) and the centre

of the polymer chain is stationary. [19] For the pth mode there are p+ 1 segments

involved in a motion. The shortest time-scale for the Rouse-chain, τ0, or the

‘molecular relaxation time’ occurs when p = N :

τ0 =
1

6π2

ζb2

kBT
, (1.16)

and the time-scale of the pth relaxation is therefore given by:

τp = τ0

(
N

p

)2

. (1.17)

Hence, the Rouse model predicts that on time-scales longer than τR, the whole

chain diffuses and the behaviour is that of a fluid. [14] On time-scales shorter

than τ0 even the smallest units of the chain cannot move diffusively and instead

the chain displays an elastic response. [14] A viscoelastic regime is therefore

predicted by the Rouse model for τ0 < t < τR. The viscoelastic behaviour will

be dictated by how many relaxed modes are in the Rouse chain. At t = τp there

will be p unrelaxed modes which contribute to the elastic modulus. It is assumed

that each unrelaxed mode contributes equally to the elastic modulus and that

each mode is of the order of 3kBT . [14, 20] Hence, at τp the elastic modulus of

10



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

the Rouse chain is: [14, 20]

E(τp) =
3kBT

b3
ϕ
p

N
. (1.18)

where ϕ is the volume fraction of N/p molecules. Rearranging equation 1.17 for

p and substituting into equation 1.18 leads to:

E(t) =
3kBT

b3
ϕ
p

N

(
t

τ0

) 1
2

for τ0 < t < τR. (1.19)

where E(t) is the elastic modulus in the time-domain. E(t) can be transformed

into the frequency domain, [14, 21] leading to the following power-law scaling:

E ′(ω) ≈ E ′′(ω) ∝ ω
1
2 for

1

τR
< ω <

1

τ0
, (1.20)

where ω is the angular frequency and E ′ and E ′′ are the storage and loss elastic

modulus which, as discussed in chapter 7, quantify the energy stored and lost

in a material during an oscillatory motion, respectively. Thus, the Rouse model

predicts that the dynamic response of an unentangled polymer is of the form

E ′ ≈ E ′′ ∝ ω0.5. [14]

1.2.3 Entanglements

The Rouse model introduced in section 1.2.2 describes an unentangled ideal poly-

mer with no hydrodynamic interactions. [14, 18] However, sufficiently long and

concentrated polymers will experience topological constraints imposed by neigh-

bouring polymers in the form of entanglements. In the tube model, these com-

plicated topological constraints are modelled as an effective tube surrounding the

polymer. [22, 23] See figure 1.8 for a schematic of the tube model. In order to

move over large distances the polymer must move out of the tube in a snake-like

motion. This snake-like motion is often referred to as ‘reptation’. Reptation oc-

curs through fluctuations of the entrapped chain along a primitive path through

the tube, shown in red on figure 1.8. Additionally, the shape of the effective

tube can change by two mechanisms: [24] (i) the polymer reptates along a path

leaving part of the old tube and entering part of a new tube; (ii) the tube itself

11



1.2 Polymers and conventional elastomers

Figure 1.8: Schematic of the tube model. A polymer is held within an effective
tube (dotted black line) of diameter a due to entanglements (blue line). The
polymer can leave a tube via longitudinal motions (reptation) along the primitive
path (red line).

fluctuates due to the thermal fluctuation of the neighbouring polymers which

form the tube. The motion of the chain within the effective tube is Rouse-like.

The diffusion coefficient is equivalent to that of the Rouse model and in the case

of the reptation model is called the ‘curvilinear diffusion coefficient’ due to the

motion occurring along the curved primitive path. [14] The curvilinear diffusion

coefficient is therefore:

Dc =
kbT

ζR
=

kBT

Nζ
. (1.21)

The relevant-time scale for entanglements is the time it takes for the polymer to

reptate the length of the tube that surrounds it, τrep, which is predicted by the

tube model as:

τrep ∝ N3, (1.22)

which is a slightly weaker prediction than the τrep ∝ N3.4 found experimentally.

[14, 23] This discrepancy is thought to be related to: [21] (i) the fluctuations of

the tube length due to the contracting and stretching of the chain ends of the

reptating chain and (ii) motion of the tube itself which results in the release of

some of the topological constraints on the reptating chain. In linear concentrated
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1.3 Glass formation

polymers, the presence of the power law scaling:

E ′′ ∝ ω−arep with 0 < arep < 1/4, (1.23)

in the low frequency dynamic response is evidence of reptation behaviour. [23] For

elastomeric materials, due to the presence of cross-links, relaxation of the pendant

chains occurs through arm retraction which modifies the power-law scaling in

equation 1.23. [25]

1.3 Glass formation

A ‘glass’ or ‘glassy state’ is a non-equilibrium amorphous state of matter which is

typically formed by super-cooling a liquid (i.e. avoiding crystallisation). [26] The

glass transition is a kinetic process which can be observed by the rapid divergence

of the viscosity, η, of a liquid on cooling. In section 1.3.1 the dynamic processes

involved in glass formation are discussed.

1.3.1 Dynamics of the glass transition

( a )

 
 
 
 

( b )

S t r o n g

F r a g i l e

Figure 1.9: (a) Arrhenius plot (log(τ) against 1000/T ) showing the behaviour
of the α relaxation (VFT-like) and the β and γ relaxation (Arrhenius-like). (b)
Shape of τα(T ) for various values of m.
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1.3 Glass formation

The glass transition can be discussed in terms of the molecular relaxations in-

volved in glass formation. The α relaxation, or often the ‘structural relaxation’,

of a glass-forming material, slows down dramatically upon cooling. The α re-

laxation is the primary relaxation in glass formation. For molecular liquids, the

time-scale of the α relaxation, τα, is related to the viscosity of the material by

the equation: [16]

η = G∞τα, (1.24)

where G∞ is the high frequency shear modulus. Traditionally the glass transition

temperature, Tg, for molecular liquids is defined as the point at which η ∼ 1012

Pa·s. [16] For molecular liquids G∞ is of the order of 10 GPa, therefore, the

characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation at Tg is τα(Tg) ≈ 100s. [16] The

definition of the glass transition as τα(Tg) ≈ 100s is used for polymeric materials

as the relationship between η and τα depends on the molecular weight of the

polymer. [16]

Glass forming materials will typically show, in addition to the α relaxation,

other secondary molecular relaxations which are named with Greek letters in

order of decreasing relaxation time-scale (i.e. τα > τβ > τγ). The presence of the

‘Johari-Goldstein’ β relaxation is often believed to be a generic feature of glass

formation. [16] The characteristic time-scale of the β relaxation, in the glassy

state, is well-described by an Arrhenius equation:

τβ = τ0e
∆EA/kBT , (1.25)

where, τ0 is a microscopic relaxation time, ∆EA is the activation energy and

kB is the Boltzmann constant. Thus, within the glassy state, the β relaxation

can be characterised by a single energetic barrier. [27] For simple molecular

glass formers it is found that the activation energy of the Johari Goldstein β

relaxation is ∆EA ≈ 24RTg, where R is the universal gas constant. [28, 29]

The γ relaxation (and the further secondary relaxations) are also typically well

described by an Arrhenius equation in the glassy state. [27, 30] In polymeric

materials the β relaxation has been attributed to intramolecular motion. [19]

However, the β relaxation was also present in studies of molecular glass-formers
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1.3 Glass formation

for which there is no intramolecular motion, therefore, at least in these systems

the β relaxation must be related to intermolecular motion. [16, 31]

The temperature dependence of τα is typically non-Arrhenius and the energy

barrier of the α relaxation increases on decreasing T . τα(T ) is often described

using the empirical Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) equation: [16, 27]

τα = τ0e
DT0/(T−T0) (1.26)

where τ0 is a microscopic relaxation time, T0 is the temperature at which τα

tends to infinity and D is a parameter which controls the extent of deviation

of τα from Arrhenius behaviour. The temperature dependent behaviour of α,

β and γ are shown in figure 1.9(a). Approaching Tg, on cooling, the molecular

motions of the α relaxation become increasingly cooperatively and there is an

increase in the number of molecules involved in this motion. [30] At Tg the size

of the cooperative motion is of the order of a few hundred polymer segments.

[32] Additionally, upon cooling the motions of the α relaxation are markedly

more ‘dynamically heterogeneous’; [30] dynamic heterogeneity referring to spatial

regions within a glass-forming material with different characteristic time-scales

of relaxation. [30]

It is often useful to determine the fragility parameter, m, of a glass-former

which is defined as: [27]

m =
d(log τα)

d(Tg/T )

∣∣∣∣
T=Tg

. (1.27)

A ‘fragile’ glass former has a large value of m (small D) and is highly sensitive to

changes in T near Tg while a ‘strong’ glass former has a small value of m (large

D) and is typically Arrhenius-like at T ≈ Tg. [33] A plot of τα(T ) for various

fragilities is shown in figure 1.9(b).

1.3.2 Cross-over in dynamic behaviour

The characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation, τα(T ), can be described with

a VFT equation for extended temperatures. However, a cross-over in dynamic

behaviour of the α relaxation is often observed. [27] To study the subtle changes

in dynamics it is useful to perform derivative analysis, first suggested by Stickel
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1.3 Glass formation

et al. [34, 35], on the τα(T ) data. Stickel analysis linearises a VFT behaviour by

plotting the derivative of τα(T ), Z: [34, 35]

Z =

(
d log (τα(T ))

d (1000/T )

)− 1
2

, (1.28)

against 1000/T . The gradient in a ‘Stickel plot’ describes the evolution of the

slope of τα(T ) with T in an Arrhenius plot; [34, 35] τα(T ) with behaviour closer

to Arrhenius behaviour has a small (negative) gradient and τα(T ) with significant

non-Arrhenius behaviour has a large (negative) gradient, therefore, a change in

the gradient in a Stickel plot represents a change in VFT behaviour. When the

gradient of the Stickel plot is 0, τα is described by the Arrhenius equation.

In molecular glass-formers there are typically two cross-overs of τα(T ) ob-

served. [27] The first, upon heating from the glassy phase, is a cross-over from

one VFT dependence to another VFT dependence with a greater deviation from

Arrhenius behaviour. The temperature of this cross-over is typically defined as TB

and often occurs at a similar temperature as the bifurcation of the α relaxation

and the β relaxation, Tα,β. [27, 36] Note that Tα,β is typically determined by

extrapolating τβ(T ) as the β relaxation is often not observable at these tempera-

tures. [16] In addition to the dynamic cross-over occurring close to the bifurcation

of the α relaxation and Johari-Goldstein β relaxation, TB is found to scale with

the glass transition temperature with typical values TB = 1.2 − 1.6 × Tg (de-

pending on the fragility of the system [37]) and is also found to signify a change

in diffusion behaviour in materials. [27] The second cross-over in dynamic be-

haviour occurs at TA > TB > Tg and is a cross-over from VFT behaviour to

Arrhenius behaviour which occurs at high temperatures. [27] This cross-over in

behaviour is associated with a reduction in the need for cooperative motions in

the α relaxation. In polymeric glass formers the cross-over behaviour is similar

to that of molecular glass formers. However, for sufficiently long polymers the

cross-over behaviour at TB is reduced or completely lost. [32, 38] Additionally,

whilst in principle TA (i.e. the cross-over from VFT to Arrhenius behaviour at

high T ) should be observed in polymeric materials, this is often a higher tem-

perature than the polymeric samples degradation temperature and therefore not

experimentally observable. [39]
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1.4 Liquid crystal elastomers

1.4 Liquid crystal elastomers

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 1.10: Illustration of (a) main-chain attachment, (b) end-on side-chain
attachment and (c) side-on side-chain attachment.

Liquid crystal elastomers (LCEs) are a class of materials which combine the

orientational order and anisotropic properties of LCs with the rubber-like elas-

ticity of conventional elastomers. [40] LCEs are weakly cross-linked networks

containing mesogenic units and, unlike low molar mass liquid crystals, LCEs do

not flow. The incorporation of mesogenic units into a rubbery network leads to

an array of remarkable properties observed in LCEs, [40, 41] some of which are

outlined in sections 1.4.3-1.4.7. There is a particular focus on the mechanical

behaviour of LCEs under deformation, the theories relating to this behaviour will

be introduced more formally in chapter 2.

1.4.1 Polymer conformation and anisotropy in liquid crys-

tal elastomers

Mesogenic units can be incorporated within the polymer chain (main-chain at-

tachment) or dangling off the polymer chain as a pendant chain (side-chain attach-

ment). [40] A side-chain attachment can occur at the end of the mesogenic unit
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1.4 Liquid crystal elastomers

(end-on attachment) or on the side of the mesogenic unit (side-on attachment).

Illustrations of a polymer chain containing mesogenic units for the different at-

tachments is show figure 1.10; when cross-linked these will form a main-chain LCE

(MCLCE), an end-on side-chain LCE (SCLCE) or a side-on SCLCE, respectively.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 1.11: Illustration of (a) an isotropic (spheroid) polymer conformation, (b)
a prolate (elongated along the nematic director) polymer conformation and (c) an
oblate (elongated perpendicular to the nematic director) polymer conformation.

The incorporation of mesogenic units causes the average polymer conforma-

tion to elongate in a preferential direction. [40] The elongation of the polymer

conformation can occur parallel (prolate conformation) or perpendicular (oblate

conformation) to the nematic director, both these conformations are shown in fig-

ure 1.11. A prolate polymer conformation typically occurs in MCLCEs and side-

on SCLCEs, an oblate polymer conformation typically occurs in end-on SCLCEs,

and an isotropic polymer conformation is typically seen in conventional isotropic

elastomers and LCEs in the isotropic phase. [42–45] The extent of anisotropy in

the network can quantified through the backbone anisotropy parameter, r:

r =

(
R∥

R⊥

)2

=
l∥
l⊥
, (1.29)

where R∥/⊥ is the radius of gyration parallel or perpendicular to the nematic di-
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rector and l∥/⊥ is the step length parallel or perpendicular to the nematic director.

For a prolate conformation r > 1, for an oblate conformation r < 1, and for an

isotropic conformation r = 1. [40] The elongation of the polymer backbone can

also be quantified through the backbone order parameter, Qb, which is similar

to the nematic order parameter, Q; however, Qb is a measurement of averaged

preferential ordering of the individual backbone units in a given direction with

respect to the backbone director. [40] The interplay between the state of the

mesogenic units, the average conformation of the polymer and the behaviour of

the macroscopic material is often referred to as ‘LC-backbone coupling’. [40]

As a general rule, MCLCEs have greater LC-backbone coupling than SCLCEs

as the mesogenic units are incorporated directly into the backbone. Because of

this, main-chain LCEs typically have large values of r. [46] In SCLCEs, side-

on SCLCEs typically have greater LC-backbone coupling than end-on SCLCEs,

however, this is dependent on the spacer length amongst other things. [44, 46]

1.4.2 Types of liquid crystal elastomers and alignment

Important to many of the physical properties of the LCEs is the type and extent

of nematic alignment present in the sample. An isotropic LCE is one which is

cross-linked in the isotropic phase, or elevated above Tni, there is no nematic

ordering and the averaged polymer conformation is spherical. [45] Polydomain

LCEs have domains of nematic ordering; however, macroscopically these domains

are randomly ordered. Polydomain LCEs can be considered either nematic genesis

polydomain LCEs (nPLCEs) or isotropic genesis polydomain LCEs (iPLCEs).

[47, 48] nPLCEs are formed when an LCE is cross-linked in the nematic phase

with no attempts to align the mesogenic units. iPLCEs are formed when an LCE

is cured in the isotropic phase and cooled below Tni. A monodomain nematic

LCE has nematic alignment with a single macroscopic director. Generally, a

monodomain nematic LCE can be formed in one of two ways: (i) cross-linking

of an aligned nematic liquid, for example, via UV polymerisation [49, 50]; (ii)

the partial cross-linking of an isotropic liquid to form an isotropic gel which is

then aligned further before completion of cross-linking. [51] The (ii) synthesis

route was used, for example, in the ‘Finkelmann’ procedure which was the first
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example of a monodomain nematic LCE. [51] In certain nematic LCEs, elevating

the temperature will not result in a narrow-temperature ranged, weakly-first order

transition from a nematic phase to an isotropic phase as is observed in low molar

mass LC materials. Instead, the transition is a continuous 2nd order transition

from an ordered nematic state to a very low order state with some inherent

nematic ordering known as the ‘paranematic’ phase. [52, 53] This is very similar

to a conventional LC which is held in a large magnetic or electric field and elevated

above Tni. [54–56] The cause of the nematic-paranematic transition is thought

to be due to the existence of a ‘mechanical field’ in the LCE due to internal

stresses and heterogeneities within the LCE sample. [57, 58] An LCE sample

which exhibits a paranematic phase is said to be ‘supercritical’. [57]

1.4.3 Stress-optical coupling and nematic order induced

actuation

Coupling between the backbone order and the nematic order means that macro-

scopically straining an LCE sample causes a change in the ordering of the meso-

genic units which is often observed as change or emergence of birefringence

colours. [59–62] The change in optical properties (or the nematic order parame-

ter) of an LCE with the application of external mechanical stresses is known as

stress-optical coupling. Conversely, changing the nematic order of the mesogenic

units will cause a macroscopic change in the shape of the LCE. Changing the

nematic order of the LCE is typically achieved by changing temperature or by

inducing the cis-to-trans isomerisation of azo-benzene functionalised mesogenic

units with the application of a specific wavelength of light. [42, 63]

1.4.4 Mechanical deformations in mono-domain nematic

liquid crystal elastomers

Of particular interest to this thesis is the behaviour of nematic LCEs under me-

chanical deformation. When an LCE is strained perpendicular to the director the

LCE deforms via the semi-soft elastic (SSE) response [40, 64] or via a mechanical
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Fréedericksz transition (MFT). [2, 40, 65] These two behaviours are introduced

below and discussed in more detail in 3.

1.4.5 Semi-soft elasticity

When a strain is applied perpendicular to the nematic director some LCEs will

display semi-soft elasticity, whereby there is a very low cost of elastic deformation

accompanied by the continuous rotation of the nematic director to align with the

axis of strain. [40] The low cost of elastic deformation is due to the ability for

the polymer chains to rotate without changing configurational entropy. [66] In

the ideal soft elastic response, the rotation of the director begins the instant that

a strain is applied and cost of deformation (i.e. the gradient of the stress-strain

curve) is 0. [40, 67] However, early experiments by Küpfer revealed the response

in LCEs is actually ‘semi’-soft elastic (SSE). [68] In the SSE response, the gradual

rotation of the director occurs only after a threshold strain is reached. Before the

threshold strain is reached, the director remains perpendicular to the strain axis

and the load curve has a positive and linear gradient. At the threshold strain,

the director begins to rotate and the stress-strain curve has a small (but none

0) gradient (i.e. low cost of deformation). [40] Once the director has completed

its rotation towards the strain axis, there is a re-stiffening of the stress-strain

response. The SSE response observed in LCE is due to ‘non-idealities’ in the LCE.

[40] Verway et al. suggested that the ‘non-idealities’ can arise from compositional

fluctuations within the LCE or due to the presence bulky mesogenic-like cross-

linkers. [67] The rotation of the nematic director often occurs via counterrotating

domains parallel to the stain axis, known as ‘stripe domain’, which minimise shear

effects at the clamped regions of the LCE sample. [40, 69]

1.4.6 Mechanical Fréedericksz transition

In addition to the SSE, an LCE when strained perpendicular to the nematic

director may deform via the ‘mechanical Fréedericksz transition’ (MFT). The

MFT is characterised by a sharp rotation of the nematic director at a specific

critical strain. [2, 66] Originally, the MFT was only reported by the Mitchell

group and the stress-strain curve associated with this behaviour was unknown
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[65, 70]; however, there was evidence of a change in the nematic order of the

LCE, Q, as a function of applied strain. [71] Later, Mistry et al. reported the

stress-strain response of an LCE deforming via the MFT revealing it to be non-

linear elastic behaviour similar to the shape of the stress-strain curve of the SSE

response. [2]

1.4.7 The auxetic response in liquid crystal elastomers

Auxetic materials are materials that have a negative Poisson’s ratio. The auxetic

response is a thickening of one or more of the transverse axes of the material that

occurs when a longitudinal elongation is applied. Strictly, a material is said to be

strongly auxetic if the thickening occurs in both transverse axes or partially auxetic

if the thickening occurs in just one its transverse axis. [72, 73] The change in the

dimensions of a material under deformation can be quantified via the Poisson’s

ratio (ν) which is defined as: [74]

νxz =
ϵz
ϵx

=
∆Lz × Lx

Lz × ∆Lx

,

νxy =
ϵy
ϵx

=
∆Ly × Lx

Ly × ∆Lx

,

(1.30)

where ϵi is the strain, Li is the initial length of the material and ∆Li is the

change in length in the ith dimension, respectively. For an isotropic material

νxz = νxy = ν; the limits of ν for an isotropic material are −1 < ν < 0.5 with

the ideal isotropic response being ν = 0.5 (i.e. volume conserving). [74] For an

anisotropic material νxz ̸= νxy and the value of νij, in an ideal anisotropic elastic

material, has no limits provided the νji value acts to conserve volume. [72]

Auxetic materials can be synthesised by designing patterns into conventional

materials (i.e. positive Poisson’s ratio in bulk) to elicit a negative Poisson’s

ratio response; such auxetic materials are known as ‘structural auxetic materials’

and often incorporate porosity into the material or re-entrant structures. [75–

77] Structural auxetic materials, due to their porous nature, have an inherent

reduction in mechanical integrity when compared to its constituent materials in

bulk. [76] Naturally occurring molecular auxetic materials (i.e. intrinsic negative

Poisson’s ratio in bulk) exist, however, they are typically crystalline solids [75–77]
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Figure 1.12: Schematic showing the geometries and length changes when defining
the Poisson’s ratio. The sample is elongated along x and contractions occur in
the transverse axis to conserve volume. Note, that for an auxetic material we
expect an expansion in one or more of the transverse axes.

and, as such, have limitations in regard to their operational strain range and have

large Young’s moduli thus limiting potential applications.

Mistry et al. was the first to report a partial auxetic response in an LCE

which occurred when the LCE was strained perpendicular to its nematic direc-

tor. [1] The observed auxetic response in the nematic LCE occurs in only one axis

and beyond a threshold strain (the initial response at low strains is not auxetic)

making the LCE a partial auxetic. Figure 1.13 shows the fractional thickness of

the LCE under-strain, taken from Mistry et al., showing the partially auxetic re-

sponse. The onset of the synthetic molecular auxetic response coincided with the

discontinuous rotation of the nematic director during the MFT, thus, suggesting

that these two behaviours are somehow related. [1, 2] Insight into the change

in nematic ordering was investigated by the change in birefringence colours, as a

function of applied strain, via cross-polarised microscopy. This revealed that the

MFT response is associated with a decrease in birefringence colours and there-

fore a decrease in nematic ordering. [1, 2] It was found that the region where the

auxetic response occurs coincides with a region of zero birefringence observed in
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1.4 Liquid crystal elastomers

the plane of investigation. This could suggest that the mesogenic units are in a

state of negative ordering. [1, 2] Additionally, whilst not reported at the time, re-

analysis of data from the Mitchell group also appears to suggest a partial auxetic

response occurring. [70] In the case of the Mitchell group, a decrease in nematic

order was confirmed via X-ray diffraction. Both LCEs displaying an auxetic re-

sponse (confirmed in the case of Mistry, suggested by the Mitchell group) have

acrylate backbones, display an MFT response and have evidence of a change in

the nematic ordering as a function of strain. [1, 70] It therefore appears that the

MFT response is related to the auxetic response in LCEs.
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Figure 1.13: Sample thickness as a function of applied strain. The partial auxetic
response observed in the nematic LCE happens after a strain threshold is reached.
Data taken from Mistry et al. [1]
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1.5 Summary

1.5 Summary

Liquid crystal elastomers combine the behaviours of the liquid crystalline phase

with the behaviours of cross-linked polymeric materials. In this chapter the liquid

crystal phases are introduced with particular focus on the nematic phase and

the ‘scalar order parameter’ is defined. The dynamic behaviour of polymeric

and elastomeric materials, in the form of the Rouse model and the tube model,

is discussed. The glassy phase and the molecular relaxations involved in glass

formation are introduced. Finally, LCEs are discussed with a particular focus on

their mechanical deformation behaviour when a strain is applied perpendicularly

to the nematic director. The two key behaviours are the semi-soft elastic (SSE)

response and the mechanical Fréedericksz transition (MFT) which are introduced

more formally in chapter 3.
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1.6 Thesis outline

Chapter 2: Orientational distribution functions and liquid crystal phases

In this chapter, the orientational distribution function for the uniaxial phase

and biaxial phase are described. The shape of the orientational distribution

function for various values of uniaxial order is discussed.

Chapter 3: Mechanical deformation of LCEs The theoretical description

of the SSE and MFT is outlined and the Trace formula is introduced in this

chapter.

Chapter 4: Materials and LCE synthesis Materials and LCE synthesis

The materials and synthesis steps required to produce LCEs are outlined

in this chapter.

Chapter 5: Raman spectroscopy The key principles of Raman spectroscopy

are described in this chapter. The experimental set-up required to deter-

mine the order parameters of liquid crystals is outlined.

Chapter 6: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy The key principles of broad-

band dielectric spectroscopy are described. The experimental set-up re-

quired to study dipole relaxations with broadband dielectric spectroscopy

is outlined. The connection between dipole relaxations and the dynamics

of glass formation is described.

Chapter 7: Rheology The key principles of rheology are described. The exper-

imental set-up required to perform both dynamic mechanical spectroscopy

and small amplitude oscillatory shear rheology are described. The time-

temperature superposition principle is introduced.

Chapter 8: Order parameters of LCEs under strain: Insight into the

auxetic response In this chapter, Raman spectroscopy is used to investi-

gate the change in the order parameters of a nematic LCE under strain. A

possible mechanism for the molecular auxetic response is discussed.
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1.6 Thesis outline

Chapter 9: Influence of phase on the molecular dynamics of LCEs In

this chapter, the molecular dynamics of the LCE are investigated with

broadband dielectric spectroscopy and rheology. The glass formation be-

haviour of the LCE in the isotropic and nematic phase is discussed. Addi-

tionally, the molecular relaxations present in both phases of the LCE are

discussed.

Chapter 10: Effect of applied strain on the molecular dynamics of LCEs

In this chapter, the effect of applied strain on the viscoelastic behaviour and

the characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation of the nematic LCE is inves-

tigated. Based on the findings the proposed mechanism for the molecular

auxetic response is discussed.

Chapter 11: Conclusion and outlook The overall conclusions of this thesis

are discussed in this chapter. Potentially interesting future work is outlined.
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Chapter 2

Theory I: Orientational

distribution functions and liquid

crystal phases

In section 1.1.2, the nematic LC phase is introduced and the nematic scalar

order parameter, Q, is defined in equation 1.1. However, if only the Q order

parameter is used the LC phase is constrained to be cylindrically symmetric

with the molecule distribution following a Gaussian distribution centred about

β = 0. [8] Therefore using only Q (often called ’S’) to describe the order in an

LC phase does not encapsulate the full orientational information of required for

many materials such as smectic phases and biaxial phases. [8] It is therefore often

necessary to introduce higher order terms through the orientational distribution

function (ODF).

In this chapter, the ODF is defined for both uniaxial and biaxial phases and

the higher rank order parameters are introduced. In particular, the significance

of the 4th rank uniaxial order parameter ⟨P4⟩ (or ⟨P400⟩) on the shape of the ODF

is discussed. The approach, to derive the ODF, developed by van Gurp [78] and

discussed in detail by Zannoni [8, 9] is used. The ODFs in the form presented

herein have been utilised by Jones et al. [79, 80], Southern et al. [81–84] and

Zhang et al. [85–88] to determine order parameters via Raman spectroscopy. In

sections 2.2 and 2.3, only cylindrically symmetric rigid molecules are considered

and molecular biaxility is ignored.
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2.1 The orientational distribution function (ODF)

2.1 The orientational distribution function (ODF)

Figure 2.1: Euler angles (α,β,γ) of a single molecule within the reference frame
of the nematic director (zD). zM is the molecular long axis which defines the
orientation of the longest axis of the molecule.

Assuming that the molecules in a LC phase are completely rigid so as to not

account for fluctuations in molecular shape, the orientation of a single molecule

can described completely by a set of angles (α, β, γ) known as the Euler angles

(figure 2.1). The orientational distribution function (ODF) is a probability dis-

tribution function which quantifies the probability of finding a molecule between

(α, β, γ) and (α+ dα, β + dβ ,γ + dγ). For the constructed ODF to be valid, the

ODF must be normalised and positive for all angles such that: [8, 9, 78]

f(α, β, γ) ≥ 0 for all (α, β, γ),∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

f(α, β, γ) sin βdαdβdγ = 1.
(2.1)

On this basis, an experimentally relevant ODF can be constructed.
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

2.2 The uniaxial ODF

First, let us consider the cylindrically symmetric uniaxial phase consisting of

cylindrically symmetric molecules. This is the simplest form of the ODF, as it is

invariant to rotations in both α and γ, and can be described fully by β. Typically,

in the nematic state, the ODF will be maximum at β = 0 and be greater than or

equal to 0 for β ̸= 0, a natural choice for the ODF is therefore a series of cos2n β

functions [8, 9, 78]. The Legendre polynomials are a set of functions with the

form of cos2n β and are given by:

PL(cos(β)) =
1

2LL!

dL

d(cos β)L
(cos2 β − 1)L, (2.2)

where L = 0, 1, 2, ..., N . The first 5 terms of the Legendre polynomials are shown

below.

P0 = 1,

P1 = cos β,

P2 =
1

2
(3 cos2 β − 1),

P3 =
1

2
(5 cos3 β − 3 cos β),

P4 =
1

8
(35 cos4 β − 30 cos2 β + 3).

(2.3)

The ODF can then be written as a normalised series of the Legendre polynomials:

f(β) =
∞∑

L=0

aLPL(cos β), (2.4)

where aL is a normalisation constant.

When a measurement of a parameter is made which is dependent on molecular

orientation the value recorded will be an average over all contributions. Consider

a quantity A(β) which is related to the molecular distribution by the function
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

g(β), the ensemble average, ⟨A⟩, can be found by integrating over β: [78]

⟨A⟩ =

∫ π

0

A(β)g(β) sin βdβ. (2.5)

⟨A⟩ is therefore the order parameter associated with the parameter (or func-

tion) A(β). This definition of an order parameter can be applied to the ODF for

the uniaxial phase, equation 2.4, which is shown below.

⟨PJ⟩ =

∫ π

0

PJ(cos β)
∞∑

L=0

aLPL(cos β). (2.6)

A benefit of using the Legendre polynomials is that they are ‘orthonormal’ thus

following the relationship: [8, 9, 78]∫ π

0

PL(cos β)PJ(cos β) sin βdβ =
2

2J + 1
δLJ , (2.7)

where δLJ is the Kronecker-delta function; with δLJ = 1 for L = J and δLJ = 0 for

L ̸= J . Equation 2.6 can therefore be solved using the orthonormality condition

in equation 2.7: [8, 9, 78]

⟨PJ⟩ =
2

2J + 1
aJδLJ . (2.8)

The order parameters, ⟨PJ⟩, can therefore be incorporated into the ODF by

rearranging for aL: [8, 9, 78]

f(β) =
∞∑

L=0

2L + 1

2
⟨PL⟩PL(cos β) with L = even, (2.9)

where only even terms of L are considered as the liquid crystalline molecules, and

resulting phases, are assumed to be apolar.

Whilst the ODF in equation 2.9 is an infinite sum of Legendre polynomials and

their relevant order parameters, the ODF is generally truncated to the number

of order parameters relevant to the experimental technique used. For example,

determination of order from birefringence measurements is truncated to the 2nd

rank and for Raman spectroscopy the ODF is truncated to the 4th rank. [79–82,
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

86–88] (note that x-ray diffraction can, in principle, determine order parameters

greater than ⟨P4⟩ [89]). Truncation of the number of terms in the ODF can result

in observations that are not necessarily representative of the exact ODF. This

could include regions of the ODF with negative values, which is unphysical, and

non-zero values at β = 90o, which is unexpected for conventional nematic phases.

[81] The problems with truncation of the ODF arise because, when defining the

ODF, it is assumed that the functions are orthogonal. This orthogonal approach

is exact for terms included but does not make assumptions for the value of the

higher order terms thus, when truncated to the 4th rank, 6th rank and higher

terms are assumed to be 0. [8] To rectify some of the problems with truncation of

the ODF the exponential approximation is sometimes used. This approach,

which is outlined in section 2.2.1, makes best guesses for the shape of the ODF

given that the order parameters are known.

2.2.1 Exponential approximation

To remove some of the problems associated with truncation of the ODF one can

use ‘information theory ’ to estimate the least biased distribution of molecules

for a set of known order parameters. [8] In the information theory approach, the

most probable distribution of molecules is defined as the one which maximises

the entropy (h) of the system given by the equation: [90–92]

h(f(β)) = −
∫

f(β) ln (f(β)) sin(β)dβ. (2.10)

The solution for the ODF which maximises equation 2.10 for a given set of pre-

determined order parameters is known [8, 9] and follows the form:

f(β) =
exp(

∑
L bLPL(cos β))∫ π

0
sin β exp (

∑
L bLPL(cos β))dβ

, (2.11)

where PL is the Lth order Legendre polynomial as before and bL is a new normal-

isation constant yet to be determined. The ODF in equation 2.11 is sometimes

referred to as the ‘exponential approximation ’ of the ODF. The general form

of an order parameter, ⟨A⟩, for an arbitrary distribution function g(β) is given in
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

Figure 2.2: b2 values as a function of ⟨P4⟩ and ⟨P2⟩ determined by numerically
solving equations 2.12.

equation 2.5. Using the exponential approximation (equation 2.11) of the ODF,

the order parameters up to ⟨P4⟩ are given by: [8, 9, 93]

⟨P2⟩ =

∫ π

0
P2(cos β) exp [b2P2(cos β) + b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b2P2(cos β) + b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ

,

⟨P4⟩ =

∫ π

0
P4(cos β) exp [b2P2(cos β) + b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b2P2(cos β) + b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ

.

(2.12)

Having the ODF in the form of equation 2.11 means that the orthonormality

of the Legendre polynomials (equation 2.7) can no longer be used to determine

values for bL. Instead, the system of equations 2.12 needs to be solved numerically

to determine b2 and b4, for a given set of ⟨P2⟩ and ⟨P4⟩, so that the ODF can be

constructed. [8, 9] The values of b2 and b4 in this thesis were determined using

the fsolve in Matlab for 0.0 < ⟨P2⟩ < 1.0 and −0.5 < ⟨P4⟩ < 1.0 and are shown

in figures 2.2 and 2.3. The ODFs for 5CB at 23 oC (⟨P2⟩ = 0.63 and ⟨P4⟩ = 0.31)

using the orthogonal approach and information theory can be seen in figure 2.4
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

Figure 2.3: b4 values as a function of ⟨P4⟩ and ⟨P2⟩ determined by numerically
solving equations 2.12.

where is is clear that the orthogonal approach results in regions of negative values

and non-zero values of the ODF at β = 90◦.

2.2.2 The significance of ⟨P4⟩

In section 2.2 the 4th rank uniaxial order parameter ⟨P4⟩ is introduced. The

addition of ⟨P4⟩ in the ODF provides more information about the distribution of

molecules in a phase and can result in behaviour not encapsulated when only ⟨P2⟩
(or ‘Q’) is used. The shape of the ODF for positive values of ⟨P2⟩ (and various

values of ⟨P4⟩) has been discussed in detail in Pottel et al. [94]; key sections of

distributions were defined by lines within the [⟨P2⟩,⟨P4⟩] phase space and their

physical meanings were discussed. The lines defining key ODF behaviours are

shown in figure 2.5 and outlined below.

For a fixed ⟨P2⟩ the value ⟨P4⟩ is constrained, by trigonometric relations, to
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Figure 2.4: ODF of 5CB at 23oC using information theory (black line) and the
truncated form (red line). In both cases ⟨P2⟩ = 0.63, ⟨P4⟩ = 0.31. For the
exponential approximated ODF, b2 = 2.7860 and b4 = 0.4467 which is determined
by solving the system of equations 2.12.

values following the inequality:

35

18
⟨P2⟩2 −

5

9
⟨P2⟩ −

7

18
≤ ⟨P4⟩ ≤

5

12
⟨P2⟩ +

7

12
. (2.13)

The minimum and maximum values of ⟨P4⟩ are shown as black lines in figure

2.5. Within the physical limits of the [⟨P2⟩, ⟨P4⟩] there are, broadly speaking, 3

distinct regions of ODF behaviour shown in figure 2.5 as areas of orange, green

and blue colours. [94, 95] These are discussed below:

1. In the blue area of figure 2.5 the ODF is singly peaked at a conic angle,

βc, which is not centred at β = 0◦. On the ⟨P4⟩min line, shown in black,

the ODF is a singly peaked delta function centred at an conic angle of β =

arccos (2
3
⟨P2⟩ + 1

3
)
1/2

. Due to the delta-function distribution of molecules

on the ⟨P4⟩min line it is sometimes referred to as the ‘hollow cone’ line. The

‘cone model’, or sometimes the ‘diffuse cone’ line, shown as a blue dotted
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Figure 2.5: [⟨P2⟩, ⟨P4⟩] phase space showing the absolute limits of P4 (black lines),
the ⟨P4⟩ model (red line), prediction of P4 from Maier-Suape theory (green line)
and the cone model (blue line).

line describes a distribution of molecules with a single peak centred at βc

(See figure 2.6 for an example of the ODF on the ‘cone model’ line). The

‘cone model’ line can be determined using the relationship:

⟨P2⟩ =
1

2
cos βc(1 + cos βc),

⟨P4⟩ =
1

8
cos βc(1 + cos βc)(7 cos2 βc − 3).

(2.14)

The values of ⟨P2⟩ and ⟨P4⟩ of the de Vries type SmA phase will typically

fall on the ‘cone model’ line. [96]

2. In the orange area of figure 2.5 the ODF is doubly peaked at β = 0◦ and
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

β = 90◦. On the ⟨P4⟩max line, the ODF is a doubly peaked delta function

centred at β = 0◦ and β = 90◦. The orange line defines the lower limit of

values of ⟨P2⟩ and ⟨P4⟩ in which the ODF will be doubly peaked.

3. In the green area of figure 2.5 the ODF is singly peaked at β = 0◦. The

values of ⟨P2⟩ and ⟨P4⟩ predicted by Maier-Saupe theory fall within the

[⟨P2⟩, ⟨P4⟩] phase space bounded by the green area.

Included in figure 2.5 are the Maier-Saupe theory (MS theory) line [97] and the

‘⟨P4⟩ model’ line of Zannoni et al. [8, 98] Both the MS theory and ‘⟨P4⟩ model’ are

examples of ‘mean-field theories’; both Maier-Saupe theory and the ‘⟨P4⟩ model’

consider long range anisotropic dispersion forces whilst short range intermolecular

forces are assumed to be the same in the isotropic and nematic phases and are

generally ignored. [11, 98, 99] Within the mean-field approach the energy between

two molecules, U , is defined by a Pseudo potential given by the equation: [97, 100]

U =
∑
L:n

⟨uL⟩⟨PL⟩PL(cos β), (2.15)

where ⟨uL⟩ is the statistical average of the expansion coefficient. The key dif-

ference between the classical MS theory and ‘⟨P4⟩ model’ is that MS theory

considers only a 2nd rank pair potential whilst the ⟨P4⟩ considers only a 4th rank

pair potential. Hence the pseudo-potential of MS theory is: [98]

U(cos β) = ⟨u2⟩⟨P2⟩P2(cos β), (2.16)

and for the ‘⟨P4⟩ model’: [98]

U(cos β) = ⟨u4⟩⟨P4⟩P4(cos β). (2.17)

The value of ⟨P4⟩ for a given ⟨P2⟩ predicted by both MS theory and ‘⟨P4⟩ model’

can be determined using information theory (section 2.2.1). The set of equations
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2.2 The uniaxial ODF

to be solved numerically for MS theory and ‘⟨P4⟩ model’ are, respectively:

f(β) =
exp(b2P2(cos β))∫ π

0
sin β exp (P2(cos β))

,

⟨P2⟩ =

∫ π

0
P2(cos β) exp [b2P2(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b2P2(cos β)] sin βdβ

,

⟨P4⟩ =

∫ π

0
P4(cos β) exp [b2P2(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b2P2(cos β)] sin βdβ

.

(2.18)

and

f(β) =
exp(b4P4(cos β))∫ π

0
sin β exp (P4(cos β))

,

⟨P2⟩ =

∫ π

0
P2(cos β) exp [b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ

,

⟨P4⟩ =

∫ π

0
P4(cos β) exp [b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ∫ π

0
exp [b4P4(cos β)] sin βdβ

.

(2.19)

The MS theory line can be closely approximated by the following equation: [8]

⟨P4⟩ =
5

7
⟨P2⟩2 −

2

539
⟨P2⟩3 +

35650

49049
⟨P2⟩4 + · · · ,

≈ 5

7
⟨P2⟩2.

(2.20)

Maier-Saupe theory is an incredibly successful theory which can predict the

nematic-isotropic transition temperature and the value of the Q order param-

eter for conventional nematic LC materials within agreement to experiments.

[97] Note that the ‘MS theory’ line shown in figure 2.5 gives values of ⟨P4⟩
for 0 < ⟨P2⟩ < 0.43. Values in this range would not typically be observed in

Maier-Saupe theory as a first order transition for nematic to isotropic is pre-

dicted whereby ⟨P2⟩ jumps from 0.43 to 0 at a given temperature. Instead, the

MS theory line in figure 2.5 predicts values of ⟨P4⟩ for a given ⟨P2⟩ when the

interaction potential is that of Maier-Saupe theory and makes no predictions of

the thermodynamic behaviour of the LC phase.
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Figure 2.6: Normalised ODFs from various models, showing the 3 distinct regions
in the [⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩] phase space. Black line: MS theory distribution of molecules
using order parameters predicted by Maier-Saupe theory (⟨P200⟩ = 0.5, ⟨P400⟩ =
0.178). Red line: Large distribution of molecules at β = 90◦ using ⟨P200⟩ =
0, ⟨P400⟩ = 0.178. Blue line: Cone model showing a distribution of molecules
peaking at βc = 31.8◦ using ⟨P200⟩ = 0.5, ⟨P400⟩ = −0.041.

The ‘⟨P4⟩ model’ can be closely approximated by the following equation: [8]

⟨P4⟩ =

√
77

90
⟨P2⟩

1
2 − 69

260
⟨P2⟩ +

7794479

1007760
√

770
⟨P2⟩

3
2 + · · · . (2.21)

The ⟨P4⟩ model predicts regions in the [⟨P2⟩, ⟨P4⟩] phase space where ⟨P4⟩ > ⟨P2⟩
[101, 102] which have been found in lipid membranes by Florescence depolariza-

tion measurements of probe molecules. [93] An example ODF can be seen in

figure 2.6 where ⟨P4⟩ has been selected to be greater than ⟨P2⟩. We can see this

describes a probability function that has a large contribution of molecules per-

pendicular to the nematic director. A situation which cannot be described when
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2.3 The phase biaxial ODF

only ⟨P2⟩ is considered (or when considering Maier-Saupe theory). [8]

2.3 The phase biaxial ODF

So far, only uniaxial cylindrically symmetric phases consisting of cylindrically

symmetric molecules have been considered. However, certain LC phases can have

biaxial symmetry. [103] It is therefore necessary to define an ODF which contains

phase biaxial order parameters, as discussed in detail by van Gurp and Zannoni.

[8, 9, 78] To do this, it is useful to construct the ODF with a set of orthogonal

functions which are dependent on α, β and γ; much like in the uniaxial case.

The Wigner functions satisfy both these conditions. Using the definition of the

Wigner functions the general ODF can be constructed: [8, 9, 78, 104]

f(α, β, γ) =
∞∑

L=0

L∑
m,n=−L

aLmnD
L
mn, (2.22)

where the indices L, m and n represent the symmetry conditions of rotations in β,

α and γ respectively, aLmn is the normalisation constant and DL
mn are the Wigner

functions. The Wigner functions are orthogonal and thus follow the relationship:

[78] ∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

DLi∗
mini

(α, β, γ)DLj
mjnj

(α, β, γ) sin βdαdβdγ =

8π2

2Li + 1
δLiLj

δmimj
δninj

,

(2.23)

where DLi∗
mini

is the complex conjugate of DLi
mini

and δxixj
is the Kronecker-delta

function in which δxixj
= 1 for i = j and δxixj

= 0 for i ̸= j. As with the uniaxial

case, order parameters can be introduced into the ODF through the normalisation

constant (aLmn). First, the order parameters are defined as in equation 2.29 by

integrating over α, β and γ: [78]

⟨DL∗
mn⟩ =

∫ 2π

0

∫ π

0

∫ 2π

0

DL∗
mnf(α, β, γ) sin βdαdβdγ. (2.24)
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2.3 The phase biaxial ODF

Substituting equation 2.22 into equation 2.24 and using the orthogonal condition

in equation 2.23 it follows that:

⟨DL∗
mm⟩ =

8π2

2L + 1
aLmn, (2.25)

and the general ODF becomes:

f(α, β, γ) =
∞∑

L=0

L∑
m,n=−L

2L + 1

8π2
⟨DL∗

mn⟩DL
mn. (2.26)

Assuming that the molecules are rigid and have cylindrical symmetry (i.e. invari-

ant to rotations in γ) the Wigner functions, and their complex conjugates, are

related to the associated Legendre polynomials: [78, 105]

DL
m0(α, β, γ) =

√
(L−m)!

(L + m)!
Pm
L (cos(β))eimα,

DL∗
m0(α, β, γ) = (−1)m

√
(L−m)!

(L + m)!
Pm
L (cos(β))e−imα.

(2.27)

Uniaxial molecules in a uniaxial phase For cylindrically symmetric molecules

in a uniaxial phase only even terms of L are required and m and n = 0. The imag-

inary components of the Wigner functions vanish due to symmetry arguments and

the generalised ODF for cylindrically symmetric molecules in a uniaxial phase is

exactly as described in section 2.2 and can be represented with Legendre polyno-

mials.

Uniaxial molecules in a biaxial phase For cylindrically symmetric molecules

in a biaxial phase only even terms of L and m are necessary as the phase is

apolar and achiral. [8, 9, 78, 83] If the phase has mirror symmetry in the xz, xy

and yz plane the imaginary components of the Wigner functions disappear and

Wigner functions collapse into to the generalised Legendre polynomials, Pm
L (α, β).

[8, 9, 78, 83, 85] Hence, we can define the truncated ODF for uniaxial molecules
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2.4 Non-cylindrically symmetric molecules

forming a biaxial phase as:

f(α, β) =
1

8π2
[1 +

5

2
⟨P200⟩(3 cos2 β − 1)

+
30

2
⟨P220⟩(1 − cos2 β) cos 2α

+
9

8
⟨P400⟩(3 − 30 cos2 β + 35 cos4 β)

+
540

8
⟨P420⟩(−1 + 8 cos2 β − 7 cos4 β) cos 2α

+
630

8
⟨P440⟩(1 − 2 cos2 β + cos4 β) cos 4α],

(2.28)

with the order parameters defined as:

⟨P200⟩ = ⟨1

2
(3 cos2 β − 1)⟩,

⟨P400⟩ = ⟨1

8
(35 cos4 β − 30 cos2 β + 3)⟩,

⟨P220⟩ = ⟨1

4
(1 − cos2 β) cos 2α⟩,

⟨P420⟩ = ⟨ 1

24
(−1 + 8 cos2 β − 7 cos4 β) cos 2α⟩,

⟨P440⟩ = ⟨ 1

16
(1 − 2 cos2 β + cos4 β) cos 4α⟩,

(2.29)

where all the Legendre polynomials are of the form PLm0 due to the invariance of

the system to γ. ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P200⟩ are the uniaxial order parameters as defined in

section 2.2 and ⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩ are the phase biaxial order parameters.

2.4 Non-cylindrically symmetric molecules

In sections 2.2 and 2.3 the ODF and order parameters are defined assuming that

the LC phase consists of cylindrically symmetric rigid molecules. However, for

non-cylindrically symmetric molecules, the ODF has a dependence with respect

to γ and the molecular biaxial order parameters need to be included. The ODF

in the case of a uniaxial phase consisting of board-like (i.e. non-cylindrically

symmetric) molecules is given by: [85, 88]
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2.5 Summary

f(α, γ) =
1

8π2
[1 +

5

2
⟨P200⟩(3 cos2 β − 1)

+
30

2
⟨P202⟩(1 − cos2 β) cos 2γ

+
9

8
⟨P400⟩(3 − 30 cos2 β + 35 cos4 β)

+
540

8
⟨P402⟩(−1 + 8 cos2 β − 7 cos4 β) cos 2γ

+
630

8
⟨P404⟩(1 − 2 cos2 β + cos4 β) cos 4γ],

(2.30)

where ⟨PL0n⟩ are the molecular biaxial order parameters. Many conventional LCs

show evidence of molecular biaxiality (for example 5CB as investigated by nuclear

magnetic resonance has shown evidence of slight molecular biaxiality [106]) whilst

still forming uniaxial nematic phases. [103] As will be discussed in chapter 5, it

is assumed that the vibrational Raman mode selected has cylindrical symmetry.

Therefore, typically, only the uniaxial (⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩) and phase biaxial (⟨P220⟩,
⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩) are determined. Throughout this thesis the phenyl-stretching mode

(1606 cm-1) is selected, which has been reported to have near-cylindrical symme-

try [88], and therefore the molecular biaxial order parameters are not considered

in the Raman analysis of order parameters.

2.5 Summary

To summarise, the orientational distributions function (ODF) of the uniaxial and

biaxial phase are introduced. In addition, the concept of an order parameter

is discussed and the uniaxial (⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩) and phase biaxial (⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩
and ⟨P440⟩) order parameters, relevant to Raman scattering, are introduced. Since

Raman spectroscopy can resolve order parameters to 4th rank the issues with

truncation of the ODF is discussed and the exponential approximation of the

ODF from information theory is introduced to resolve these.

The significance of the value of the ⟨P400⟩ order parameter on the uniaxial

phase is discussed. It is revealed that there are 3 distinct regions in the [⟨P200⟩,
⟨P400⟩] phase space: (1) a region defined by a doubly peaked ODF centred at

β = 0◦ and β = 90◦; (2) a region defined by a singly peaked ODF centred at
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2.5 Summary

β = 0◦; (3) a region defined by a singly peaked ODF centred at a conic angle βc.

The predictions of ⟨P400⟩ for a given ⟨P200⟩ from the mean field ‘Maier-Saupe’ and

‘⟨P4⟩ model’ theories are discussed. In chapter 8, the various uniaxial models, as

discussed in section 2.2.2, will be used to describe the orientational distribution

of molecules in an nematic LCE strained either parallel and perpendicular to

the nematic director. It is shown that, for the perpendicularly strain LCE, the

ODF deviates from that predicted by Maier-Saupe theory and converges towards

the ⟨P4⟩ model line. A full investigation of this behaviour leads to exploring the

emergence of biaxial order in the LCE.
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Chapter 3

Theory II: Mechanical

deformation of LCEs

In chapter 1, LCEs as a class of materials, which combine the anisotropic be-

haviour of liquid crystals and the rubbery elasticity of conventional elastomers,

are introduced. Remarkable behaviours, unique to LCEs, such as ‘stress opti-

cal coupling’ and ‘soft elasticity’ are discussed. Herein, the concepts introduced

in chapter 1 are discussed in greater detail and some of the key theoretical de-

scriptions of the mechanical behaviour of LCEs are outlined. As the mechanical

behaviour of LCEs is incredibly rich [40, 107], only the behaviour of nematic

LCEs under strains applied perpendicular to the nematic director will be consid-

ered. This deformation geometry is relevant to the later results chapters in this

thesis as it is the geometry for which the MFT and molecular auxetic response

are observed in certain LCEs.

This chapter begins with a derivation of the free energy of an isotropic rub-

ber under strain. Following on from this, the free energy of a nematic LCE

under strain is derived which results in the neo-classical Trace formula. The

neo-classical Trace formula is fundamental to the two theories considered in this

chapter; the theory of ‘semi-soft elasticity’ (SSE) and the theory of the ‘mechan-

ical Fréedericksz transition’ (MFT). In the case of the SSE, the director rotates

continuously towards the strain axis and there is a softening in the stress-strain

response. In the case of the MFT, the director remains perpendicular to the ap-

plied strain until there is a sharp rotation of the director at a critical strain. The
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3.1 Derivation of the ‘Trace formula’

geometry, shown in figure 3.1, is the same in both cases with the initial nematic

director orientated along the z axis and a strain imposed along the x axis. De-

formation of all known nematic LCEs occurs either via the SSE or the MFT; the

MFT is most relevant to the experiments within this thesis as all measurements

are performed on an LCE deforming by this mechanism. [40] The majority of this

chapter is formed from the discussions in ‘Liquid Crystal Elastomers ’ by Warner

& Terentjev [40] and in the PhD thesis by Mistry. [108]

Figure 3.1: Initial geometry involved in the semi-soft elastic response and the
mechanical Fréedericksz transition. In both cases the initial nematic director is
orientated along z and a perpendicular strain is applied along x.

3.1 Derivation of the ‘Trace formula’

3.1.1 Isotropic case

In chapter 1 the random walk behaviour of an isotropic polymer chain is intro-

duced. It is shown that whilst the end-to-end vector ⟨R⃗⟩ = 0, the mean square

end-to-end vector ⟨R⃗2⟩ = a2n = aL where a is the segment length, n is the num-

ber of segments in the chain and L is the ‘contour length’ of the chain. In the

limit of large n the probability distribution of the end-to-end vector is a Gaussian
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3.1 Derivation of the ‘Trace formula’

function given by the equation: [14, 40]

p(R⃗) =

(
3

2πaL

) 3
2

exp

(
−3R⃗ · R⃗

2aL

)
. (3.1)

The probability distribution function in equation 3.1 is valid for cross-linked sys-

tems provided that the cross-link density is low enough such that the number of

molecules in a network strand is large. [14, 109] The free energy of the network

strand is given by Fs = U−TS where U is internal energy and S is entropy, how-

ever, since only entropic effects are considered Fs = −kBT lnZn where Zn ∝ p(R⃗)

is the partition function [14], therefore:

Fs =
3

2

(
kBT

aL

)
R⃗ · R⃗ + C, (3.2)

where C is an arbitrary constant which is ignored. Let us consider the deformation

Figure 3.2: Change in probability distribution of the polymer chains under an
affine deformation. The shape of the probability remains unchanged however the
centre of the distribution is now shifted from R⃗ to R⃗′.

of a selected network strand with the end-to-end vector of R⃗ into a new end-to-end

vector:

R⃗′ = λ · R⃗, (3.3)

where λ is the deformation tensor or deformation gradient. We assume that the

deformation is affine which means that all network strands in the network deform
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3.1 Derivation of the ‘Trace formula’

by the same amount. The shape of the probability distribution therefore remains

the same albeit shifted (see figure 3.2) and the free energy of the deformed strand

is determined by substitution of equation 3.3 into 3.2:

F ′
s =

3

2

(
kBT

aL

)
R⃗′ · R⃗′

=
3

2

(
kBT

aL

)
R⃗ · λT · λ · R⃗.

(3.4)

The average free energy of the network, or the free energy density, can be deter-

mined by taking the ensemble average of equation 3.4:

⟨F ′
s⟩ =

3

2

(
kBT

aL

)
⟨R⃗ · λT · λ · R⃗⟩, (3.5)

where λT is the trace of λ. Since the deformation is affine, the deformation

gradient λ is the same for all strands in the network, therefore, averaging occurs

over ⟨R⃗ · R⃗⟩ only. The free energy density of the deformed network is therefore

given by the equation:

⟨F ′
s⟩ =

3

2
kBT Tr

(
λT · λ

)
, (3.6)

where the definition ⟨R⃗2⟩ = aL (equation 1.4) has been used. The total free

energy of the deformed network, Fel, is simply the free energy density equation

multiplied by the number of network strands:

Fel =
3

2
µ Tr

(
λT · λ

)
, (3.7)

where µ = nskBT is the shear moduli of the material with ns the number of

molecules in a network strand.

3.1.2 Nematic case

For an LCE in the nematic phase the random walk of the polymer chain is

anisotropic. Therefore, assuming uniaxial symmetry with the nematic director

(n̂) orientated in the z direction, ⟨R⃗2
x⟩ = ⟨R⃗2

y⟩ ̸= ⟨R⃗2
z⟩. In each dimension the

polymer chain has an associated step-length which can be represented in tensorial
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3.1 Derivation of the ‘Trace formula’

form: [40]

l =


lx 0 0

0 ly 0

0 0 lz

 . (3.8)

There are now 3 mean square end-to-end vectors in the principal frame defined

by the equation ⟨R⃗i · R⃗j⟩ = 1
3
lijL. [40] The mean square end-to-end vector, in 3D

space, is the sum of the three principle mean square end-to-end vectors in x, y

and z:

⟨R⃗2⟩ =
L

3
(lx + ly + lz) =

1

3
LTr(l). (3.9)

The 3D probability distribution function of a network strand is given by p(R⃗) =

p(R⃗x)p(R⃗y)p(R⃗z) with the probability distribution in the ith dimension given by:

[40]

p(R⃗i) =

(
3

2πLli

) 1
2

exp

(
−3R⃗i · R⃗i

2Lli

)
. (3.10)

The 3D probability distribution function is therefore: [40]

p(R⃗) =

(
3

2πL

) 3
2

(
1

det(l)

) 1
2

exp

(
−3

2L

(
R⃗2

x

lx
+

R⃗2
y

ly
+

R⃗2
z

lz

))

=

(
3

2πL

) 3
2

(
1

det(l)

) 1
2

exp

(
−3

2L

(
R⃗ · l−1 · R⃗

))
,

(3.11)

where the definition det(l) = lxlylz has been used. As before, using the definition

of the free energy of a strand, Fs ∝ −kBT ln p(R):

Fs =
3kBT

2L
R⃗ · l−1 · R⃗ +

kBT

2
ln

(
det(l)

C

)
, (3.12)

where C is a constant. The ‘ln (det(l)/C)’ term contains the nematic order in the

step-length tensor l. If the magnitude of the nematic order is unchanged during

a deformation the ln (det(l)/C) term will be a constant.

As before, an affine deformation is applied to the network such that R⃗′ = λR⃗.

Following the arguments of the isotropic case, the free energy density of the
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3.2 Spontaneous distortion under the isotropic to nematic transition

network is related to ⟨R⃗ · λT · l−1 · λ · R⃗⟩, which due to the nature of the affine

deformation is related to ⟨R⃗2⟩ only. Hence, the free energy density in the nematic

case is determined by substituting equation 3.9 into equation 3.12:

⟨F ′
s⟩ =

3kBT

2L
⟨R⃗ · λT · l−1 · λ · R⃗⟩ +

kBT

2
ln

(
det(l)

C

)
=

1

2
kBT Tr(l0 · λ · l−1 · λ) +

kBT

2
ln

(
det(l)

C

)
,

(3.13)

where l0 is the unstrained step-length tensor with Tr(l0) = (lx,0 + ly,0 + lz,0).

The total free energy of the network is the free energy density multiplied by the

number of strands, ns, therefore:

Fel =
1

2
µTr(l0 · λ · l−1 · λ) +

1

2
µ ln

(
det(l)

det(l0)

)
, (3.14)

where µ = nskBT and C has been set to det(l0) so that Fel is equal to that of

an isotropic rubber in the undeformed state. [40] Equation 3.14 is known as the

‘Trace formula’ for a nematic rubber and forms the basis for understanding

the SSE and MFT behaviours.

3.2 Spontaneous distortion under the isotropic

to nematic transition

Much like a conventional low molecular mass liquid crystal, an ideal LCE will

undergo a transition from an isotropic phase to a nematic phase upon cooling

through Tni. However, due to the coupling between the nematic order and the

macroscopic shape of the LCE, the transition from the isotropic phase to the

nematic phase will be accompanied by a spontaneous distortion of the polymer

conformation of the LCE. [40] Consider an LCE formed in the isotropic phase and

cooled into a mono-domain nematic phase. The step-length tensors associated
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3.3 Soft elasticity

with this transition are:

l0 = Diag[a, a, a] = a · δ,

l = Diag[λ⊥, λ⊥, λ∥],

(3.15)

and the deformation tensor of the spontaneous distortion, assuming no change

in volume, accompanying the transition from the isotropic phase to the nematic

phase is given by:

λm = Diag

[
a√
λm

,
a√
λm

, aλm

]
. (3.16)

Substituting the relevant step-length tensors (equation 3.15) and deformation

tensor (equation 3.16) into the the Trace formula (equation 3.14) leads to the

following free energy:

Fel =
1

2
µ

(
2a

λml⊥
+

2aλ2
m

l∥

)
. (3.17)

The value of the spontaneous deformation is determined by minimising equation

3.17 with respect to λm:

λm =

(
l∥
l⊥

)1/3

= r1/3, (3.18)

and the spontaneous deformation tensor is therefore determined by substituting

equation 3.18 into equation 3.16:

λm = Diag[r−1/6, r−1/6, r1/3]. (3.19)

Therefore the transition from an isotropic LCE to a mono-domain nematic LCE

is accompanied by the spontaneous deformation λm = Diag[r−1/6, r−1/6, r1/3]. As

will be apparent in the following section, the existence of λm is important to the

theory of the soft elastic response.

3.3 Soft elasticity

The concept of semi-soft elasticity is first mentioned in section 1.4.5 to describe

the plateau-like stress-strain behaviour of certain LCEs after a threshold strain
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3.3 Soft elasticity

Figure 3.3: Schematic of the soft elastic response in LCEs. The LCE has access
to an isotropic conformation (top) and upon cooling will form a nematic confor-
mation with an arbitrary director angle. The nematic conformations have equal
energies. Thus λsoft deformations have no energetic cost.

is reached. [40, 64, 67, 69] The requirement for a threshold strain to be reached

is observed in real LCEs and is a consequence of non-idealities, as discussed in

further in this section, however, first let us consider the ideal thresholdless soft

elasticity. In the theoretical description of soft elasticity outlined herein it is

assumed that (a) the LCE has access to an isotropic reference state and (b)

that the nematic order remains unchanged during deformation. The approach of

this chapter closely follows that of Warner & Terentjev [40] and begins with the

deformation gradient of Olmsted: [110]

λ
soft

= l
1
2 ·W

ϕ
· l0−

1
2 , (3.20)

where W
ϕ

is an arbitrary body rotation by an angle ‘ϕ’. By substituting equation

3.20 into equation 3.14 and assuming that the nematic order remains constant:
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3.3 Soft elasticity

Fel =
1

2
µTr

(
l0 · l0−

1
2 ·W T

ϕ
· l

1
2 · l−1 · l

1
2 ·W

ϕ
· l0−

1
2

)
=

1

2
µTr

(
l0 · l0−

1
2 ·W T

ϕ
· I ·W

ϕ
· l0−

1
2

)
=

1

2
µTr

(
l0 · l0−

1
2 · l0−

1
2

)
=

1

2
µTr

(
I
)

=
3

2
µ,

(3.21)

which is the elastic free energy of an unstrained isotropic rubber, hence, there

exists a set of deformations of the type in equation 3.20 for which there is no

energetic cost of deformation.

To understand the form of the soft deformation, λ
soft

, let us consider the

behaviour of the director assuming that the nematic order remains constant.

The soft response begins with the nematic director perpendicular to the initial

strain axis so that the initial step-length tensor is l0 = Diag
[
l⊥, l⊥, l∥

]
. The l0

− 1
2

term in equation 3.20 can therefore be rewritten using the definition r = l∥/r⊥:

[40]

l0
− 1

2 = Diag
[
l
− 1

2
⊥ , l

− 1
2

⊥ , l
− 1

2

∥

]
= l

− 1
2

⊥ r−
1
6 Diag

[
r

1
6 , r

1
6 , r−

1
3

]
= l

− 1
2

⊥ r−
1
6λm

−1,

(3.22)

where λm = Diag
[
r−1/6, r−1/6, r1/3

]
is the spontaneous distortion of an LCE

during the isotropic to nematic transition. [40] The soft response ends when the

director been rotated fully towards the strain axis, therefore, l = Diag
[
l∥, l⊥, l⊥

]
.

Once again, the l
1
2 term in equation 3.20 can be rewritten using the definition

r = l∥/r⊥: [40, 108]

l
1
2 = Diag

[
l
1
2

∥ , l
1
2
⊥, l

1
2
⊥

]
= l

1
2
⊥r

1
6 Diag

[
r

1
3 , r−

1
6 , r−

1
6

]
= l

1
2
⊥r

1
6 UT · λm · U,

(3.23)
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3.3 Soft elasticity

where U is a rotation matrix. From equation 3.22 and 3.23 it follows that l1/2 =

UT · l01/2 ·U and hence l1/2 is a rotation of l0
1/2. The soft deformation, λ

soft
, can

be determined by substituting equation 3.22 and 3.23 into 3.20 ignoring W
ϕ

since

it is arbitrary: [40]

λ
soft

= l
1
2 · l0−

1
2

= UT · λm · U · λm.

(3.24)

The implication of equation 3.24 is that LCEs can deform softly due to the exis-

tence of an isotropic reference state accessible through a deformation proportional

to λm. [40] See figure 3.3 for a schematic of the soft deformations of nematic LCE

due to an accessible isotropic reference state. From equation 3.24, the soft elas-

tic deformation can be thought of as consisting of two parts; the first part is

the virtual deformation of the anisotropic chain conformation to the accessible

isotropic conformation via the deformation, λm; the second part is rotation, with

no energetic cost, of the virtual intermediate isotropic state. Finally, the isotropic

configuration, deforms by λm into the final anisotropic configuration.

Semi-soft elasticity

In actuality, nematic LCEs will not deform completely softly due to the exis-

tence of ‘non-idealities’ introduced into the sample upon network formation which

makes a completely isotropic reference state inaccessible. [40] One suggested

cause for non-ideality in the network is a variation in chain lengths and backbone

anisotropy; [111] this would be especially apparent, for example, in randomly a

cross-linked network. As such the response is ‘semi-soft’ whereby: (a) a threshold

strain is required for rotations of the director to occur and (b) the plateau of the

response has a positive gradient (i.e. energetic cost of deformation) as opposed to

the completely flat response of the ideal soft response. A schematic of the stress-

strain curve and director behaviour of the semi-soft elastic response is shown in

figure 3.4. The shapes of the representative curves are based on theory by Verwey
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0

3 0

6 0

9 0

 

Figure 3.4: Schematic of the stress-strain behaviour and the director rotation of
a nematic LCE strained perpendicular to the initial director and undergoing the
semi-soft elastic response

et al. [40, 67] which are given below:

σA = µ

(
λ2 − 1

λ

)
for λ < λ1,

σB = µλ2

(
1 − 1

λ3
1

)
for λ1 < λ < λ2,

σC = µ

(
λ2

(
1 − r − 1

λ3
1r

)
−

√
r

λ

)
for λ > λ2,

sin (θD) =

(
r(λ2 − λ2

1)

(r − 1)λ2

) 1
2

for λ1 < λ < λ2,

(3.25)

where λ1 is the threshold strain for the onset of the semi-soft response, λ2 is the

threshold strain for the end of the semi-soft response and θD is the angle of the

nematic director.
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3.4 Mechanical Fréedericksz transition

Figure 3.5: Free energy (Fel) against extension of an LCE in the unrotated state
(FA

el ) and the rotated state (FB
el ). The free energies cross-over at λc.

3.4 Mechanical Fréedericksz transition

In addition to the ‘semi-soft elastic’ response, there have been reports in the liter-

ature of a different mechanical deformation exhibited by certain LCEs termed the

‘Mechanical Fréedericksz transition’ (MFT). [1, 40, 112] In the MFT, initially the

director remains perpendicular to the applied strain, and after a critical thresh-

old strain, then rotates sharply. Whilst there is theoretical work describing the

director rotation and change in nematic order during the MFT [113, 114], as of

writing, there is no known theoretical description of the stress-strain behaviour

of the MFT. [2, 40] The theoretical frame-work of the MFT outlined herein fol-

lows the approach of the Warner & Terentjev book [40] and assumes that (a)

the rotation of the director is instantaneous at the critical strain (λc) and (b)

there is no change in nematic ordering before or after transition, therefore, the
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3.4 Mechanical Fréedericksz transition

det(l)/det(l0) term in equation 3.14 is ignored. The MFT has two free energy

equations based on the two different scenarios of the director involved, one free

energy equation before the director rotation (FA
el ), where the director is perpen-

dicular to the applied strain, and one after the sharp rotation of the director (FB
el )

where the director is parallel to the applied strain. Extensions (λ) are applied

in the x direction perpendicular to the initial nematic director which is aligned

along z. The initial step-length tensor, before the rotation of the director, is given

by l0 = Diag(l⊥, l⊥, l∥) and since there is no change in nematic ordering FA
el is

given by: [40]

FA
el =

1

2
µ

(
λ2 +

(
1

λzzλ

)2

+ λ2
zz

)
, (3.26)

where the conservation of volume requires that λyy = 1/λzzλ. After the rotation

of the nematic director, the step-length tensor has jumped to towards the strain

axis (x) and the new step-length tensor is l = Diag(l∥, l⊥, l⊥). By substituting l0

and l into equation 3.14 FB
el can be determined: [40]

FB
el =

1

2
µ

(
λ2

r
+

(
1

λzzλ

)2

+ λ2
zzr

)
. (3.27)

Both FA
el and FB

el are minimised with respect to λzz which leads to the final

equations: [40]

FA
el =

1

2
µ

(
λ2 +

2

λ

)
,

FB
el =

1

2
µ

(
λ2

r
+

2
√
r

λ

)
.

(3.28)

FA
el and FB

el have similar forms, however the natural state of FB
el is at λ =

√
r as

opposed to λ = 1. The free energy functions are shown in figure 3.5 where it can

be seen that FA
el and FB

el are the same at an extension defined as λc. The critical

extension ratio can be determined by setting FA
el = FB

el and solving for λ: [40]

λc = r
1
3

(
2√
r + 1

) 1
3

= λm

(
2√
r + 1

) 1
3

, (3.29)
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where λm = r1/3 is the spontaneous deformation that occurs during the isotropic

to nematic transition and λ = λm is the limit of stability for FA
el . [40]

In the approach above, it is assumed that the nematic ordering remains con-

stant throughout the deformation. However, theoretical work on the MFT by

Bladon et al. [113, 114] has shown that the free energy barrier of rotation can

be reduced by a reduction in the uniaxial nematic ordering and the emergence of

biaxial order along the strain axis before the transition has occurred. The reduc-

tion in uniaxial order has been observed by Roberts et al. using x-ray diffraction

measurements. [70] The determination of order parameters using Raman spec-

troscopy performed in chapter 8 show a similar reduction in the uniaxial order

and, additionally, an emergence in biaxial order parameters.

3.5 Summary

To summarise, the ‘Trace formula’, which is the free energy equation of an LCE

under deformation, has been derived. The behaviour of LCEs under perpen-

dicular strain is considered with two particular scenarios outlined. These are

the semi-soft elastic (SSE) response and the Mechanical Fréedericksz transition

(MFT). In the SSE, after an initial strain is reached (λ1), the director rotates

continuously and there is a softening in the stress-strain response. It is revealed

that the soft elastic response arises due to the existence of an isotropic reference

state accessible through the deformation tensor λm. However, in real LCEs, the

reference state is not completely isotropic which leads to the semi-soft elastic

response. [40, 111] In the MFT, the director rotates sharply at a critical strain

(λc). In the approach of section 3.4 it is assumed that the nematic order of the

system remains constant. However, theoretical work by Bladon et al. considers

the change in order during the MFT revealing that there is a decrease in uni-

axial order with the emergence of biaxial order. [113, 114] In addition to work

by Bladon et al., work by Finkelmann et al. considers anisotropic elasticity of

a nematic LCE deformed without director rotation; [115] as such the work by

Finkelmann et al. describes the situation of a real LCE under small deformations

and an LCE exhibiting a MFT but before the director has rotated. The theoreti-
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cal approach of Finkelmann et al. is introduced in chapter 8 when the emergence

of biaxiality of a nematic LCE is investigated via Raman spectroscopy.
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Chapter 4

Experimental I: Materials and

LCE synthesis

This chapter describes the materials and synthesis steps required to produce the

LCEs used throughout this thesis. The chemical composition of the LCE was

designed by Mistry et al., [2, 108] based on the LCE chemistry developed by

Urayama et al. [116], with the aim to produced a precursor mixture that can be

polymerised in the nematic phase at room temperature.

4.1 Cell assembly

To accurately characterise the behaviour of LCEs it is necessary that well-aligned,

uniformly orientated samples with a uniform thickness are produced. To achieve

this cells, which act as moulds for the final LCE samples, are assembled. The cell

gap dictates the maximum thickness of the LCE produced and ensures that the

final LCE sample has a uniform thickness. Additionally, if required, an alignment

layer can be applied to the substrates of the cells to induce a uniform alignment

in the final LCE sample. The cells are produced from two different substrates;

75mm × 25mm × 1mm (L×W×T) glass microscope slides and 60mm × 20mm

× 100µm Melinex 401 films (DuPont Teijin Films). The melinex film is a flexible

polymer based substrate; this substrate is used instead of glass as its flexibility

allows it to be more easily removed from the polymerised LCE sample. Before
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4.1 Cell assembly

assembly the substrates are cleaned to remove any contaminants. The cleaning

procedure is as follows:

� Glass: (i) sonicate with de-ionised water and decon 90 for 30 minutes, (ii)

sonicate with de-ionised water for 30 minutes, (iii) sonicate with acetone

for 30 minutes, (iv) sonicate with methanol for 30 minutes.

� Melinex: (i) rinse with de-ionised water to remove any visible debris, (ii)

sonicate with methanol for 30 minutes.

The clean substrates are dried with an air gun to remove any remaining methanol

after which assembly can begin.

If alignment is required both substrates are spin coated with a 0.5% polyvinyl

alcohol (PVA) solution. PVA is desirable over other alignment layers for two

reasons: (i) PVA can be dissolved into water which is not a solvent for the Melinex

substrates and (ii) it is not necessary to bake PVA at elevated temperatures thus

preventing the Melinex substrates from shrinking and warping. The PVA solution

is created by dissolving 0.5g of PVA (molecular weight=>89,000) into 100ml of

deionized water by constantly stirring with a magnetic stirrer at 100 rpm and

80oC. The PVA solution (0.5% wt) is pipetted onto the surface of each substrate

ensuring that the whole surface is covered. Each substrate is spin-coated at 1800

rpm for 30 seconds followed by 40 seconds of spinning at 4200 rpm. The unaligned

PVA layer is rubbed in the desired direction using the in-house rubbing machine

‘Tippler’ in the following manner: Firstly, the substrates are secured onto a

vacuum plate which is motorised to allow for lateral movement; the vacuum plate

makes several passes underneath a rotating cylinder which is covered in velvet

cloth and set at the correct height to allow for contact between the fibres of the

cloth and the substrate surface. The contact of the velvet cloth fibres forces the

PVA to align in the rubbing direction.

A cell is assembled by applying UVS 91 glue (Norland) along the long axis

of the Melinex substrate. 100 µm Melinex (∼2mm × 75mm) spacers are placed

on top of the lines of adhesive and a further line of UVS 91 is placed along the

spacers. The glass substrate is placed on top of the glue covered spacers ensuring

that the rubbing directions of the substrates aligned in an anti-parallel manner.
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Glass substrate
with PVA 
alignment layer

Melinex 401 with
PVA alignment layer

Melinex 401 spacer

Figure 4.1: Schematic of an assembled cell. The steps required to assemble the
cell are described in section 4.1.

The cell is placed onto a metal block and an even pressure is applied by magnets

to ensure uniform thickness across the cell. The clamped cell is polymerised under

a UV source (∼2.5 mW−2) for 10 minutes. A schematic of an assembled cell can

be seen in figure 4.1.

4.2 LCE synthesis

The chemicals required to synthesise the LCE used throughout this thesis are: 1,4-

bis-[4-(6-acryloyloxyhex-yloxy)benzoyloxy]-2-methylbenzene (RM82), 6-(4-cyano-

biphenyl-4′-yloxy)hexyl acrylate (A6OCB), 2-ethylhexyl acrylate (EHA), 4-cyano-

4-hexyloxybiphenyl (6OCB), and methyl benzoylformate (MBF). [2] The LCE

network is formed from the bifunctional reactive mesogen, RM82, which acts as a

cross-linker for the LCE network; the mono-functional reactive mesogen A6OCB;

and the non-mesogenic spacer EHA. The non-reactive mesogen, 6OCB, is added

to broaden the nematic phase of this mixture allowing for polymerisation at room

temperature. [2, 108] Methyl benzoylformate (MBF) is a UV-photoinitiator. The

chemical structures of RM82, A6OCB, EHA and 6OCB and MBF can be seen in

figure 4.2 and the % mol of these chemicals can be seen in table 4.1.

Chemically identical LCEs can be synthesised in the isotropic, monodomain

nematic and polydomain phase, the initial steps for each phase are as follows:

� A6OCB, 6OCB and RM82 are added into a clean glass vial containing the
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4.2 LCE synthesis

Figure 4.2: Structures of the constituent chemicals of the LCE.

magnetic stirrer bead. The mass of each material used is confirmed with a

digital weighing scale it is ensured that there is a maximum difference of

±0.3 mg between the masses recorded and the desired masses. The sample

vial containing A6OCB, 6OCB and RM82 is placed onto a hot plate at

-110oC for 5 minutes to melt the materials.

� Using an Eppendorf pipette EHA and MBF are added to the sample vial.

Since EHA and MBF are volatile materials the temperature of the hot

plate is reduced to 40oC. The hot plate is set to stir at 70 rpm and left for

5 minutes to ensure the materials are well mixed. At this temperature the

precursor mixture is in the isotropic phase. [2]

The solid LCE samples can be produced in the isotropic phase, the monodomain

nematic phase or the polydomain nematic phase. However, in all cases the cells

are capillary filled with the liquid precursor mixture in the isotropic phase to

prevent issues with shear alignment. The following steps depends on the phase

of the final LCE film required:
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4.2 LCE synthesis

Component
% mol in
monomer mixture

% mol
in final LCE

A6OCB 14.6 ± 0.1 34.3 ± 0.3
6OCB 55.9 ± 0.3 -
RM82 7.1 ± 0.1 16.7 ± 0.3
EHA 20.9 ± 0.1 49.0 ± 0.1
MBF 1.56 ± 0.07 -

Table 4.1: Chemical composition of the LCE used throughout this thesis.

� Isotropic LCE: the precursor mixture is filled into an unaligned cell and

placed on a hot stage at 60oC for 5 minutes. The precursor mixture is UV

polymerised (source: ∼2.5 mW−2) at 60oC for two hours.

� Monodomain nematic LCE: the precursor mixture is filled into an aligned

cell at 40oC. The filled cell is removed from the hot stage and left at room

temperature for 20 minutes to cool into the nematic phase. The precursor

mixture is UV polymerised (source: ∼2.5 mW−2) at room temperature for

two hours.

� Polydomain nematic LCE: the precursor mixture is filled into an un-

aligned cell at 40oC. The filled cell is removed from the hot stage and

left at room temperature for 20 minutes to cool into the nematic phase.

The precursor mixture is UV polymerised (source: ∼2.5 mW−2) at room

temperature for two hours.

After polymerisation, the Melinex substrate is removed from the cell with a

scalpel. The Melinex spacers are cut away and the LCE film is removed from

the glass substrate. The sample is still swollen with the non-reactive mesogen

6OCB and MBF; these are washed out from the network by leaving the LCE

in a ∼70:30 methanol/dichloromethane for a minimum of 12 hours. The now

deswollen samples are left on a hot plate at 40oC for 2 hours to dry. A simplified

schematic of the final LCE network is shown in figure 4.3. Figure 4.3 is included

to show the acrylate backbone and constituent chemicals, however, the polymeri-

sation of the network is random and the other possible network morphologies are

not included in the schematic.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic of the polymerised LCE network showing the constituent
chemicals.

4.3 Summary

In this chapter, the constituent chemicals and synthesis steps required to pro-

duce acrylate LCE films of various alignments are outlined. The LCE described

herein, in the monodomain nematic phase, displays an MFT to perpendicularly

applied strain in addition to a molecular auxetic response. [1, 2] These interesting

behaviours are explored in chapters 8 to 10 by performing various experiments

on the LCE. Producing repeatable samples in the manner described above is an

important part in understanding these behaviours.
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Chapter 5

Experimental II: Raman

spectroscopy

Raman scattering is the inelastic scattering of light that results from the interac-

tion of incident light with the vibrational and rotational modes of the molecules

in the medium being probed. [117–119] The wavelength of the scattered light is

shifted by an amount related to the mode the light has interacted with and is

therefore ‘chemically specific’. [119, 120] This makes Raman scattering a useful

probe into the microscopic and molecular nature of materials. Additionally, Ra-

man scattering is polarisation dependent which allows for the determination of

order parameters in liquid crystal and polymer systems. [79–87, 104, 118]

Other spectroscopic techniques have been employed to determine the order

parameters in liquid crystals; namely x-ray diffraction and infrared (IR) spec-

troscopy. [89] Both Raman and IR spectroscopy are examples of vibrational

spectroscopic techniques and are typically considered complementary techniques

for complete chemical analysis, however, Raman and IR have different selection

rules. [119] IR is better at determining asymmetric vibrations of polar groups

whilst Raman is better at determining symmetric vibrations of non-polar groups;

additionally Raman is not particularity affected by the presence of water unlike

IR. IR can determine ⟨P200⟩ (Q or often ‘S’) and biaxial order parameters (P , D,

C). [103] However, Raman spectroscopy can determine uniaxial order parameters

up to 4th rank (⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩) and, in principal, biaxial order parameters up

to 4th rank; [87, 103] this makes Raman spectroscopy a powerful technique in
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5.1 Raman scattering

liquid crystal research. The Raman scattering process occurs every 1 in 107 pho-

tons producing a relatively weak signal. [117, 118] However, with the invention of

high power monochromatic lasers this technique has become a readily-available

experimental technique.

This chapter begins by introducing the origins of Raman scattering in the

simplified scalar case. The Raman tensor is then introduced and it is shown how

this can be related to the order parameters of a liquid crystal phase through the

orientational distribution function (ODF). The fitting functions on the Raman

signal are presented for the uniaxial and biaxial nematic phases, the approach of

this thesis closely follows the work presented in the thesis of Southern [83] and

the thesis of Zhang. [85] Finally the experimental set up is shown.

5.1 Raman scattering

5.1.1 Scalar case

When an electromagnetic wave is incident on a material it induces an oscillating

electrical dipole moment. This oscillating dipole re-emits EM waves which is

the source of scattered light. Most light is scattered elastically which is known as

Rayleigh scattering. Raman scattering is one of the inelastic scattering processes;

the light is re-emitted with a shift in the wavelength (energy) when compared to

the incident wavelength. The cause of this Raman shift is the interaction of

incident light with the rotational and vibrational resonances of the molecules in

the material [117–119]. Rotational Raman scattering is typical only significant in

the gaseous phase therefore the remainder of this chapter will focus on vibrational

Raman spectroscopy. Raman scattering can be understood by consideration the

dipole moment of a material with light incident on it:

µ = αmE0 cos(2πν0t), (5.1)

where µ is the induced dipole, αm is the molecular polarisability, E0 is the am-

plitude of the incoming EM radiation, ν0 is the frequency of the incident light

and t is time. The polarisability, αm, is related to the oscillations of atoms about
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their equilibrium position in molecules. By assuming simple harmonic motion,

the displacement of the atoms as a function of time can be written as:

Qd = Qd,0 cos(2πνvibt), (5.2)

where Qd is the displacement of the atom, Qd,0 is maximum amplitude of dis-

placement from equilibrium position and νvib is the vibration frequency. Since the

polarisability depends on Qd, we can perform a Taylor expansion of αm: [117–119]

αm = αm,0 +

(
∂αm

∂Qd

)
×Qd + ...,

αm = αm,0 +

(
∂αm

∂Qd

)
×Qd,0 cos(2πνvibt).

(5.3)

By substituting equation 5.3 into equation 5.1:

µm =

[
αm,0 +

(
∂αm

∂Qd

)]
× E0 cos(2πν0t),

= αm,0E0 cos(2πν0t) +

(
∂αm

∂Qd

)
Qd,0E0 cos(2πνvibt) cos(2πν0t).

(5.4)

Using the double cosine rule equation 5.4 becomes:

µm = αm,0E0 cos(2πν0t)+

1

2

(
∂αm

∂Qd

)
Qd,0E0[cos(2πt(ν0 − νvib)) + cos(2πt(ν0 + νvib))].

(5.5)

In equation 5.5 there are 3 scattering process, these are the elastic Rayleigh (ν0)

scattering process and the inelastic Stokes (ν0 − νvib) and Anti-Stokes (ν0 + νvib)

scattering processes. The Stokes and anti-Stokes scattering processes only occur

in cases where vibrations change polarisability (i.e. ∂αm/∂Q ̸= 0) [118] and

typically the Stokes line is selected for Raman spectroscopy as it has a higher

intensity than the anti-Stokes line. [117, 118] The Raman shift, in both the

Stokes and anti-Stokes case, is given by:

∆ν =
1

λ0

− 1

λs

, (5.6)
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where λ0 is the wavelength of the incident light, λs is the wavelength of the

scattered light. From equation 5.6, we can see that the Stokes scattering process

produces a positive Raman shift and anti-Stokes scattering produces a negative

Raman shift. The intensity of the Raman peak is given by: [119]

I ∝
(
∂αm

∂Qd

)2

. (5.7)

5.1.2 Tensorial case

In the above case, the polarisability is taken to be scalar. In fact the polarisability

is tensorial. Equation 5.1 is therefore:

P⃗ = ¯̄αm × E⃗0 cos(2πνt), (5.8)

where ¯̄αm is the tensorial polarisability. Equation 5.7 states that the intensity

of the Raman scattering process is proportional to the square of the differen-

tial polarisability. We now introduce the differential polarisability tensor for a

particular mode:

(
αij

∂Qd

)2

=


α′
xx α′

xy α′
xz

α′
yx α′

yy α′
yz

α′
zx α′

zy α′
zz

 , (5.9)

where α′
ij is short hand notion for the differential of αij with respect to Q. By

selecting appropriate principal axes equation 5.9 simplifies into:

(
αij

∂Qd

)2

=


α′
xx 0 0

0 α′
yy 0

0 0 α′
zz

 . (5.10)

Note that for a uniaxial system, α′
xx = α′

yy = α′ and α′
zz = α′

zz. In general, for

liquid crystal systems, α′ ̸= α′
zz. The anisotropy of the differential polarisability

allows for the determination of order parameters of a liquid crystal phase. For

a uniaxial system equation 5.10 can be rewritten in terms of the differential
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liquid crystal phases

polarisability ratio (p):

(
αij

∂Qd

)2

=


α′ 0 0

0 α′ 0

0 0 α′
zz

 = α′
zz


p 0 0

0 p 0

0 0 1

 , (5.11)

where the differential polarisability ratio is given by r = α′/α′
zz.

5.2 Selection of Raman peaks for calculation of

order parameters in liquid crystal phases

In section 5.1.2 the differential polarisability tensor, or Raman tensor, was in-

troduced. The generalised form of the Raman tensor is shown in equation 5.9.

However, by defining a principal axis and assuming uniaxial anisotropy the Ra-

man tensor is now equation 5.11 and the differential polarisability ratio (p) is

introduced. The spectral range of Raman scattering events is typically between

200cm-1 and 3000cm-1. [117, 119] Of particular interest are the 1606cm-1 and

2225cm-1 peaks. These represent the phenyl-stretching mode and the cyano-

stretching mode, respectively. [120] Both of which are present in many liquid

crystalline molecules (for example the n-CB series). A normalised Raman spec-

tra of the acrylate LCE used within this thesis can be seen in figure 5.1.

Careful selection of the Raman band is necessary for useful determination of

an order parameter. In polymeric materials, bond are typically selected which

have a principal axis along coincident with the chain axis. [121] For liquid crys-

tals, it is ideal to select a molecular vibration that best represents the nematic

order parameter. For this to be the case the band selected needs satisfies some

assumptions. These are, (i) that the molecular vibration itself is cylindrically

symmetric and (ii) the bond vibration is parallel to the molecular long axis of

the material. The 1606cm-1 (phenyl-stretching) and 2225cm-1 (cyano-stretching)

peaks have be used to determine the order parameter in liquid crystal phases.

[79, 80, 104, 122] The phenyl-stretching mode closely follows Maier-Saupe theory

predictions for conventional nematic liquid crystal phases and therefore appears
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Figure 5.1: Typical Raman spectra for the acrylate LCE studied herein. The
phenyl-stretching mode (1606 cm−1) and the cyano-stretching (2250 cm−1) are
shown. These particular Raman modes are prevalent in many liquid crystalline
systems.

to satisfies these assumptions reasonably well. [88] The cyano-stretching mode

appears to not satisfy the assumption of cylindrical symmetry and therefore pro-

duces a miss-match in the calculated order parameter (particularly ⟨P400⟩) when

compared to theoretical predictions. [88]

5.3 Polarised Raman spectroscopy and the ori-

entational distribution function (ODF)

Consider, as shown in figure 5.2a, a single molecule in a LC phase. The complete

orientation of the molecule with respect to the nematic director (zD) can be de-
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function (ODF)

scribed by the Euler angles (α,β,γ). The long axis of the molecule is orientated

along zM. When a cylindrically symmetric bond vibration is selected which has

a vibration axis along the molecular long axis (zM) equation 5.11 accurately de-

scribes the differential polarisability tensor of the molecule. Thus, the microscopic

properties of the molecule can be related to the Raman intensity by substituting

equation 5.11. into equation 5.7.

Figure 5.2: (a) Schematic showing the Euler angles (α, β, γ) of a liquid crystal
molecule with its long axis (zM) at an angle (β) from the director (zD). zM
corresponds to the molecular long axis. (b) Shows the laboratory frame relating
the angle between the incident laser polarisation and the director of nematic
director (θ). In this case the laser travels along the yL axis.

However, the incoming laser, and thus the back-scattered Raman intensity,

has a finite sampling size. Raman spectroscopy therefore probes the macroscopic

state of the LC phase not the individual molecule’s microscopic properties. The

intensity of a selected Raman peak is therefore a statistical average of the con-

tribution from individual molecules which, as discussed in detail in 2.1, can be

described through an orientational distribution function (ODF). The intensity of

the Raman signal in the laboratory frame: [81–83, 85, 86]

Iij ∝ ⟨α′2
ij⟩ =

∫ 2π

0

dα

∫ π

0

sin βdβ

∫ 2π

0

dγα′2
Lij

f(α, β, γ), (5.12)
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where i and j denote the orientation of the analyser and polariser with respect to

the planar aligned sample, ⟨...⟩ is an ensemble average, f(α, β, γ) is the ODF and

α′
Lij

is the components of the molecular polarisability measured in the laboratory

frame. The ‘laboratory frame’ is shown in figure 5.2b and is the coordinate frame

for any experimental measurement of the Raman intensity. In the laboratory

frame the laser light is incident on the LC sample in yL direction. The polarisation

of the laser light occurs in the xL − zL plane and makes an angle (θ) with the

nematic director zD.

In equation 5.12 the intensity of the Raman signal in the laboratory frame is

related to the ODF. The form of the ODF depends on the symmetry of the LC

phase and the molecules within the phase as is discussed in detail in section 2.1.

In all cases the ODF can be constructed as a summation of order parameters, for

example, the ODF of a uniaxial phase comprised of uniaxial molecules is given

by:

f(β) =
1

8π2
[1+

5

2
⟨P200⟩(3 cos2 β − 1)+

9

8
⟨P400⟩(3−30 cos2 β+35 cos4 β)], (5.13)

where ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ are the uniaxial order parameters and P200 and P400

are Legendre polynomials. Therefore the Raman intensity holds, experimentally

accessible, information of the LC order.

5.4 Determination of order parameters from po-

larised Raman spectroscopy

5.4.1 Full depolarisation method

The incident laser light is polarised at a well-defined angle, θ, and normal to a pla-

nar aligned liquid crystal sample (see figure 5.2b). However, the back-scattered

light is scattered with polarisations at various angles with respect to the polar-

isation of the incident light. The full depolarisation method determines order

parameters by recording back-scattered light parallel to the incident laser light

(I∥) and the intensity of the back-scattered light perpendicular to the incident

laser light (I⊥) as a function of θ for 0◦ ≥ θ ≥ 360◦. A fitting procedure is then
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performed to determined ⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩ and p. The fitting equations for the full

depolarisation method are: [80]

I∥(θ) = k(α′
szz)

2 × (A + B⟨P200⟩ + 3C⟨P400⟩ − 3B⟨P200⟩ cos2 θ

−30C⟨P400⟩ cos2 θ + 35C⟨P400⟩ cos4 θ),

(5.14)

I⊥(θ) = k(αszz)
2 × (D − E⟨P200⟩ − 4C⟨P400⟩ + 35C⟨P400⟩ cos2 θ sin2 θ), (5.15)

with:

A =
8p2 + 4r + 3

15
, (5.16)

B =
8p2 + 2r − 6

21
, (5.17)

C =
(p− 1)2

35
, (5.18)

D =
(p− 1)2

15
, (5.19)

E = −(p− 1)2

21
. (5.20)

where k is an experimental constant which is related to the incident light intensity,

the transmission of the instrument and the light collection efficiency. [80] By

keeping the experimental conditions the same during collection of the I∥(θ) and

I⊥(θ) spectra, the value k can be negated by fitting to the ‘depolarisation ratio’

or ‘depol ratio’, R(θ):

R(θ) =
I⊥(θ)

I∥(θ)
. (5.21)

Note that in equations 5.14 and 5.15 only the angle θ is considered as it is required

that sample is planar aligned and normal to the incoming laser thus there are no

components of tilt.

Figure 5.3 shows R(θ) of 5CB at 23oC using the 1606-1 bond vibration. The

full depolarisation ratio method is used to determine ⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩ and p. Values

of ⟨P200⟩ = 0.63 ± 0.05, ⟨P400⟩ = 0.30 ± 0.05 and p = −0.24 are found.
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Figure 5.3: R(θ) of 5CB at 23oC determined from the 1606cm-1 peak. The red line
shows the fitting to the data (black crosses) using the full depolarisation method;
values of ⟨P200⟩ = 0.63 ± 0.05, ⟨P400⟩ = 0.30 ± 0.05 and p = −0.24 are deduced
from the full depolarisation method. The blue line shows the fitting to the data
using the ‘2 point method’ where a value of p = −0.04 has been used as this is the
value of p in the isotropic phase of 5CB; incorrect values of ⟨P200⟩ = 0.53 ± 0.05,
⟨P400⟩ = 0.11 ± 0.05 and p = −0.04 are deduced from the 2 point method.

5.4.2 Two point method

In principle, it is possible to determine the order parameters from polarised Ra-

man spectroscopy (PRS) using only R(θ = 0◦) and R(θ = 90◦) provided that

one of the required parameters (⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩, p) is known. Determining order

parameters from only two points was pioneered by Jen et al. [104, 123] which is

outlined fully in the appendix A. The Jen et al. method determines p from the

depolarisation ratio in the isotropic phase Riso and then ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ can

be determined from R(θ = 0◦) and R(θ = 90◦). The Jen et al. has a key prob-

lem in that the value of p is often vastly different in the nematic phase and the
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isotropic phase. [79, 81, 83, 85] Therefore, using p determined from the isotropic

phase can result in incorrect values of order parameters; the value of ⟨P400⟩ in

particular can be erroneous, as it is more sensitive to the value p, with some early

research reporting negative values of ⟨P400⟩ in conventional nematic materials.

[104, 123] The full depolarisation method results in more accurate and realistic

values of ⟨P400⟩; [79–81] as p is not assumed to be constant, instead, p is a fitting

parameter which does not need to be determined via other means. In addition

to, generally, more accurate values of ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩, the full depolarisation

method does not require the material to form an isotropic phase nor is there a

need to apply Lax-Nelson corrections to the spectra (unlike in the ‘two point

method’). The Lax-Nelson corrections account for changes in the observed scat-

tered signal intensity in anisotropic materials due to the non-collinearity of the

laser and transmission losses at surfaces. [104, 124]

It should be noted that if p is predetermined correctly (i.e. not taken to

be the value of p in the isotropic phase) the ‘two point method’ will produce

sufficiently accurate values of ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩. For example, when p = −0.24

is used the resulting fit for the ‘two point method’ for 5CB is ⟨P200⟩ = 0.63 ±
0.05, ⟨P400⟩ = 0.31 ± 0.05 which agrees with the values determined from the full

depolarisation method (see figure 5.3) within error. In chapter 8, p is determined

for an unstrained LCE using the full depolarisation method and then the two

point method is used to study the change in order parameters as a function of

strain. Doing so reduces the experimental time and therefore reduces the chance

of sample breakage.

5.4.3 Phase biaxial order parameters from PRS

Thus far we have only considered cylindrically symmetric molecules which form

uniaxial phases. In principle it is possible to determine biaxial order parameters

in LC phases provided that some assumptions are made. The theory describing

this was developed by Southern et al. and Zhang et al. [82, 83, 85, 87] with

success determining the emergence of phase biaxiality in a bent-core LC biaxial

SmA phase. [87] The approach in [87] considers a bent-core molecule with a bend

angle with respect to the molecular long axis, however, in this thesis only linear
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molecules need to be considered which simplifies the fitting functions greatly. The

existence of biaxial phase order modifies the Raman fitting equations 5.14 and

5.15 as such: [87]

I∥(θ) =
4

15
(3 + 4p + 2p2)

− 4

21
⟨P200⟩(p− 1)(3 + 4p)(1 + 3 cos 2θ)

+
1

70
⟨P400⟩(p− 1)2(9 + 20 cos 2θ + 35 cos 4θ)

− 16

7
⟨P220⟩(p− 1)(3 + 4p) sin2 θ

+
24

7
⟨P420⟩(p− 1)2(5 + 7 cos 2θ) sin2 θ

+ 8⟨P440⟩(p− 1)2 sin4 θ,

(5.22)

I⊥(θ) =
4

15
(p− 1)2

+
4

21
⟨P200⟩(p− 1)2

− 1

70
⟨P400⟩(p− 1)2(−3 + 35 cos 4θ)

+
8

7
⟨P220⟩(p− 1)2

+
6

7
⟨P420⟩(p− 1)2(1 + 7 cos 4θ)

+ 2⟨P440⟩(p− 1)2 sin2 2θ,

(5.23)

where ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ are the uniaxial order parameters, ⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩ and

⟨P440⟩ are the phase biaxial order parameters, p is the molecular polarisability

ratio, θ is the angle between the nematic director and the incident laser polari-

sation. It should be noted that whilst molecular biaxiality is ignored equations

5.22 - 5.23 still contain 6 fitting parameters (⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩, ⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩
and p). As such great care is required when fitting Raman data. In chapter 8

equations 5.22 - 5.23 are used to explore the emergence of biaxial ordering in

a perpendicular strained LCE and the fitting the procedure to ensure sensible

values of biaxial order is discussed fully.
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5.4.4 Molecular biaxial order parameters from PRS

As discussed in chapter 2, non cylindrically symmetric molecules can be char-

acterised by the molecular biaxial order parameters (⟨P202⟩, ⟨P402⟩ and ⟨P404⟩)
which have a dependence on the Euler angle γ. One of the main assumptions

in the Raman analysis described above is that the bond vibration has cylindri-

cal symmetry [83, 85, 103] which means that the differential polarisability tensor

(equation 5.11) can be represented by a single value of the differential polarisabil-

ity ratio ‘p’. However, if the molecular bond vibration has ellipsoidal symmetry

the polarisability tensor is: [85, 88]

(
αij

∂Qd

)2

=


α′
xx 0 0

0 α′
yy 0

0 0 α′
zz

 = α′
zz


pxx 0 0

0 pyy 0

0 0 1

 , (5.24)

where pxx = α′
xx/α

′
zz and pyy = α′

yy/α
′
zz are the differential polarisability ratios

in the xx and yy directions. The Raman fitting equations 5.14 and 5.15 for the

uniaxial phase now contain the molecular biaxial order parameters: [88]

I∥ ∝
1

15
(3 + 3p2xx + 2pyy + 3p2yy + 2pxx(1 + pyy))

− 1

42
⟨P200⟩(−6 + 3p2xx − pyy + 3p2yy + pxx(2pyy − 1))(1 + 3 cos 2θ)

+
1

2240
⟨P400⟩(8 + 3p2xx + 2pxx(−4 + pyy) − 8pyy + 3p2yy)

× (9 + 20 cos 2θ + 35 cos 4θ) +
1

7
⟨P202⟩(pxx − pyy)(1 + 3pxx + 3pyy)

× (1 + 3 cos 2θ) − 3

112
⟨P402⟩(pxx − pyy)(−2 + pxx + pyy)

× (9 + 20 cos 2θ + 35 cos 4θ) +
1

32
⟨P404⟩(pxx − pyy)

2

× (9 + 20 cos 2θ + 35 cos 4θ),

(5.25)
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I⊥ ∝ 1

15
(1 + 2p2xx − pyy − pxx(1 + pyy))

− 1

42
⟨P200⟩(−2 + p2xx − 2pyy + p2yy − pxx(2 − 4pyy))

− 1

2240
⟨P400⟩(8 + 3p2xx + 2pxx(−4 + pyy) − 8pyy + 3p2yy)

× (−3 + 35 cos 4θ) +
1

7
⟨P202⟩(pxx − pyy)(−2 + pxx + pyy)

+
3

112
⟨P402⟩(pxx − pyy)(−2 + pxx + pyy)

× (−3 + 35 cos 4θ) +
1

32
⟨P404⟩(pxx − pyy)

2

× (−3 + 35 cos 4θ),

(5.26)

where ⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩ are the uniaxial order parameters, ⟨P202⟩, ⟨P402⟩ and ⟨P404⟩
are the molecular biaxial order parameters, θ is the angle between the nematic

director and the incident laser polarisation. It is important to note that all

the molecular biaxial terms (⟨P202⟩, ⟨P402⟩, ⟨P404⟩) contain a (pxx − pyy) term.

Therefore, for bond vibrations with cylindrical symmetry, molecular biaxial order

parameters, even if non-zero, do not contribute to the Raman depolarisation data.

[85, 88] Throughout this thesis, the phenyl stretching mode is used to determine

order parameters via PRS. The phenyl, stretching mode has been found to have

near-cylindrical symmetry and provides the most physically realistic values of

order parameter in the nematic phase. [85, 88] Due to the cylindrical symmetry of

the phenyl stretching mode, molecular biaxial order parameters are not considered

in the determination of order parameters in chapter 8.

5.5 Experimental set-up

The experimental set-up to determine the order parameters of an LC sample is

shown in 5.4; this experimental set-up is used when measurement are performed

with ‘full depolarisation’ or ‘two point’ method as the laboratory frame (figure

5.2b) is the same in both techniques. The whole system is encapsulated into a
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Figure 5.4: Schematic of the Raman spectrometer. The green line denotes the
laser and the black arrows are the direction of the laser path which is in a back-
scatter geometry. The whole Raman spectrometer as depicted is encapsulated in
an polarised optical microscope.

polarised optical microscope, allowing for the simultaneous viewing of the sample

and collection of the Raman spectra; additionally the polarised optical microscope

allows one select and properly focus onto well-aligned regions of the sample. A

532.1nm 50mW solid state laser (Renishaw RLC532C) passes through a polariser,

into a microscope objective and is incident on the sample; the laser power can

be attenuated to prevent overexposure of light onto the sample. The sample is

on a rotatable sample stage which allows for a change in θ. The light is reflected

back up the microscope objective and passes through a second polariser. A λ/2

plate can be placed in front of the polariser to select for I∥ (λ/2 plate out) or I⊥

(λ/2 plate in). The backscattered light is then passed through a highly selective

holographic notch filter which removes the Rayleigh scattering peak. Finally,

the light is split by wavelength using a diffraction grating before terminating at

charge-coupled device (CCD).
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5.6 Summary

To summarise, the origin of the Raman scattering process is introduced. The ten-

sorial nature of the Raman scattering process means that it carries information

of the orientation of the Raman band. Since the intensity of a selected Raman

band is averaged over a finite scattering volume, Raman spectroscopy measure-

ments can be related to order parameters through the orientational distribution

function (ODF). The assumptions of required for accurate determined of order

parameters via Raman spectroscopy are discussed. Namely, these are the as-

sumption of symmetrical bond vibration and the assumption that the vibration

is aligned with the molecular long axis. With these assumption in mind it is

suggested that the phenyl-stretching mode (1606 cm-1) is selected for determi-

nation of order parameters. [88] Two techniques to determine order parameters

via Raman spectroscopy are discussed, these are the ‘full depolarisation’ method

and the ‘two point’ method. Finally, the modifications of the Raman intensity

equations required to determined phase biaxial order parameters are discussed.
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Chapter 6

Experimental III: Broadband

dielectric spectroscopy

In chapter 1 the concept of a ‘glass’, which is a state of matter with non-

equilibrium dynamics, is introduced. Glass formation can be understood in terms

of the various molecular relaxations involved, therefore, to understand glassy be-

haviour it is desirable to probe these molecular relaxations and observe their tem-

perature dependences. Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) is a technique

in which an oscillatory electric field is applied to a sample and the subsequent

dipole relaxations present in the material are recorded. BDS is a highly favoured

technique due to the large dynamic window available which allows for the study

of a large variety of dipole relaxations to be observed simultaneously. For ex-

ample, the dielectric spectrometer used in this thesis has a dynamic window of

3 × 10−6 Hz - 4 × 107 Hz. For polymeric materials, within the experimentally

feasible frequency range, the dipole relaxations present are mainly related to the

permanent or induced charge asymmetry of a particular molecular unit, hence,

the study of dipole relaxations is related to molecular relaxations in the material.

[125]

In this chapter the key principles of BDS are outlined. This chapter largely

follows the approach of Kremer and Schönhals [27], Raju [126] and Böttcher and

Bordewijk [127]. Once the fundamentals of BDS are outlined the experimental

setup is discussed.
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6.1 The dielectric response of materials

In this section the behaviour of a dielectric material in the presence of an electric

field is discussed. It will be shown that the dielectric relaxation of a material in

an oscillatory electric field results in a well-defined dipole relaxation frequency.

First, the behaviour of a dielectric material in a static electric field is discussed

to introduce concepts such as the dipole moment, dielectric constant and polari-

sation.

6.1.1 Static response

+ -

+ -
+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -
+ -

+ -

+ -

+ -
+ -

+ -

+
+
+
+
+
+
+

-
-
-
-
-
-
-

Figure 6.1: Schematic of a dielectric material placed between two capacitors with
a charge build up, q0, and a potential difference across the plates of V . There is
a net polarisation, P , of dipoles in the dielectric material of and a build of bound
charges, qb, at the boundary of the dielectric material.
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To understand the static behaviour of a dielectric material in an electric field

consider two equally and oppositely charged plates of area A held at a separation

d in a vacuum. There is a potential difference across the two parallel plates due

to the presence of charges: [19, 126]

V0 =
q0
C0

, (6.1)

where V0, q0, C0 are the potential difference, charge and capacitance in vacuum,

respectively. For an empty capacitor, the capacitance is: [19, 126]

C0 =
ε0A

d
, (6.2)

where A is cross-sectional area of the capacitance plates and d is the distance

between the capacitance plates. When a dielectric material is placed between

two charged plates, there is a small displacement of the dipoles in the material

which align with the electric field [128] as shown in figure 6.1. This results in

‘bound’ charges, qb, at the surface of the dielectric material and a net polarisation,

P , of the material. [19, 128] The ‘true’ charge, or total charge on the capacitor

plate, q0, remains unchanged and the difference between q0 and qb is known as

the ‘free’ charge. If we assume that the potential difference is kept constant when

a dielectric material is placed within the vacuum capacitor there must be an

increase in true charge on the capacitor plate. [126] Using equation 6.1:

V = V0 =
q0
C0

=
q

C
, (6.3)

where C is the capacitance of the dielectric material and q is the charge on the

parallel plates required to keep the potential difference constant for an empty ca-

pacitor and one with a dielectric material sandwiched between them. Rearranging

for the difference in charge:

q − q0 = V0(C − C0) = V0C0

(
C

C0

− 1

)
=

AV0

d
ε0(ε− 1) = ε0(ε− 1)AE,

(6.4)
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where E = V/d is the electric field and ε is the dielectric constant of the material

defined as: [19]

ε =
C

C0

. (6.5)

The increase in the charge required to generate the same potential difference is

due to the presence of bound charges in the dielectric material through aligned

dipoles. [126] The total dipole moment can therefore be defined as:

µ = (q1 − q0)d = ε0(ε− 1)AdE, (6.6)

and the polarisation, or the net dipole moment per unit volume, of the dielectric

material, P , can be defined as: [19, 126]

P =
µ

Ad
= ε0(ε− 1)E. (6.7)

Polarisation of a dielectric material can occur via: [126, 129]

� Electronic polarisation - displacement of the electron cloud with respect to

the nucleus.

� Orientational polarisation - the alignment of permanent dipoles.

� Atomic polarisation - displacement of atomic nuclei with respect to each

other.

� Space charge polarisation - accumulation of charge within a boundary of an

inhomogeneous system with differing conductivities or at the interfaces of

the bulk material.

Electronic polarisation and atomic polarisation occurs in the frequency range of

1010 Hz - 1015 Hz [129] which exceeds the dynamic range of typical BDS mea-

surements. However, within the dynamic range of a typical BDS measurement,

one is likely to observe polarisation phenomena related to molecular relaxations

within the material (orientational polarisation) or to the diffusion of ions within

the material towards the electrodes (space charge polarisation). [125, 129]
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6.1.2 Dynamics

Now that we have defined the terms in the case of a static electric field let us

consider the case where the applied electric field is oscillatory. The applied electric

field is of the form: [128]

E∗(ω) = E0e
iωt, (6.8)

where E0 is the amplitude of the electric field, i is the imaginary number, ω is

the angular frequency and t is time. The resulting polarisation and dielectric

constant are therefore complex functions. Note, that since the complex dielectric

constant has a frequency dependence it will be referred to as the complex (rela-

tive) dielectric permittivity from now on. [27, 130] The complex polarisation is

of the form:

P ∗(ω) = ε0 (ε∗(ω) − 1)E, (6.9)

where the complex dielectric permittivity is defined as: [27, 128]

ε∗(ω) = ε
′
(ω) − iε

′′
(ω), (6.10)

where ε
′

is the real part of the complex permittivity and is a measurement of

the energy stored in the system per period and ε
′′

is the imaginary part of the

complex permittivity and is a measurement of the energy lost in the system per

period. [27] Equation 6.7 holds true for steady electric fields and therefore must

hold true in the limiting cases of lim(ω → 0) and lim(ω → ∞), hence: [27, 131]

ε∗(ω → 0) = εs, (6.11)

ε∗(ω → ∞) = ε∞, (6.12)

where εs and ε∞ are the complex dielectric permittivity under steady and infinite

frequency electric fields, respectively.
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6.1.3 Debye single relaxation model

When an electric field is applied to a dielectric material, the polarisation of the

material is not instantaneous but instead requires a finite time to reach a steady

state polarisation value. [126, 128] Similarly, if the applied electric field is sud-

denly removed from the dielectric there is a decay in the polarisation. This lag

in the dielectric response is often termed the dielectric relaxation [126]. The fre-

quency dependence of the dielectric relaxation can be understood most simply

by the ‘Debye single relaxation model’.

,  

Figure 6.2: Frequency dependence of ε′ and ε′′ for the Debye single relaxation
model.

The Debye single relaxation model assumes that the rate of change of the

dielectric relaxation can be described by a single relaxation time: [27]

dP (t)

dt
= −P (t)

τD
, (6.13)

where P (t) is the time-dependent polarisation and τD is the ‘Debye relaxation
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time’. The solution to the differential in equation 6.13 is an exponential equation

of the form: [19]

P (t) = P∞e−t/τD , (6.14)

where P∞ is the polarisation value of the material when polarised completely (i.e.

under a strong electric field for an infinite amount of time). The relaxation of the

polarisation can be expressed as a correlation function, Φ: [27, 131–133]

Φ =
P (t)

P∞
= e−τD/t, (6.15)

and the correlation function, Φ, can be related to the complex permittivity

through the following equation: [27, 131–133]

ε∗(ω) − ε∞
∆ε

= 1 − iω

∫ ∞

0

Φ(t)e−iωtdt, (6.16)

where ε∗(ω) is the complex dielectric permittivity in the frequency domain and

∆ε = εs − ε∞ is the dielectric relaxation strength. Substitution of equation 6.15

into equation 6.16 can be solved via a known Laplace transform [27, 127] and

leads to a complex permittivity of the following form:

ε∗(ω) = ε∞ +
∆ε

1 + iωτD
. (6.17)

Equation 6.17 is the key result of the Debye single relaxation model and the

dependence of ε′ and ε′′ as a function of frequency is shown in figure 6.2. The

Debye single relaxation model predicts the following behaviours: [27, 126]

� For frequencies well below the frequency of dielectric relaxation: ε′ ≈ εs

and ε′′ ≈ 0.

� For frequencies well above the frequency of dielectric relaxation: ε′′ ≈ ε∞

and ε′′ ≈ 0.

� ε′′ peaks at a frequency, ωp, called the ‘peak relaxation frequency’.

� the gradient of the slopes either side of the peak are symmetric and follow

a ω1 or ω−1 power-law.
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6.1.4 Empirical fitting: The Havriliak-Negami function

The idealised Debye single relaxation model generally does not describe real-

world dielectric data particularly well. For example, the modulus of the power-

law exponents of the ε′′ peak is often smaller than unity and, therefore, the

relaxation will have a peak breadth larger than that of the Debye response. [27,

134] Additionally, real-world dielectric data may have different values for the

power-law exponents of the low-frequency and high-frequency flanks not described

by the Debye model (i.e. the relaxation is asymmetric). [27, 134] The Havriliak-

Negami (HN) function is an empirical fitting function which accounts for such

deviations from the predictions by the Debye single model. [27, 135] The HN

 
 
 
 
 

( a )

 
 
 
 
 

( b )

Figure 6.3: ε′′ against frequency for (a) the Cole-Cole function (p ̸= 1, q = 1) for
various values of p and (b) the Cole-Davidson function (p = 1, q ̸= 1) for various
values of q.

function takes the form:

ε∗HN(ω) = ε∞ +
∆ε

(1 + (ωτHN)p)q
, (6.18)

where τHN is the characteristic time scale of the HN function peak and p and

q are shape parameters which correspond to the broadness and asymmetry of

the dielectric response function. Specifically, p corresponds to the power-law

exponent of the low-frequency flank of the peak and -p × q corresponds to the

power-law exponent of the high-frequency flank of the peak. [27, 135] When

p = q = 1 the function is equal to that of the Debye model function in equation
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6.17. Additionally, there are two special cases of the HN function for when

p ̸= 1, q = 1 and p = 1, q ̸= 1 which are the Cole-Cole function (CC) and Cole-

Davidson (CD) function, respectively. [27] The shape of the CC and CD function

for various values of p and q is shown in figure 6.3. A correction factor needs to

be applied to determine the peak frequency of the relaxation, ωp, as there is a

shift in the frequency due to the asymmetry of the HN function: [27]

ωp =
1

τHN

[
sin

(
pπ

2 + 2q

)] 1
p
[
sin

(
pqπ

2 + 2q

)]− 1
p

. (6.19)

Note that for a CC function no correction is required as q = 1.

6.1.5 DC conductivity

The HN function can be used to fit the broad asymmetric dielectric data of real-

world polymeric materials which typically deviate from the predictions of the

Debye model. [134] In addition to this, polymeric materials typically contain

various charge carriers within them which have not yet been considered. These

charged species could be present due to ionic impurities in the material, or occa-

sionally, as charge carriers added deliberately to the material for the study their

ionic conductivity behaviour. [132, 136] When an electric field is a applied the

charged species diffuse through the material towards the oppositely charged elec-

trode which effects the dielectric spectra. [27, 125] The contribution of the DC

conductivity, σDC, to the complex dielectric permittivity is given by: [27]

ε∗DC(ω) = −i
σDC

ε0ω
. (6.20)

Since equation 6.20 is an imaginary function DC conductivity is observed as a

low-frequency flank in the ε′′ data only.

The presence of DC conductivity can often obscure relaxation peaks in the

ε′′ spectra especially in the low frequency range and at high temperatures. [137]

However, ε′ and ε′′ follow the Kramers-Kronig relationship which means that they

can be transformed between each other. [27, 137] The ε′ spectra when transformed

into ε′′ is ohmic-free (i.e. lacking contributions from DC conductivity) which
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allows for the investigation of otherwise obscured peaks. [27, 137] The Kramers-

Kronig equations need to be solved analytically, however, an approximate form

of these relations is given by: [132, 137]

ε′′deriv(ω) = −π

2

∂ε′(ω)

∂ ln(ω)
. (6.21)

where ε′′deriv is the dielectric loss spectra derived from ε′ which closely approxi-

mates an ohmic free ε′′ spectra.

In addition to the approximation of the ohmic free ε′′ spectra given by equa-

tion 6.21 dielectric spectra can be analysed in the complex dielectric modulus

representation to address obscuring of relaxations by DC conductivity. [137] The

complex dielectric modulus, M∗, is given by: [137]

M∗(ω) =
1

ε∗(ω)
, (6.22)

using the definition of the complex permittivity from equation 6.10 M∗ can be

rewritten into real and imaginary parts: [137]

M∗(ω) =
ε′(ω)

ε′ 2(ω) + ε′′ 2(ω)
+ i

ε′′(ω)

ε′ 2(ω) + ε′′ 2(ω)
= M ′(ω) + iM ′′(ω), (6.23)

where M ′(ω) is the storage dielectric modulus and M ′′(ω) is the loss dielectric

modulus. In the dielectric modulus representation, the contribution by DC con-

ductivity manifests as a peak in M ′′ spectra as opposed to a low-frequency power

law flank observed in ε′′ data. [137] The peak frequency of the DC conductiv-

ity contribution in the dielectric modulus representation is often quite separated

from the peaks associated with molecular relaxation; thus any previously obscured

peaks in the ε′′ data can be observed and fitted with a modified Havriliak-Negami

function. [137]

6.2 Experimental set-up

The broadband dielectric spectrometer (BDS) used throughout this thesis is the

‘Novocontrol Alpha-A’ analyser with the dynamic frequency window selected to
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be 10-2 Hz - 106 Hz. If required, the sample can be temperature controlled via

the ‘Novocontrol Quatro Cryosystem’ which is a liquid nitrogen cryostat with a

temperature range of -160oC - 400oC (113.15K - 673.15K) and an accuracy of

±0.01oC. For the LCEs used in this thesis BDS measurements were performed

over -110oC - 100oC (163.15K - 373.15K).

Figure 6.4: Simplified circuit diagram of a dielectric measurement. The sample
is shown in blue and is sandwiched between the two electrodes.

The spectrometer functions by applying an oscillatory voltage across the sam-

ple cell of the form: [27, 131]

V ∗(ω) = V0e
iωt, (6.24)

the corresponding current, I∗, is recorded and the complex impedance of the

sample is determined: [27, 132]

Z∗(ω) =
V ∗(ω)

I∗(ω)
= Z ′(ω) + iZ ′′(ω), (6.25)

where Z ′ is the real component of the complex impedance relating to the resistive

properties of the material and Z ′′ is the imaginary component relating to the

capacitive properties of the material. [19] Note that any measurement of Z∗
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will contain stray impedances due to the presence of wires within the circuit,

contact impedance between the sample and electrodes; additionally, there will be

capacitive edge effects due to the inhomogeneity of the field at the edge of the

electrodes. [19, 130, 138] Throughout this thesis these effects are corrected for by

setting the stray capacitance value to 1 pF. The complex dielectric permittivity

is related to the complex impedance of the sample via the equation: [27]

ε∗(ω) = − i

ωZ∗(ω)C0

(6.26)

where C0 is the capacitance of a vacuum capacitor defined in equation 6.2.

To perform BDS measurements on an LCE film the sample is placed between

two parallel brass plates which is then housed within the Novocontrol BDS. It

is typical to use silicon spacer rods between the brass plates when the sample

forms a melt to ensure the cell gap remains constant. [131, 132] These spacer

rods could be incorporated during LCE synthesis, however this disrupted the

alignment of the nematic phase and often resulted in the samples breaking early

if strain was applied. Since elastomeric materials remain solid above their glass

transition temperature, i.e. do not form melts, spacer rods are not necessary to

perform BDS measurements. [139, 140] The gap between the electrodes is simply

the thickness of the solid LCE film which is measured using a digital micrometer.

Whilst the thickness of the sample may change with changing temperature only

the characteristic time-scales of observed relaxations are discussed which should

be unaffected.

The dielectric spectra obtained is fitted in the ε′′ representation using the

‘Novocontrol WinFIT’ software as a sum of dielectric response functions and, if

required, a contribution from DC conductivity. The characteristic time-scale of

any observed relaxation is τp = 1/ωp where ωp is the corrected peak frequency

described in 6.19. As described in more detail in chapter 9, the α relaxation, β

relaxation and γ relaxation are observed in these LCEs in addition to a contri-

bution from DC conductivity. The α relaxation is fit with the Havriliak-Negami

function (p ̸= 1, q ̸= 1) whereas the β relaxation and γ relaxation are fit with the

Cole-Cole function (p ̸= 1, q = 1).
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6.3 Summary

To summarise, the response of a dielectric material in a static field and the re-

sulting polarisation of dipoles is described. It is shown that a dielectric material

in an oscillatory electric field results in a frequency dependent complex permit-

tivity, ε∗(ω), which has real and imaginary parts relating to the energy stored

in the material per period and the energy dissipated in the material per period,

respectively. [27] It is shown that molecular relaxations can be probed with

BDS by measuring the frequency dependent response of ε∗. The dielectric re-

sponse functions relating to the Debye single relaxation model and the empirical

Havriliak-Negami function are introduced. Finally, the experimental set-up of the

broadband dielectric spectrometer is outlined. BDS measurements as described

here are used in chapter 9 and 10 to study the molecular relaxations present in

LCEs and how they are influenced by (a) the phase of the LCE and (b) applied

strain.
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Chapter 7

Experimental IV: Rheology

In this chapter the key principles of rheology and the techniques involved with rhe-

ological measurements are outlined. Both dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA)

and small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology have been used during

this thesis. This chapter focuses on describing rheology in the context of DMA

where axial strains are applied to a sample and the Young’s modulus of the ma-

terial, as a function of some external parameter, is investigated. The approach

followed in this chapter is entirely interchangeable with shear rheological tech-

niques (such as SAOS) where shear strains are applied to the material and the

shear modulus of the material is investigated. Once the principles of rheology are

outlined the experimental set-up of the rheological measurements are described.

7.1 Viscoelasticity

The two extremes in the behaviour of a material under deformation is that it

behaves either as a ‘Hookean solid’ (i.e. perfectly elastic) or as a ‘Newtonian

fluid’ (i.e. a perfectly viscous). The equations describing these two limiting cases

are: [14, 130]

σHookean = Eϵ, (7.1)

σNewtonian = η
∂ϵ

∂t
, (7.2)
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where σ is stress, E is the Young’s (or elastic) modulus, ϵ is strain, ∂ϵ/∂t is

the strain rate which is often denoted by ϵ̇ and η is viscosity. In reality most

materials are said to be ‘viscoelastic’ and have behaviours between that of a

Hookean solid and a Newtonian fluid. [130, 141] The extent of the elastic ‘solid-

like’ and viscous ‘liquid-like’ behaviour in material is generally temperature and

frequency dependent and is related to molecular interactions and motions within

a material. [142] Thus the study of the viscoelastic behaviour of a material,

or ‘Rheology’, provides key insight into its fundamental molecular behaviour.

[130, 142]

7.2 The complex Young’s modulus

    

Figure 7.1: An oscillatory strain is applied to a sample. The resultant oscillatory
stress is out of phase with the applied strain by the value δ.

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA) is a mechanical spectroscopy technique

which probes the dynamic viscoelastic behaviour of a material by applying an

oscillatory axial strain (or stress) to the sample. The DMA rheometer used in

this thesis is strain controlled, hence let us consider an applied oscillatory strain,

ϵ, of the form: [130]

ϵ∗ = ϵoe
iωt, (7.3)
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where ϵo is the amplitude of the oscillatory strain, ω is the angular frequency of

the oscillation and i2 = −1. The resultant oscillatory stress, σ is given by: [130]

σ∗ = σoe
i(ωt+δ), (7.4)

where σ0 is the amplitude of the oscillatory stress and δ is a phase lag determined

by the properties of the material and often referred to as the loss angle. [130] See

figure 7.1 for a schematic of the oscillatory stress-strain response of a viscoelastic

material. The complex Young’s (or elastic) modulus, E∗, can be determined using

equation 7.1: [130]

E∗ =
σ∗

ϵ∗
=

σ0

ϵo
eiδ =

σo

ϵo
(cos (δ) + i sin (δ)). (7.5)

The complex Young’s modulus can be rewritten in the form:

E∗ = E ′ + iE ′′ (7.6)

where E ′ and E ′′ are known as the storage and loss moduli, respectively, and

defined by:

E ′ =
σo

ϵo
cos δ, (7.7)

E ′′ =
σo

ϵo
sin δ. (7.8)

The storage modulus, E ′, is a measure of the elastic response of the material

and E ′′ is a measure of the viscous response of the material. [130] As the names

suggest, E ′ quantifies the materials ability to store energy during deformation

and thus recover elastically, whilst E ′′ quantifies energetic loss from the system

which typically occur as heat loss. [130, 142] Another useful quantity to define is

the loss tangent :

tan(δ) =
E ′′

E ′ , (7.9)

which is the ratio of the viscous component of the material to the elastic com-

ponent of the material. When tan (δ) < 1 the material has a greater elastic

component to its dynamic behaviour and when tan (δ) > 1 the material has a

greater viscous component to its dynamic behaviour.
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7.3 DMA testing procedures

Now that the concept of the complex Young’s modulus has been outlined it is

useful to describe the testing procedures relevant to this thesis and how they are

performed.

7.3.1 Strain sweep

1 0 - 3 1 0 - 2 1 0 - 1 1 0 0
1 0 7

1 0 8

1 0 9

 
 

Figure 7.2: Strain sweep performed at 18◦C and 1 Hz on a nematic LCE strained
parallel to the director. The grey dashed line separates the linear viscoelastic
regime and the non-linear viscoelastic regime.

In a strain sweep measurement the frequency and temperature are kept con-

stant and E∗ and tan (δ) are recorded as function of strain amplitude. The strain

sweep is important in determining the limits of the linear viscoelastic regime

(LVR) of the sample. Within the LVR the stress-strain response of the material

is linear and E ′ and E ′′ is independent of the applied strain. [130, 142] The end of

the LVR is typically defined as the point where E ′ drops by ∼5% - 10% (depend-
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ing on the international standard [143, 144]) from the initial plateau. Typically

one wants to perform DMA measurements, such as temperature and frequency

sweeps, within the LVR to ensure: (a) the complex Young’s modulus of the mate-

rial is being probed (b) the internal structure of the material remains intact and

(c) the measurement of E ′ and E ′′ are independent of previous measurements.

[130, 142] Shown in figure 7.2 is a strain sweep, performed at 18◦C and 1 Hz, on a

nematic LCE sample strained parallel to the director. We see from figure 7.2 that

the upper limit of the LVR is ∼0.14% strain. If one is testing the sample over a

large temperature (or frequency) range it is ideal to take strain sweeps over the

full range and select a strain that is within the LVR for every measurement.

7.3.2 Frequency sweep

In a frequency sweep measurement, the strain amplitude and temperature are

kept constant and the sample is subject to various frequencies of oscillatory strain.

The strain amplitude is selected to be within the LVR to ensure that one is prob-

ing the complex Young’s modulus of the material. This test is important to de-

termine the time dependant properties of materials such as the frequency range

of optimal damping properties and whether the sample fails at high frequencies.

[142] Additionally, as described in chapter 1, the presence of chain modes in

a polymeric material manifests in specific frequency dependent rheological be-

haviour, thus, performing frequency sweeps on a polymer can give key insight

into the molecular motions of the material. [19, 20, 141] This behaviour spans

many decades in frequency, far exceeding the experimentally available frequency

window of rheometers (1× 10-3 Hz - 15 Hz for the Rheometrics RSA II), which

means a single frequency sweep is not sufficient to investigate such behaviours

in a meaningful capacity. The effective frequency window of an experiment can

be extended by applying the time temperature superposition (TTS) principle

allowing such behaviours to be captured.

7.3.3 Time temperature superposition

To perform time temperature superposition, frequency sweeps are performed over

a range of discrete temperatures. A reference temperature is selected and the
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1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 21 0 - 1

1 0 0

1 0 1

1 0 - 2 1 0 - 1 1 0 0 1 0 1 1 0 2 1 0 3 1 0 4 1 0 5 1 0 6

 1 0 ° C   2 0 ° C   3 0 ° C   4 0 ° C   5 0 ° C
( a ) ( b )

Figure 7.3: (a) Unshifted E ′ (solid circles) and E ′′ (empty triangles) data for the
nematic LCE strained perpendicular to the director for a temperature range of
10oC - 50oC (b) Rheological master curve constructed with the TTS principle
using Tref = 40oC.

rheological data is shifted, with respect to the reference spectra, to construct a

single master curve. The rheological data can be shifted both horizontally and

vertically. The horizontal (or frequency) shift factor, aT , is given by: [16, 19]

aT =
ω(Tref)

ω(T )
, (7.10)

where ω(Tref) is the unshifted angular frequency at the selected reference temper-

ature and ω(T ) is shifted angular frequency at another temperature. The vertical

(or modulus) shift factor, bT , is given by: [19]

bT =
ρrefTref

ρT
(7.11)

where ρref and ρ are the densities of the material at Tref and T , respectively.

Vertically shifting the rheological data requires that the temperature dependence

of the material density is known. [19] Additionally, bT is typically small and TTS

can often be performed using only aT . [145, 146] In the work of this thesis TTS

could be performed using only aT which demonstrates that the variation in bT is

negligible enough to be ignored.
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The TTS principle is valid when a material is ‘thermorheologically simple’

which means that all relaxation processes in the spectra have the same temper-

ature dependence. [147, 148] It is useful to be able to construct a curve of shift

factors so that the expected horizontal shift factor for an arbitrary temperature

can be estimated. It is typically the case that aT (T ) for amorphous polymers

follow the empirical Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation: [130, 149]

log10(aT ) = − C1(T − Tref)

C2 + (T − Tref)
, (7.12)

where C1 and C2 are positive empirical constants that depend on the material

and the reference temperature selected. [130] It has been found that the empirical

WLF equation results in values of C1 = 17K and C2 = 51K for many amorphous

polymers when the reference temperature is selected to be near Tg. [19, 130, 149]

Thus, C1 and C2 were originally thought to be universal constants, however,

C1 and C2 deviate from these values when Tref ̸≈ Tg or when the material is a

particularity ‘strong glass’ or a particularity ‘fragile glass’. [130, 150]

7.4 Experimental set-up

In this thesis, both DMA and shear rheology are performed on the LCE sample.

The working principles of both are largely the same. In section 7.2 only the

complex Young’s modulus is discussed which is relevant to DMA measurements.

Below, the experimental set-ups of both the DMA and SAOS rheometers are

described.

7.4.1 Dynamic mechanical analyser

The dynamic mechanical analyser (DMA) used throughout this thesis is the

‘Rheometrics RSA II’ analyser which has a working frequency window of 10-3

Hz - 15 Hz. A schematic of the RSA II is shown in figure 7.4. The sample

thickness is determined with a digital micrometer and the sample is loaded into

the RSA II with the ‘film tension clamp’ attachment. A small loading force of

∼0.05 - 0.1 N is applied to the film to prevent buckling. Various DMA proce-

dures are performed on the LCE throughout the thesis; these will be described
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Figure 7.4: Schematic of rheological measurements on a sample using (a) the
DMA performed with the tension film clamps attachment and (b) the shear
rheometer in a parallel plate geometry.

in detail in the relevant results chapters. In all cases strain sweep measurements

were performed beforehand to determine the LVR of the sample. The RSA II

is a strain-controlled rheometer, hence, the sample is subjected to a user deter-

mined oscillatory strain. The corresponding oscillatory force, F ∗, is measured by

a transducer which is converted into an oscillatory stress by the relation:

σ∗ = F ∗/A (7.13)

where A is the cross-sectional area of the sample. The input oscillatory strain and

the output oscillatory stress can be used to determine E∗ and tan δ as described

in section 7.2.

7.4.2 Shear rheometer

The shear rheometer used throughout this thesis is the Rheometrics Advanced

Rheometric Expansion System ‘ARES’ which has a working frequency window
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of 10-5 rad/s - 5×102 rad/s. A schematic of the ARES is shown in figure 7.4.

The sample is loaded into the ARES with the ’parallel plate’ geometry. A slight

overhang of the sample is required to ensure that the sample dimensions remain

constant over the full temperature range of the experiment. The ARES is a

strain-controlled rheometer, hence, the sample is subjected to a user determined

oscillatory shear strain. The corresponding angular torque is measured by a trans-

ducer and converted into a complex shear stress for the given sample dimensions.

The complex shear modulus, G∗, is determined via the following equation: [130]

G∗ =
σ∗

γ∗ (7.14)

where σ∗ is the oscillatory shear stress and γ∗ is the oscillatory shear strain.

7.5 Summary

The principles of rheology have been outlined. The approach taken has focused

on DMA, however, it is interchangeable with shear rheological techniques. It

has been shown that rheology can be used to investigate the frequency and tem-

perature dependant behaviour of materials. The principle of time temperature

superposition has been outlined which allows one to extend the frequency win-

dow of rheological measurements; this is important as the dynamic behaviour

of polymeric and elastomeric materials can span many decades. Finally, the ex-

perimental set-ups of the DMA and the SAOS rheometers are described. Both

rheological techniques are used in this thesis; in chapter 9 the glass transition

and chain modes present in the unstrained nematic and isotropic LCE are inves-

tigated and in chapter 10 the effect of elongation on the viscoelastic behaviour of

the nematic LCE is investigated.
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Chapter 8

Results I: Order parameters of

LCEs under strain: Insight into

the auxetic response

8.1 Introduction

As discussed in chapter 1, some LCEs have been shown to display a molecular

auxetic response (negative Poisson’s ratio) when strains are applied perpendic-

ularly to the nematic director. [1] The ‘molecular’ auxetic response in LCEs

occurs without evidence of volume changes or the emergence of porosity mak-

ing it potentially advantageous over the ‘structural’ auxetic response produced

by designing structures into otherwise non-auxetic materials (i.e. positive Pois-

son’s ratio in bulk). [75–77] While there are theoretical predictions of a negative

Poisson’s ratio for smectic-C LCEs [151], there is no theoretical description of

the molecular auxetic response in nematic LCEs and this response is poorly un-

derstood. The auxetic response in the LCE can be described more fully, noting

that it occurs in only one axis and beyond a threshold strain (the initial response

at low strains is not auxetic). Strictly speaking, this makes the LCE a partial

auxetic. The molecular auxetic LCEs identified in the literature thus far appear

to deform exclusively via the MFT. [1, 2, 70] The MFT, discussed in detail in

chapter 3, is characterised by a discontinuous rotation of the director that occurs

after a critical strain is reached. From the discussions above, it would appear
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the MFT is somewhat implicated in the molecular auxetic response observed in

nematic LCEs.

Mistry et al. first reported the MFT in this LCE via simultaneous stress-

strain measurements and cross-polarised microscopy. [2] The LCE is placed with

its initial director in the x− z plane with polarised light normal to the director.

Stress-strain measurements were performed and the crossed polarisers were rotate

about the y axis to determine the angle of the nematic director in the x−z plane.

[2] It was found that, initially the director remains perpendicular to the applied

strain, however, at a threshold strain the director rotates sharply to align with

the stress axis. [2] This is characteristic MFT behaviour and agrees with previous

findings which investigated the MFT response using X-ray. [65, 70, 71] Mistry

et al also studied the optical properties such as the interference colours of the

sample as a function of strain. [2] It was found that the LCE sample remains

optically clear throughout the full range of strain [2], thus suggesting a lack of

‘stripe domains’ as is typical of the SSE response; ‘single director switching’ was

also observed by Roberts et al., when polarised optical microscopy and X-ray

scattering were used to study an LCE deforming via an MFT. [70, 71] Mistry

et al. reported, for an LCE strain perpendicularly to its director, a change in

the interference colours of the LCE as a function of strain. [2] Initially, when the

LCE is strained perpendicularly to the director, the interference colours indicate a

reduction in the retardance of the sample, which, if it is assumed that the director

stays in the x− z plane, indicates a reduction in the birefringence of the sample.

[2] This reported reduction in the birefringence of the sample is consistent with

findings by X-ray scattering, in which a reduction in the uniaxial order parameter

of an LCE deforming via and MFT was reported. [70, 71] After the rotation of the

director, the birefringence of the sample increases [2], again in agreement with

previous findings via X-ray. [70, 71] Thus, current evidence suggests that the

MFT is characterised by a sharp rotation of the director in which, before director

rotation, the order of the system reduces and, subsequently, after the rotation of

the director there is a recovery of some of the order. In all the outlined cases, no

evidence of ‘stripe domains’, as is characteristic of the SSE, was found. [2, 70, 71]

In this chapter the order parameters of a nematic LCE, which deforms via

an MFT and displays a molecular auxetic response, is studied via Raman spec-
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troscopy to gain insight into these behaviour. The LCE is investigated in the

parallel and the perpendicular geometry; in the parallel geometry the LCE is

non-auxetic, however, in the perpendicular geometry the nematic LCE displays

partial auxetic response (i.e. expands in one of its transverse axes). In the anal-

ysis of the Raman depolarisation data two different models are applied and their

implications are discussed. The first model assumes that there is only uniaxial

order in the system and no biaxial order. For the nematic LCE strained parallel

to the director the order parameters follow predictions by Maier-Saupe theory,

therefore, the mesogenic units can be described by a single Gaussian distribu-

tion throughout the whole deformation. However, the perpendicularly strained

LCE deviates from Maier-Saupe predications which indicates the emergence of

biaxiality. Therefore, in the second model, the emergence of biaxial order in

the perpendicularly strained LCE is explored. The biaxial order parameters de-

termined in the second model provide an explanation for the molecular auxetic

response in the nematic LCE; construction of the orientational distribution func-

tions using the determined order parameters result in out-of-plane rotations of

mesogenic units which occur near the onset of the molecular auxetic response.

The majority of the content in this chapter has been published in the paper:

T. Raistrick et al. “Understanding the physics of the auxetic response in a liquid

crystal elastomer.”, Physical Review Research, 3(2), 023191, 2021. [112] Much

of this chapter is reproduced from said paper; unless specified any experimental

work presented has been performed by T. Raistrick.

8.1.1 Predicted emergence of biaxiality

The MFT is the discontinuous rotation of the nematic director with applied

strain. In chapter 3, the behaviour of the MFT is described starting from the

trace formula assuming that the order of the system remains constant and that

the rotation of the nematic director is instantaneous. However, evidence of a

change in order in LCEs deforming via an MFT has been observed using X-ray

scattering [70, 71] and polarised optical microscopy techniques. [2, 70] In the

initial theoretical work by Bladon et al. describing the MFT, it was assumed

that the nematic order of the LCE remains constant. [113] However, in later
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publications the assumption of constant order was removed and it was found

that during the MFT there is a change in the nematic order due to the coupling

between the polymeric backbone and the mesogenic units; [114] it is found that

before the rotation of the director, i.e. when strains are applied perpendicular

to the director, te energy of the system is reduced by a decrease in the uniaxial

order parameter (Q = 1
2
⟨3 cos2 (β) − 1⟩) and an emergence of biaxial ordering

(b = 1
4
⟨(1 − cos2 (β)) cos (2α)⟩) [40, 114] where the angles β and α are 2 of the 3

‘Euler angles’ as discussed in section 2.1. After the rotation of the director theory

predicts that there is a collapse in the biaxial ordering and a return to a uniaxial

ordering; however the macroscopic shape remains biaxial. [114] Note that in the

Raman notation, as described in chapters 2 and 5, ⟨P200⟩ = Q and ⟨P220⟩ = b/6.

[103] The theoretical predictions of a reduction of uniaxial order, on increasing

elongational strain until the rotation of the director, and a subsequent recovery

of uniaxial order is consistent with experimental findings [2, 70]. However, the

emergence of biaxial order parameter has not been investigated.

Finkelmann, Greve and Warner [115] developed theory describing the elastic

anisotropy of strained nematic LCEs when there is no rotation of the nematic

director; as is the case for small imposed strains and the MFT. In this work, a

relationship between the changes in the uniaxial order and the biaxial order of an

LCE when strained either parallel or perpendicular to the director is predicted.

[115] Additionally, a relationship between the extent of the change in the uniaxial

and biaxial order and the material properties of the LCE was discussed. [63] It

is now useful to discuss this relationship in the context of the known material

properties of the auxetic LCE which deforms via an MFT. The full analysis

by Finkelmann et al. begins with the nematic trace formula where changes in

the nematic order are accounted for in the step length tensor [63] and through

Landau-de Gennes theory two moduli (or stiffnesses) are found; the uniaxial

stiffness (F ′′
Q) quantifies how resistant the material is to changes in uniaxial order

and the biaxial stiffness (F ′′
b ) quantifies how resistant the material is to changes

in biaxial order. The ratio of the uniaxial and biaxial stiffness is found to be

related by the equation:
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F
′′
Q

F
′′
b

=

(
1 +

2

3

(
T ∗ − T

Tni − T ∗

)
Qni

Q0(T )

)
, (8.1)

where Tni is the nematic-isotropic transition temperature of the material, Qni is

the uniaxial order at Tni, T is the temperature at measurement, Q0(T ) is the

uniaxial order parameter of the unstrained LCE at T , and T ∗ is the critical

temperature and is typically close to Tni. [40, 115] Thus the ratio of biaxial

stiffness to uniaxial stiffness can be easily quantified by general properties of a

material.

The properties required for equation 8.1 have already been indirectly deter-

mined for the nematic LCE in [2] which will now be used in relation to equation

8.1. The order parameter of certain LCEs is ‘supercritical’ meaning that, un-

like a conventional LC, there is no weakly first-order transition into an isotropic

phase upon heating. [52, 53, 57] Instead, the evolution of order with changing

temperature is broadened and often continuous. [115, 152] The LCE investigated

in this chapter shows evidence of supercritical behaviour. [2] The Tni of this ne-

matic LCE is very high (linearly extrapolated to be 345 ± 20°C) and actually

above the sample’s degradation temperature of 330°C. [2] The birefringence of

the nematic LCE has been determined with a Berek compensator as a function of

temperature. [2] Whilst not a direct measurement of order the relative value of

birefringence, for a single material, and how this changes with temperature scales

well with order parameter measurements. [84] At room temperature (20°C), the

birefringence of the sample is 0.12 [2] which is a good indication of Q0(T ). The

supercritical nature of the LCEs makes determination of Qni difficult [115], how-

ever, the closest birefringence measurement to Tni is 0.01. [2] If this is taken to be

a good indication of Qni, and assuming that there are no density changes across

the temperature range investigated, the Qni/Q0(T ) component of equation 8.1 at

room temperature (20°C) will be of the order of 0.08. However, one could per-

form the same linear extrapolation that was performed to determine Tni in Ref.

[2] to arrive at a value of Qni = 0.004 and a Qni/Q0(T ) component of equation

8.1 at room temperature (20°C) of the order of 0.03. T ∗ is the temperature of

absolute stability of the isotropic phase. For conventional liquid nematic phases
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Tni − T ∗ ≈ 1°C. [153] However, the order parameter of conventional nematic LCs

evolve with a weakly first-order behaviour unlike the LCE presented. Finkel-

mann et al. determined T ∗ of a supercritical LCE and found that Tni−T ∗ ≈ 1°C

[115], making it consistent with conventional nematic phases. [153] Thus, we take

Tni−T ∗ = 1°C to be a reasonable estimate for the LCE presented in Ref. [2] and

discussed in this thesis. However, it is important to note that the LCE within

this thesis has a Tni = 340 ± 20 [2] and the assumption that Tni − T ∗ = 1°C may

not hold true at such high temperatures. One could attempt to calculate a value

of the critical temperature by assuming that the order parameters as a function

of temperature follow, for example, Maier-Saupe theory [154], however, the LCE

presented herein displays supercritical behaviour. Therefore taking T ∗ to be ∼
1°C smaller than Tni and setting T to 20 °C the component of equation 8.1 con-

taining Tni, T
∗, and T will be of the order of 325. Substituting the values of the

material one finds F ′′
Q/F

′′
b ≈ 27 if Qni = 0.01 (taken from the smallest measured

value of birefringence in Ref. [2]) or of the order of F ′′
Q/F

′′
b ≈ 10 if Qni = 0.004

(deduced from a linear extrapolation of the birefringence values in Ref. [2]).

Therefore, given the assumptions made about the material properties and the

value of T ∗ for this LCE, it is likely that the material is more susceptible to biaxial

distortions in order than purely uniaxial distortions in order as the sample is well

below Tni (T − Tni = 325 °C). Indeed, theoretical work by Bladon et al. suggests

that for an LCE deforming via an MFT, it is energetically favourable for changes

in the uniaxial order and the emergence of biaxial order. [114] It is therefore

reasonable to investigate the emergence of biaxiality via Raman spectroscopy.

Note that in the approaches of Bladon et al. and Finkelmann et al. only the low

rank uniaxial and biaxial order parameters (Q = ⟨P200⟩ and b = 6⟨P220⟩ [103])

are considered. However, Raman spectroscopy allows for the determination of

additional higher rank order parameters (⟨P400⟩, ⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩) to get a more

complete view of the orientational distribution of molecules in the phase. This is

a distinction which will become important in relating biaxial order to the negative

Poisson’s ratio in these systems.
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a) b)

Figure 8.1: (a) Non auxetic parallel geometry refers to strain applied parallel to
the initial nematic director (along z). (b) Auxetic perpendicular geometry refers
to the strain being applied perpendicular to the initial nematic director (along
x). The sample ‘thickness’ is in the y axis.

8.2 Experimental set-up

This chapter investigates both the uniaxial order parameters (⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩)
and the biaxial order parameters (⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩), however, initially all

data are analysed assuming that only uniaxial order is present in the LCE; this

is done as it is the simplest model to fit with the least parameters required. The

possibility of biaxial order is explored later on in this chapter and the procedure

required to do this is described in the relevant section.

The order parameters from the depolarisation ratio are determined as de-

scribed in full in chapter 5. Briefly, the LCE order parameters are determined by

placing a sample with a uniform director in the x-z plane normal to the direction

of the incident laser light (incoming from y). The director and polarisation of the

laser are in the same plane and measurements are taken. The sample is then ro-

tated with respect to the initial laser polarisation (θ) and subsequent spectra are

recorded. [81] The geometry of the LCE films in the laboratory frame of the Ra-

man set-up can be seen in figure 8.1. Generally, the ‘full depolarisation’ method

is used to determine order parameters where a fit is made to equations 5.14 and

5.15 with data recorded at small increments from R(θ = 0◦) to R(θ = 360◦)

to determine ⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩ and the differential polarisability ratio, p. However,

order parameters can be determined from the ‘two point’ method (see appendix

A) by considering only R(θ = 0◦) and R(θ = 90◦) provided that the molecu-
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lar polarisability ratio (p) is known. [104]. In this chapter Raman spectra are

therefore recorded as a function of strain using only R(θ = 0◦) and R(θ = 90◦).

To check that p remains constant (within error), the full depolarisation ratio at

intermediate strain steps of ∼0.2 is determined and fits are made. Doing this

significantly speeds up the experimental procedure and reduces the possibility of

sample failure under strain.

Film clamps Knob to 
adjust strain

Screws to 
affix LCE

LCE sample

Hole for 
transmission mode

Ajustment 
screw

Figure 8.2: Schematic of the bespoke straining rig which is housed within the
Raman spectrometer which allows one to determine order parameters of an LCE
as a function of strain.

The Raman depolarisation data are collected using a polarised Raman system

(Renishaw inVia) comprising of a 532 nm, 500 mW solid state laser (Renishaw)

and a Leica polarising microscope equipped with a rotatable stage. A bespoke

rig that allows the elastomer samples to be manually strained is fixed onto the

rotatable stage (see figure 8.2 for a schematic of the bespoke straining rig). The

LCEs are strained in 0.5 mm increments and are held for 5 minutes to allow

for stress relaxation before the subsequent Raman spectra are measured. The

sample is illuminated via a 20× lens resulting in a spot size of ∼7µm2. The laser

intensity is selected to get the best signal to noise ratio for a given strain. Since p

can change as a function of intensity [89], p is determined in the unstrained state

for a given intensity so that fits could be made using the 2 point method.
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Figure 8.3: (a) Raman spectrum of the LCE film. Showing the symmetric
phenyl stretch (a: 1606cm-1), the carbonyl stretch (b: 1730cm-1) and the cyano
group stretch (c: 2250cm-1). (b) Depolarisation ratio of an unstrained sample
determined from the 1606cm-1 peak. The red line shows the fitting to the data
(black crosses) with the values of ⟨P200⟩ = 0.59 ± 0.05, ⟨P400⟩ = 0.29 ± 0.05,
p = −0.23 ± 0.05 and θ = −5 ± 0.5o deduced from the fit.

As discussed in section 5.2, it is important to select an appropriate Raman

peak for accurate determination of order parameters. [88] The phenyl stretching

(1606cm-1) mode is selected to determine order parameters as it best satisfies the

theoretical assumptions of vibration along the molecular long axis and cylindri-

cal symmetry. [88] The cyano stretching mode (2250cm-1) is used to monitor the

reorientation of the A6OCB side-chain group and the carbonyl stretching mode

(1730cm-1) is used to monitor the cross-linker RM82 as these are unique to the

respective molecules. The behaviour of cyano stretching mode and the carbonyl

stretching mode is compared to the phenyl stretching mode which is the com-

bined reorientation of the mesogenic units as both A6OCB and RM82 contain

this chemical group. The director angle with respect to the long axis of the sample

(see figure 8.1) can be obtained from the full depolarisation data via the θ param-

eter in equations 5.14 and 5.15. The sample is loaded such that the long axis of

the material is perpendicular to the incoming laser polarisation, θ is then a fitting

parameter and is the angle of the nematic director in the x-z plane. Neither the

cyano nor the carbonyl stretching modes were used to determine the order param-

eters as they return inaccurate values of ⟨P400⟩. [88] Figure (a) shows a Raman
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spectrum of the LCE with the (a) phenyl stretching (b) carbonyl stretching and

(c) cyano stretching modes shown. Figure 8.3(b) shows the depolarisation data

of the phenyl stretching mode for the unstrained sample, together with the fit to

equations 5.14 and 5.15 and the relevant fitting parameters. Over the full strain

range, the order parameters are calculated assuming that a nematic director lies

in the x− z plane and determined from backscattered Raman spectra taken from

through the bulk of the sample (i.e. the determined order parameters are not

from the surface). The analysis therefore assumes that there is an homogenous

order parameter and director orientation throughout the thickness of the sample.

8.3 Results of the uniaxial model

In this section a uniaxial model assumption is applied to the depolarised Raman

data for the strained LCEs and only the uniaxial order parameters (⟨P200⟩ and

⟨P400⟩) are determined. Two geometries are investigated these are: the ‘non aux-

etic’ geometry (i.e. the nematic LCE strained parallel to the director) and the

‘auxetic geometry’ (i.e. the nematic LCE strained perpendicular to the director).

These geometries are shown in figure 8.1. The resultant uniaxial order parame-

ters are compared to tensile stress – strain measurements on the LCE published

previously in [2] which are performed at 23oC and shown in the engineering stress

– engineering strain representation. Additionally, the uniaxial order parameters

are compared to relevant predictions of ⟨P400⟩ for a given ⟨P200⟩ from various

models; these models are discussed in detail in section 2.

8.3.1 Strain parallel to the director

First, the uniaxial order parameters of the nematic LCE strained parallel to the

nematic director are considered. In this geometry the LCE does not deform via

an MFT nor is there an auxetic response. [1] In this geometry, the emergence

of biaxial order is not predicted by theory [115], therefore, a uniaxial model is

considered initially. The uniaxial order parameters are determined as described

in section 8.2 using the 1606 cm-1 which is associated with the phenyl-stretching

mode (see section 5.2 for discussion of Raman bond selection). Figure 8.4(a)
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Figure 8.4: (a) Order parameters ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ as a function of strain ap-
plied parallel to the nematic director; error bars in order parameter data are the
tolerances of the fitting procedure and error bars in strain are standard errors in
measurements. (b) The stress-strain data for the LCE strained parallel to the
director is taken from [2].

shows the change in the order parameters as a function of strain with a stress

axis at 0° to the director. ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ increase from 0.58 ± 0.05 and 0.29

± 0.05 to 0.69 ± 0.05 and 0.39 ± 0.05 respectively. Figure 8.4(b) shows the

stress-strain response of the LCE strained in the parallel geometry. The stress-
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strain response and uniaxial order parameters increase with increasing strain in

agreement with prevailing theory. [40, 115]
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Figure 8.5: ⟨P400⟩ against ⟨P200⟩ for the LCE strained parallel to the nematic
director; error bars in order parameter data are the tolerances of the fitting
procedure. Maier-Saupe predictions of ⟨P400⟩ for a given value of ⟨P200⟩ is shown
by the green line. The blue dot denotes the values of the order parameters for
the unstrained LCE.

Figure 8.5 shows ⟨P400⟩ against ⟨P200⟩ for the LCE strained parallel to the ne-

matic director. The green line is uniaxial order parameter prediction from Maier-

Saupe theory (see section 2.2.2). Figure 8.5 shows good agreement between the

determined order parameters and Maier-Saupe theory. Thus, the orientational

distribution function of the mesogenic units follow a singly peaked Gaussian dis-

tribution centred at β = 0 and straining the LCE parallel to the director causes

the distribution to move further up the Maier-Saupe line which signifies a nar-

rowing of the ODF.

That the order parameter data follows the Maier-Saupe theory closely likely
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means that the uniaxial model is a satisfactory model for the LCE strained in

this geometry. Additionally, it suggests that contributions to the Raman data

due to the molecular biaxiality of the molecules are small. Indeed, it has been

reported previously that the phenyl-stretching mode, which is used consistently

in this chapter to determine order parameters, has very close to uniaxial cylin-

drical symmetry [88] and therefore can not meaningfully probe molecular biaxial

order parameters as the molecular vibration itself is invariant to γ. [88, 103] On

the basis that the uniaxial model is satisfactory to deduce order parameters of

the unstrained LCE and the LCE when strained parallel to the nematic direc-

tor (where there is no emergence of phase biaxiality from symmetry arguments

and predictions from theory [113, 114]), the order parameters of the LCE under

perpendicularly applied strain can be investigated.

8.3.2 Strain perpendicular to the director

Now the uniaxial order parameters of the nematic LCE strained perpendicular to

the nematic director are considered. In this geometry the LCE displays an MFT

and a molecular auxetic response, additionally, it is predicted from theory that

there will be an emergence of biaxial order. [115] However, initially a uniaxial

model is considered as this is the simplest model and requires the least amount

of fitting parameters. The uniaxial order parameters are determined as described

in section 8.2 using the 1606 cm-1 which is associated with the phenyl-stretching

mode (see section 5.2 for discussion of Raman bond selection).

Figure 8.6(a) shows the change in the order parameters as a function of strain,

assuming a uniaxial model, for an LCE strain perpendicularly to its initial ne-

matic director. Figure 8.6(b) shows the director reorientation, with an MFT

at a strain of ∼1.0 and the stress-strain curve of the LCE. Figure 8.6(c) and

8.6(d) show the engineering stress – engineering strain response and the change

in thickness of the nematic LCE taken from [2]. For strain values between 0 and

0.2, there is effectively no change in ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩; this regime coincides with

the first segment of the stress-strain curve (I) which has a relatively large mod-

ulus. In this region, there is very little change in the uniaxial order parameters

and the orientation of the nematic director remains unchanged thus one would
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Figure 8.6: (a) ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ as a function of strain for the LCE strained
perpendicular the initial nematic director; error bars in order parameter data are
the tolerances of the fitting procedure and error bars in strain are standard errors
from repeated measurements. (b) Reorientation of the director, determined from
fitting to the full depolarisation Raman data, showing an MFT at a strain of 1.16;
error bars are instrumental errors. (c) The stress-strain curve of the LCE showing
a softening response between the strains of 0.2 and 0.9 and (d) Fractional sample
thickness of the LCE sample showing the auxetic response emerging at strains
near the MFT. The dotted grey lines show points of interest. The first line is
the beginning of the softening of the stress response which coincides with the
reduction in order clearly demonstrating the coupling of the nematic order and
the polymer network. The second line shows the crossing of ⟨P400⟩ and ⟨P200⟩
and the end of the softened stress plateau. Director rotation occurs between the
second and final line. The final line shows the re-emergence of ⟨P200⟩ order and
a sharp rotation of the director. See Mistry et al. [1, 2] for more details on
stress-strain and thickness measurements.
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expect a relatively large modulus in this region as per predictions by nematic

elasticity. [40] After this initial regime, an overall decrease is seen in both ⟨P200⟩
and ⟨P400⟩ as a function of strain until a strain value of ∼1.0. The overall di-

rector orientation again remains unchanged in this strain regime (figure 8.6(b)),

but a softening of the stress-strain response is seen (figure 8.6(c)). Interestingly,

while ⟨P200⟩ decreases from 0.53 ± 0.05 to 0, ⟨P400⟩ decreases more slowly and

appears to plateau, with ⟨P400⟩ eventually crossing over ⟨P200⟩ at a strain of 0.81.

⟨P400⟩ then remains larger than ⟨P200⟩ until a strain of 1.33. A value of ⟨P400⟩
greater than ⟨P200⟩ would suggest an ODF in which there is a large distribution

of molecules 90° to the overall director, which occurs here in a region well before

the reorientation of the director. There is a re-emergence of non-zero ⟨P200⟩ val-

ues at strains of 1.16; this coincides with the MFT where the director sharply

reorients to become parallel to the stress axis. The reorientation of the nematic

director coincides with the re-stiffening of the stress-strain curve. ⟨P200⟩ continues

to increase from 0 to a value of 0.17 ± 0.05 at a strain of 1.51.

8.3.3 The behaviour of different moieties in the LCE

(a)

(b)

Figure 8.7: Proposed mechanism for an auxetic response in a liquid crystalline
polymer. [155] (a) the LCP contains two types of repeating mesogenic units: one
attached end-on and one attached laterally. (b) the LCP is strained which causes
the laterally attached mesogenic unit to rotate.

A mechanism to elicit the auxetic response in liquid crystalline polymer sys-

tems has been suggested, however, experimental results failed to display an nega-

tive Poisson’s ratio. [155] The proposed mechanism consists of a liquid crystalline
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polymer containing 2 different mesogenic units; a mesogenic unit which is at-

tached end-on to the polymer backbone and a mesogenic unit attached laterally

to the polymer backbone. [155] The laterally attached mesogenic units would

rotate with applied strain and it was suggested that the rotation of rigid units

would elicit an auxetic response. [155, 156] See figure 8.7 for a schematic of the

proposed mechanism.

Raman scattering is chemically specific so it is possible to investigate whether

the two mesogenic units (cross-linker and side-chain) are decoupled in any way

in their response to strain, analogous to the model suggested in [155]. Raman

data from the 1606cm-1 line has contributions from both the side-chain and the

cross-linking unit. However, one can also look at the behaviour of the 2250cm-1

peak, corresponding to the cyano group, present only in the side-chain and the

1730cm-1 peak, corresponding to the carbonyl group, present only in the cross-

linker. It can be seen from figure 8.6(b) that the cross-linking units follow exactly

the same reorientation profile as the side-chain units. Therefore, the mesogenic

units respond identically to the strain, irrespective of whether they are doubly or

singly coupled to the acrylate network. The 1730cm-1 and the 2250cm-1 vibrations

are not used to determine order parameters as they do not satisfy the assumptions

required for fitting order parameters via Raman; these are that the vibration is

aligned with the long axis of the molecule and that it is a cylindrically symmetric

vibration. [88]

8.4 Discussion

8.4.1 Uniaxial case: Insight into the mechanical Frèedericksz

transition

The order parameter data shown in figure 8.4 and figure 8.6 are deduced using

the assumption that the sample has uniaxial symmetry. Here, the extent to which

the determined order parameters agree with uniaxial theory will be discussed. To

begin with, let us consider the insight that the uniaxial order parameters provide

into the nature of the director behaviour and stress – strain response of MFT

(figure 8.6), noting the following points:
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1. Initially, the mesogenic order is undisturbed and straining pulls on the

polymer network, causing an approximately linear stress response. This is

region I in figure 8.6.

2. During the flatter region of the stress response (which is similar in appear-

ance to an SSE response, region II in figure 8.6), the director orientation

is unchanged, but there is a marked decrease in both order parameters.

The softening of the stress response therefore may be related to the in-

creased disorder (and thus degree of freedom) of the mesogenic groups,

which allows reorientation of the polymer network. This is a completely

different mechanism from that of semi-soft elasticity, where the softening

of the stress response occurs due to the continuous rotation of the overall

nematic director. [40, 66] In the LCE investigated in this chapter, during

the plateau regime, the order parameter data suggest that an increasing

proportion of mesogenic units align with the strain axis, a point discussed

further in the next sub-section where the order parameter data is compared

to relevant theoretical models of ⟨P400⟩ against ⟨P400⟩. The non-zero value

of ⟨P400⟩ allows one to deduce that the observed black state is not isotropic

as ⟨P400⟩ = 0 in the isotropic phase. In the analysis of order parameters

from Raman spectroscopy it is a requirement for there to be a nematic di-

rector on the x − z plane. [80, 83, 85] Thus it can be deduced that the

black state is likely not due to the rotation of the director from the x − z

into the y axis as there is still a deduced none-zero order in the x− z plane

(⟨P400⟩ ̸= 0) and thus a director. In the sections that follow, it is argued

that the atypical ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ is due to a failure of the uniaxial model

for the LCE strained perpendicular to the initial nematic director.

3. As discussed in chapter 1.4.7, due to the near-zero birefringence of the

sample near the MFT, it was deduced that there was zero ordering in the

plane of observation and thus the LCE exhibited a negative order parameter.

[1, 2] The determined order parameters, shown in figure 8.6, is consistent

with these findings as ⟨P200⟩ = 0 near the MFT in the same plane as the

birefringence measurements, however, it should be noted that there is a

deduced non-zero value of ⟨P400⟩ in this region.
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4. Eventually, the overall director reorients to align with the strain axis, mark-

ing the end of the MFT. This occurs during region IV. There is a re-

stiffening of the stress response as the material is pulled parallel to the

director with a subsequent increase in order. Interestingly, the continued

increase in order with strain in this scenario is quite different (and more

marked) than the situation in figure 8.4, potentially explaining the differ-

ence in Young’s moduli between a sample which has undergone an MFT,

being strained parallel to the new director, and one strained parallel to the

initial director. In the MFT case, an instantaneous Young’s modulus of

5.7 MPa is found whereas an instantaneous Young’s modulus of 23.1 MPa

is found for a sample pulled parallel to the initial director. [2] One might

expect that due to the different extents in changes of the order parameters

in both these cases the elastic moduli would be different. [115, 157] The

results of the uniaxial model suggests that the LCE deformation mechanism

usually referred to as an MFT is far better described as an ‘order modifi-

cation transition’ (OMT). This is because the analogy with the electric or

magnetic-field cases implied by the term ‘mechanical Fréedericksz transi-

tion’ is unjustified; in the cases of electric and magnetic field Fréedericksz

transitions in LCs, there is no change in order parameter, but instead a dis-

continuous threshold at which the director reorients, with the order staying

constant. [158] Our results instead suggest that there is a continuous re-

duction in order as a function of strain with a subsequent sharp rotation

of the director. This is a markedly different response to the continuous

rotation of a director with counter rotating domains that is more typical of

the SSE response. [40, 64, 67] It should be noted that determination of a

single Young’s modulus in the nematic LCE is difficult as the stress – strain

response of the material is highly non-linear. In chapter 10 the mechanical

behaviour of the nematic LCE is investigated via DMA to overcome such

issues.

The order parameter measurements of the nematic LCE strained perpendic-

ular to the director can be compared to those determined by Mitchell et al. [65]

and Roberts et al. [70, 71], discussed in chapter 1, who performed X-ray scatter-

ing to measure ⟨P200⟩ in a side-chain acrylate-based LCE that displayed an MFT.
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Roberts et al. also found a large decrease in order and both the Mitchell LCE

and the LCE studied in this thesis remain optically clear under strain. [2, 70]

The Mitchell LCE was also studied at temperatures deep into the nematic phase,

well below Tni, and their discussion suggests that their system deforms through

small continuous distributions of the director, rather than through highly localised

abrupt changes.

8.4.2 Uniaxial case: Deviation from Maier-Saupe theory

Now let us consider how the order parameters, deduced assuming uniaxial sym-

metry, fit to theoretical predictions to investigate whether the initial approach

of assuming uniaxial order (which is usual for nematic systems) is justified, or

whether the addition of biaxial order parameters is required. Pottel et al. dis-

cussed the significance of the order parameters ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ to the overall

ODF, defining the 7 distinct regions in the ⟨P200⟩/⟨P400⟩ space. [94] These regions

are discussed in detail in section 2.2.2. Since all the resultant order parameters as-

suming uniaxial symmetry are positive (see figure 8.6) only the 4 positive regions

of figure 2.5 are included in figure 8.8.

Figure 8.8 reveals that initially (at low strains) the LCE behaviour lies near

to Maier-Saupe predictions. However as the strain is increased, ⟨P200⟩ decreases

more rapidly than ⟨P400⟩ and the behaviour deviates from Maier-Saupe predic-

tions. The deviation from Maier-Saupe theory predictions continues towards the

approach of the MFT (black circles). Eventually the order parameter data cross

the ‘lower limit’ line and enter the region bounded by the this and ⟨P4⟩ model.

In this region the order parameters describes an ODF with a large distribution

of molecules perpendicular to the overall nematic director. During and after

the MFT the deviation from Maier-Saupe predictions continues, in the opposite

direction, along the same trend (red circles). This, for the nematic LCE the or-

der parameter describe an initially Gaussian distribution of molecules centred at

β = 0o. On increasing strain a large population of molecules align perpendicular

to the nematic director, this behaviour continues even after the MFT. See figure

8.9 for selected ODFs constructed by using information theory (see section 2.2.1)

and the determined ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ data showing this behaviour.
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Figure 8.8: ⟨P400⟩ plotted as a function of ⟨P200⟩ for the LCE strained perpendic-
ular to the initial director; error bars in order parameter data are the tolerances
of the fitting procedure. The blue dot highlighted with the asterisk denotes the
order parameters in unstrained state. The black dots signify the values of the
order parameters on approach to the MFT (region I-III in figure 8.6). The red
dots denote the order parameter values after the MFT (region IV in figure 8.6).
Various models for ⟨P400⟩ and ⟨P200⟩ are included on the diagram which are dis-
cussed in detail in chapter 2 by Pottel et al.[94]

Figure 8.6(b) reveals that the cross-linking units follow the same reorientation

profile as the side-chain units. This means that the region where ⟨P400⟩ > ⟨P200⟩
cannot be explained by the two types of mesogenic units responding differently

to strain. Consequently, any model in which the cross-linkers reorient before the

side-chain, which could explain the observation that ⟨P400⟩ > ⟨P200⟩, can be ruled

out.

The key conclusion to make from figure 8.8 is that, within error, the order

parameter data fits with Maier-Saupe theory at low strains. However, there is

a systematic deviation from the Maier-Saupe theory at larger strains particu-
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Figure 8.9: ODFs for the perpendicularly strained LCE constructed from the
order parameter data deduced with the assumption of a uniaxial distribution of
molecules (figure 8.6a.). Line colour corresponds to the strain. Increasing strain
results in an increasing distribution of molecules perpendicular to the nematic
director (i.e. β = 90o)

larly around the MFT. The behaviour described a large proportion of molecules

aligning perpendicular to the nematic director which cannot be explained by a

difference in response to strain between the side-chain A6OCB or the cross-linker

RM82. It is interesting to note, that such deviation from Maier-Saupe theory

predictions is not observed in the LCE strained parallel to the nematic direc-

tor (figure 8.4). Based on the difference in the evolution of order parameters

observed via Raman spectroscopy in the two geometries and predictions from

theory [114, 115] (that deforming the LCE parallel to the nematic director could

result in changes in the uniaxial order only, whereas deforming the LCE perpen-

dicular to the nematic director could result in changes in both the uniaxial and

biaxial order parameters), the emergence of biaxiality in the nematic LCE should

be explored.
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8.4.3 The emergence of biaxiality

Conventional nematic liquid crystals form uniaxial phases and the approach taken

so far to deduce the order parameters of the nematic LCE has continued to as-

sume that the system is uniaxial. However, as mentioned previously, theory by

Finkelmann et al. [115] describes the case of straining a LCE without rotation

of the director, predicting a decrease in the uniaxial order parameters with the

emergence of biaxiality. Additionally, it has been reported in low molar mass

liquid crystals that a deviation from Maier-Saupe theory can be explained by the

emergence of biaxial order. [87] Since the order parameter data, assuming a uni-

axial model, deviate from Maier-Saupe predictions (see figure 8.8) the emergence

of phase biaxiality in the nematic LCE will be explored. The phase biaxial order

parameters, discussed in section 2.3, are defined as:

⟨P420⟩ =
1

24
⟨(7 cos2 (β) − 1)

× (1 − cos2 (β)) cos (2α)⟩, (8.2)

⟨P440⟩ =
1

16
⟨(1 − cos2 (β))2 cos (4α)⟩, (8.3)

⟨P220⟩ =
1

4
⟨(1 − cos2 (β)) cos (2α)⟩, (8.4)

where PLm0 are a set of the associated Legendre polynomials. As already noted,

⟨P220⟩ = b/6 is the biaxial order parameter introduced earlier in the LCE theory.

Raman scattering can in principle be employed to determine the biaxial order pa-

rameters. [82, 88] However, in practice, it is not possible to directly determine the

absolute biaxial contribution to the order parameters from Raman depolarisation

data, though qualitative biaxial behaviour can be deduced by careful analysis

of the data. [87] The approach, outlined below, has been used to successfully

observe the emergence of biaxial order in a biaxial SmA system; [87] the same

approach will be used to determine the biaxial order parameters in the nematic

LCE.

Throughout the analysis of the Raman depolarisation data to investigate the

emergence of phase biaxial order parameters (⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩, ⟨P220⟩) the molecular

biaxial order parameters (⟨P402⟩, ⟨P404⟩, ⟨P202⟩) are ignored and explicitly set
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to 0. [87] This is done for two reasons: (i) to reduce the number of fitting

parameters in the analysis and (ii) because the phenyl stretching mode is used

during the analysis. The phenyl stretching mode, which is used consistently in

this chapter to determine order parameters, has very close to uniaxial cylindrical

symmetry [88] and therefore cannot meaningfully probe molecular biaxial order

parameters as the molecular vibration itself is invariant to γ. [88, 103] Since

the molecular biaxial order parameters are set to 0, the ODF is rotationally

invariant to γ but now has dependencies on β and α. To deduce values of the

biaxial order parameters idealised depolarisation data is constructed from the

experimental values of ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ using the experimentally determined

value of p in the unstrained state (p = −0.23). This smooths the data and allows

one to extrapolate between experimental values. It is then assumed that the

anomalously large values of ⟨P400⟩ that causes the data to deviate from Maier-

Saupe behaviour (figure 8.8) can be attributed to biaxiality. This is reasonable as

it is predicted by theory [113–115] and the retardation of the sample becomes zero

at the MFT [2] which is consistent with the birefringence of the material becoming

zero if the director remains in the x−z plane. New values of ⟨P400⟩ are calculated

from ⟨P200⟩ by assuming that the uniaxial contributions, ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩, follow

Maier-Saupe theory predictions as seen in figure 8.10(a). These values are then

fixed and a new fit is made to the reconstructed depolarisation data using the

full expression, including biaxial terms (equation 5.22 and equation 5.23), thus

obtaining values for ⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩ and ⟨P220⟩ which can be seen in figure 8.10(b).

The qualitative behaviour, and relative values, of the biaxial order parameters

provided using this approach is reasonable, however, due to the degeneracy of

the fitting procedure and the assumptions made their absolute values are not.

[87] It is important to check the values of |⟨P420⟩|, |⟨P440⟩| and |⟨P220⟩| are all

within physically meaningful limits (0.0563, 0.0625 and 0.25 respectively) when

using this approach to ensure that, even though the absolute values of the phase

biaxial order cannot be relied upon, they fall within reason. The tolerance of fit

for the uniaxial model is ±0.05, however, given the number of fitting terms and

the complexity of the fitting function when biaxial order is included, the errors

in the fit are hard to systemically determine. Hence, the errors in the fitting

procedure are not considered nor are conclusions drawn from the values of the
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biaxial order parameters, instead, the evolution of the biaxial order parameters

are discussed and whether or not biaxial order provides a reasonable mechanism

for the auxetic response.

It is interesting to now consider the emergence of biaxiality in the LCE under

strain (figure 8.10). The analysis returns very small values for the biaxial order

parameters in the linear elastic region (strains <0.2), where it was already appar-

ent that ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ followed Maier-Saupe behaviour. However, it can be

seen that with increasing strain (and decreasing ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ values) there

is a clear increase in the magnitude of the biaxiality of the phase, as predicted

by theory. [115] The absolute values of all the biaxial order parameters increase

until the MFT (strain ∼1.0), following which they decrease. Interestingly, and

relevantly, the value of ⟨P220⟩ becomes increasingly large and negative. The bi-

axial behaviour is consistent with theoretical predictions, where the biaxial order

emerges prior to the MFT. [115] Bladon et al. also predicted that after the MFT

there is a collapse of the biaxial order and re-emergence of uniaxial order. [114]

⟨P220⟩ and the other biaxial order parameters show a decrease in magnitude af-

ter the MFT, coinciding with the re-emergence of uniaxial ordering, in apparent

agreement with predictions for the reorientation event. [114] However, while there

is a reduction in the biaxial order parameters after reorientation of the director,

the biaxial order parameters do not collapse to zero as predicted theoretically.

While theoretical approaches typically assume that the strains imposed are small

and that the polymer chains are Gaussian [113–115], this has been shown to

not necessarily be the case [159] and is certainly not the case here with strains

> 100%. Hence, even after the MFT the system remains biaxial, which may have

an implication in the mechanical properties of the material. [40, 160]

8.4.4 Relating biaxiality to the auxetic behaviour

The theory predicting biaxiality in LCEs considers only the b = 6⟨P220⟩ order pa-

rameter; however, Raman spectroscopy can determine ⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩.
The ability for Raman spectroscopy to probe higher order biaxial terms gives

insight into the mechanism for the auxetic response in this LCE, which occurs
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Figure 8.10: (a) Uniaxial order parameters (⟨P200⟩: black squares, ⟨P400⟩: red
circles) used in the fitting of the biaxial order parameters. The values for ⟨P400⟩
are obtained using Maier-Saupe predictions. (b) Biaxial order parameters (⟨P420⟩:
purple diamonds, ⟨P440⟩: blue downwards triangles ⟨P220⟩: green upwards trian-
gles) as a function of strain. (c) Instantaneous Poisson’s ratio of the auxetic LCE
as a function of strain which becomes negative at a strain of ∼1.00. See Mistry
et al. [1, 2] for more details on stress-strain and thickness measurements.
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above a threshold strain of ∼1.0. Figure 8.10 shows that the biaxial order param-

eters emerge rather slowly until a strain of ∼0.6 when ⟨P220⟩ rapidly decreases

towards -0.025 at a strain ∼1.0. ⟨P420⟩ changes little during the full strain range.

However, ⟨P440⟩ remains relatively constant until a strain of ∼0.8 were it becomes

increasingly positive. The increase in ⟨P440⟩ occurs briefly before the onset of a

negative Poisson’s ratio [1]. Interestingly, the magnitude of ⟨P220⟩ and ⟨P440⟩ are

maximal at the point where the Poisson’s ratio becomes negative. Therefore, it

is likely that the increase of ⟨P440⟩ may provide a possible explanation for the

emergence of molecular auxeticity, as follows.

The distribution of molecules (ODF) can be calculated from the order pa-

rameters ⟨P200⟩, ⟨P400⟩, ⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩ and ⟨P220⟩. It should be noted that since

Raman spectroscopy can only determine order parameters up to the 4th rank,

that reconstructed ODFs will be inexact, but nonetheless give insight into the

molecular distribution of the system. [8] Figure 8.11 shows the distribution of

molecules for strain values of 0 and ∼0.99; the larger strain near the beginning

of the auxetic response.

Figure 8.11 can be understood as follows. The sample has an initial director

oriented along the z axis and is strained along the x axis. In the unstrained

state, the molecular distribution is uniaxial with the highest probability found

for molecules aligning along the z-direction (red region). However, in the auxetic

regime there is now a large distribution of molecular orientations in the x direc-

tion, which is along the strain axis. This is a consequence of the contributions of

the ⟨P220⟩ order parameter and agrees with prevailing theory. [115] Also seen is

a growing distribution of molecules towards the y axis in the yz plane, presum-

ably a consequence of the combination of ⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩. The redistribution

of molecules towards the y axis on a macroscopic scale would increase the dimen-

sions in that direction, providing an explanation for the emergence of a negative

Poisson’s ratio in this sample in the y-direction. Such out-of-plane deformations

have been suggested to achieve a molecular auxetic response in liquid crystalline

polymers, however this was not realised experimentally. [155, 156] Early work

on microporous foams has also suggested a similar mechanism, albeit with the

formation of voids [161], unlike the LCE used here which conserves volume and

remains void-less. [1]
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Figure 8.11: Truncated ODF plot showing distribution of molecules in the un-
strained state (a) and at the beginning of the auxetic response (b). The initial
director orientation is along z and the strain axis is in the x direction. The
macroscopic sample’s ‘thickness’ occurs is in the y-dimension. The red regions
correspond to the highest density of molecules and black/blue the lowest.
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It should be emphasised that only the relative values of the biaxial order

parameters have been deduced, and while their qualitative dependence on strain

is robust, it is not feasible to determine the absolute values of these parameters.

That means that while the data shows how the emergence of biaxiality can in

principle result in an auxetic response perpendicular to both the initial director

and the strain axis, it cannot quantify the extent of the negative Poisson’s ratio.

8.5 Conclusion

In this chapter the change in order parameter of a nematic LCE which displays an

auxetic response with applied strain is investigated. The motivation for chapter

is twofold. Firstly, to understand the mechanism of the auxetic response in the

material. Secondly, as a link was implied experimentally between the MFT and

the auxetic response, to understand the apparent contradiction in the mechani-

cal behaviour of a LCE that underwent a mechanical Fréedericksz transition; in

particular why the stress-strain curve is reminiscent of an SSE response.

The evolution of the order parameters of the LCE is determined and related

these to the mechanical behaviour of the material under strain. The nematic

order parameter ⟨P200⟩ clearly decreases to zero at the point of the MFT, which

is consistent with previous measurements via X-ray spectroscopy [65, 71] and

with the determination of zero birefringence which lead to the assumption of

a negative order parameter. [1] It is clear from this work of this chapter that

the order changes continuously in the system and that the elastic softening of the

material coincides with the reduction in order. The deformation mechanism is not

analogous with a Fréedericksz transition, and it may be appropriate to consider

this behaviour as an order modification transition (OMT) in future, rather than

a mechanical Fréedericksz transition (MFT).

It is demonstrated that fitting the Raman data acquired for this system assum-

ing uniaxial symmetry reveals inconsistencies in the relationship between ⟨P200⟩
and ⟨P400⟩ – they do not follow Maier-Saupe theory. However, by constraining

them to do so, it is shown that stretching the LCE induces biaxial order. The

emergence of a negative ⟨P220⟩ describes a distribution of molecules around the az-

imuthal angle and in line with the direction of strain, which is an intuitive result.
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However, the emergence of a significant population of molecules perpendicular to

the strain is observed, which is in the same direction of the molecular auxetic

response. The rotation of mesogenic units occurs at the onset of the observed

the auxetic threshold and provides a tangible explanation for this response. It is

important to note that the theory predicting biaxiality in these systems consid-

ers only the b = ⟨P220⟩ term [115] whereas here it is argued that the higher rank

biaxial terms (⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩) are the drivers of the auxetic response. Thus,

it may prove useful for future theoretical approaches to consider the higher rank

terms.

Questions arise as to whether the uniaxial order parameters become negative

[1], a state which cannot be meaningfully probed using conventional polarised

Raman spectroscopy in this geometry, and the conventional analysis used to de-

rive the order parameters, as it is required that the nematic director and the laser

polarisation are in the same plane. [83, 85] Certainly, ⟨P200⟩ = 0 in the plane

investigated can be indicative of a negative order state, however the non-zero bi-

axial order parameters in this region should be noted. In any case, the potential

negatively ordered state occurs in a very small strain range [1, 2] and there is

clearly rich order parameter behaviour occurring before and after the transition,

due to imposed strains. LCEs have been developed which have a stable negative

ordering [13] in the unstrained state and further experiments will be required to

understand whether a negative order parameter that then evolves with strain also

results in an negative Poisson’s ratio.

Finally, it is noteworthy that the material studied here, in which the auxetic

response was first measured, satisfies the condition in equation 8.1 for biaxiality to

dominate as Tni > 330°C [2] and measurements are taken at T = 20°C, therefore

one expects the biaxial stiffness of the material to be much lower than the uniaxial

stiffness. Thus, it could be suggested that an auxetic response in LCEs is more

likely to occur around room temperature in LCEs with a high Tni and it will

be seen above the glass transition temperature where the system can behave

elastically. This describes the acrylate systems that have been reported to exhibit

an MFT, at least one of which [2, 70] appears to undergo an auxetic response.

Questions remain about whether the magnitude and threshold of the auxetic
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response can be predicted, but the first important steps in determining what

elicits an auxetic response in LCEs have now been taken.
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Chapter 9

Results II: Influence of phase on

the molecular dynamics of LCEs

9.1 Introduction

In this chapter, the molecular relaxations of an unstrained LCE is studied via

BDS and rheological techniques. LCEs display interesting and complex mechan-

ical behaviours such as stress-optical coupling, soft-elasticity, enhanced damping

properties and, in some cases, a molecular auxetic response to strain; [1, 40, 162]

studying the dynamic response of these materials is interesting as it may provide

insight into these properties. As discussed in chapter 1 and 3 nematic LCEs dis-

play an SSE response or an MFT when strain is applied perpendicularly to the

director. There have been numerous investigations of the molecular relaxation

behaviour of LCEs that deform via the SSE using rheological techniques, however,

the molecular relaxation behaviour of LCEs which deform via the MFT remains

to be studied. [163–166] Furthermore, the general relaxation dynamics and glass-

formation in nematic liquid crystals is of fundamental interest. [167, 168] As

described in chapter 4, the LCE used in this thesis can be synthesised, as chemi-

cally identical samples, in either the nematic or the isotropic phase by polymeri-

sation. [61] The existence of the nematic or isotropic phase for the LCE has been

confirmed by studying the order parameters of the respective sample via Raman

spectroscopy in [61] and chapter 8. For the LCEs used in this thesis, there is no

evidence of a thermally driven nematic-isotropic phase transition up to the point
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of sample degradation, therefore, the phase selected for the sample is locked in

during synthesis. [2, 61] For these reasons, the LCE is an interesting and useful

candidate for studying glassy behaviour of a chemically identical samples in the

isotropic and nematic phase over a wide range in temperatures.

The majority of the content in this chapter has been published in the paper:

T. Raistrick et al. “Influence of Liquid Crystallinity and Mechanical Deforma-

tion on the Molecular Relaxations of an Auxetic Liquid Crystal Elastomer.”,

Molecules, 26(23), 7313, 2021. [169] Much of this chapter is reproduced from

said paper; unless specified any experimental work presented has been performed

by T. Raistrick; Vcorr analysis was performed by M. Reynolds using data ob-

tained from BDS measurements performed by T.Raistrick, SAOS measurements

were performed in collaboration with M. Reynolds.

9.2 Nomenclature of molecular relaxations in

LCEs

Figure 9.1: Schematic of possible dielectric relaxations in a side-chain liquid
crystalline polymer.
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In chapter 1, the dynamics involved with general glass formation are outlined.

For molecular glass-formers and conventional polymeric glass-formers relaxations

are often named in order of appearance on cooling. [27] However, in the study of

the molecular relaxations in LCEs, while there have been relatively few studies

[163, 170, 171], the nomenclature follows that used for side-chain liquid crys-

tal polymers (SCLCPs) where relaxations are attributed to specific motions. In

SCLCPs, 4 relaxation processes are typically observed: δ, α, β and γ, named in

order of increasing relaxation frequency for a fixed T . [27] The possible mecha-

nisms of these relaxations are shown in figure 9.1 and are described as follows:

1. the α relaxation in SCLCPs involves the backbone polymer segments and

is directly related to the glass transition. [27]

2. the δ process has been observed in both SCLCPs [27, 172, 173] and LCEs

[163, 170, 171] and is typically slower than the α relaxation, follows a VFT

dependence, and is attributed to reorientation of the mesogenic units around

the polymer backbone.

3. the β relaxation is typically assigned to fluctuations of the mesogen around

its own long axis. [27, 172, 174, 175]

4. the γ relaxation is assigned to motions of either the spacer unit, or the

terminal group of the side-chain mesogenic unit. [172, 176]

As described in chapter 1 the α relaxation shows a cross-over in dynamic

behaviour at temperatures TB and TA (TA > TB): at TB there is a cross-over from

one Vogel-Fulcher-Tammann (VFT) behaviour to a more fragile VFT behaviour

(i.e. less Arrhenius-like) which typically coincides with the bifurcation of the α

relaxation and β relaxation; TA is the high temperature cross-over from VFT

behaviour to Arrhenius behaviour, however, for polymeric materials TA is often

higher than the degradation temperature of the sample and the cross-over is

not observed. [16] In SCLCPs a cross-over in the dynamic behaviour τα(T ) has

also been observed. However, in contrast to the non-LC glass-formers, SCLCPs

display a cross-over from VFT behaviour to Arrhenius behaviour, on increasing

T , at a crossover temperature of T ∗ = 1.1 − 1.3 × Tg. [173, 177] Interestingly,
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the cross-over from VFT to Arrhenius in SCLCPs at T ∗ is similar to the cross-

over form VFT to a more fragile VFT in non-LC glass-formers which occurs at

TB ≈ Tαβ and TB = 1.2− 1.6×Tg [27, 37], suggesting similarities in their origins.

This cross-over to Arrhenius behaviour is typically only observed for polymers

that form LC phases and not observed in chemically similar polymers that show

no LC behaviour. For example, the existence of LC phase behaviour was removed

from a SCLCP by the substitution of a hydrogen on the biphenyl mesogenic group

with the bulkier methoxy (-OCH3) group which resulted in a loss of the crossover

from VFT to Arrhenius at T ∗ and τα could instead be described by a single

VFT. [173] This observation suggests that fluctuations related to LC phases are

required for this behaviour to occur.

9.3 Experimental set-up

9.3.1 Sample preparation

The isotropic and nematic LCE samples are prepared as described in chapter 4.

The LCE samples are cut into the required dimensions. For the BDS measure-

ments sample dimensions of 1.5cm × 1.5 cm × 100 µm (L × W × T) are used.

For the DMA measurements sample dimensions of 5 cm × 2 mm × 100 µm are

used. For SAOS measurements a diameter of 5 mm and a sample thickness of

500 µm (5× 100 µm samples stacked on top of each other) is used.

9.3.2 Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

Broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) is performed as described in chapter 6.

Briefly, BDS using a Novocontrol Alpha-A dielectric analyser. The LCE samples

are sandwiched between two 10 mm diameter brass electrodes. The temperature

is controlled using a Novocontrol Quatro Cryosystem for -150oC < T < 100oC.

The molecular relaxations of the LCEs are investigated by fitting the dielectric

data, for each T , as sum of relaxation contributions as described in chapter 6.

To obtain the time-scale corresponding to the peak maximum of each observed

relaxation, τp, the τHN time-scales are corrected.
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9.3.3 Rheology

DMA and SAOS rheology are performed as described in chapter 7. Briefly, DMA

is performed with the film tension clamp attachment using a Rheometrics solid

analyser (RSAII) with a oscillatory strain amplitude of 0.1%. This strain ampli-

tude is within the LVR of the material as confirmed by prior strain sweeps. The

DMA frequency sweeps are performed from 1 Hz to 12.5 Hz (6.3 and 78.5 rad/s)

from T = 22 oC to 48 oC in 2 oC steps. SAOS is performed with the parallel plate

attachment using a Rheometrics ARES rheometer. Samples are loaded between

5 mm diameter parallel plates with a shear strain of 0.07%. This shear strain is

within the LVE regime of the material as confirmed by prior strain sweeps. The

SAOS frequency sweeps are performed between 0.1 and 100 rad/s from T = 80
oC to 0 oC in 5 oC steps. Upon lowering the temperature, the gap is reduced to

ensure that the sample remained in the correct shape, and the strain was reduced

to ensure an optimum torque (stress) response.

9.4 Results: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

In this section, the molecular relaxations of the LCE, in both the isotropic and

nematic phase, are probed via broadband dielectric spectroscopy. Thus, the ef-

fects of the nematic phase on the glass formation of chemically identical samples

can be investigated.

9.4.1 Relaxation dynamics of the isotropic and nematic

LCE
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Figure 9.2: Dielectric loss (ε′′) versus frequency (f) for the isotropic (a, c, e)

and nematic (b, d, f) LCE samples at T = 315 K, T = 248 K and T = 163

K. The overall fits to the data are shown in solid red lines, and the individual

contributions from the α, β and γ relaxations, as well as the DC conductivity

(σ) are labelled and shown in dashed lines. Errors associated with equipment

(∆ε′′± < 1%) are smaller than the symbol size.
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9.4 Results: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

Figure 9.2 shows the ε′′ data and fitting of relaxation processes for the isotropic

(a, c, e) nematic (b, d, f) LCE for selected temperatures. In both the nematic and

isotropic LCE samples, three relaxation processes are identified: α, β and γ, where

α denotes the structural relaxation, directly related to the glass-transition, and

β and γ, correspond to more local motions, and are thus characterised by shorter

time-scales. In section 6.1.4 the β relaxation and γ relaxation will be assigned

to specific motions by evaluating the activation energies of the relaxation. In

addition to the observed molecular relaxations, there is a clear contribution from

ionic DC-conductivity, as evidenced by the power-law contribution ε′′ ∝ f−1,

observed at low frequencies and high temperatures in (a) and (b) of figure 9.2.

9.4.2 Existence of the δ relaxation?

The LCEs previously investigated in literature typically show a ‘δ relaxation’ that

is slower than the α relaxation and associated with the motions of the mesogenic

unit around its short axis. [163, 170, 171] This slow δ relaxation may be obscured

by the large DC conductivity contribution observed in figure 9.2. The presence

of any dielectrically active molecular relaxation obscured by DC conductivity is

investigated by the two approaches described in chapter 6. In the first approach,

the ohmic-free dielectric loss spectra are determined from the ε′ spectra using

a well-established approximation of the Kramers–Kronig transformation as de-

scribed in section 6.1.5. [137] In the second approach, the dielectric modulus

representation M∗ = 1/ε∗ is used in which any contribution from conductivity is

suppressed (also described in section 6.1.5). [137]

Figure 9.3 shows that for both these approaches a relaxation is seen in the

dynamic window slower than the α relaxation. In the M∗ representation, the

relaxation is Debye-like and this Debye-relaxation coincides with the presence

of electrode polarization as evidenced by a low-frequency increase in ε′ which is

shown in figure 9.4. Thus the Debye-like relaxation peak observed in the LCE

is likely to be the so-called ‘conductivity relaxation’ [137, 178], due to electrode

polarization, and thus not to a molecular relaxation; electrode polarization is due

to charge accumulation at the sample-electrode interface. [27] Thus, in our LCE

system, there is no evidence of the so-called δ relaxation within the temperature
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Figure 9.3: A slow Debye-like relaxation is observed in (a) the ε′′der and (b) the
M ′′ representation for selected temperatures.

and frequency range investigated. The LCEs studied previously display δ relax-

ations and additionally a transition from an isotropic phase to an LC phase upon

cooling. [163, 170, 171] Conversely, our LCE displays no such δ relaxation and ad-

ditionally shows no such transition from isotropic to nematic phase (or vice-versa)

[2, 61]. This suggests that despite the presence of side-chain mesogenic units, the

larger-scale motions of the mesogenic units are hindered in both the isotropic

and nematic phases of our LCE. The cross-link density of our LCE, based on its

chemical composition, is 7.1 mol%. This cross-linking density is comparable to

the 7.5 mol% cross-link density in a previous study of an LCE with a comparable

Tg value, which did show a δ relaxation [170], suggesting that the level of cross-

linking in our LCE might not be enough to trap the large-scale movements of the

mesogenic units. Thus, the presence of the non-mesogenic pendant units, EHA,

in our LCE could entrap the mesogenic A6OCB side-chain, in turn preventing

the larger-scale motions corresponding to the δ relaxation. Interestingly, although

speculatively, the lack of the δ relaxation in our LCE may be somewhat related

to the MFT that occurs in our LCE when strains are applied perpendicular to

the director. The ‘Finkelmann-type’ LCE, which displays the SSE response to

applied strain, has been shown to display a δ relaxation. [163] The ability of

the mesogenic units to rotate around their short axis may be related to the large
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scale motions of the rotation of the nematic director required for the SSE. Thus,

the MFT may be related to an LCE system in which the mesogenic units have

to deform via small scale changes in the nematic order, as described in chapter

8, as opposed to macroscopic director rotation. However, as mentioned this is

speculative and would require more investigations of the molecular relaxations of

LCEs of both the SSE and MFT type before a conclusion could be drawn.
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Figure 9.4: An increase in (a) ε′ coincides with the presence of the Debye-like
relaxation in the (b) M ′′ representation. The is evidence that the observed relax-
ation is the ‘conductivity relaxation’.

9.4.3 T -dependant behaviour of observed relaxations

The T -dependence of the observed molecular relaxations, α, β and γ, is investi-

gated by fitting of the molecular relaxations as described in chapter 6. The α

relaxation time-scales, both the isotropic and nematic LCE, are well described by

the HN function (q ̸= 1, p ̸= 1) whilst the β and γ relaxation are well described

by the symmetric Cole-Cole function (p = 1, q ̸= 1). The T -dependent charac-

teristic relaxation times for the α, β and γ relaxations are shown in an Arrhenius
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9.4 Results: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

plot in figure 9.5. The α relaxations for the isotropic (Iso) and nematic (Nem)

LCE samples are fitted using a VFT expression, whereas the β and γ relaxations

are fitted using an Arrhenius expression. The fitting parameters are provided in

table 9.1.
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Figure 9.5: Characteristic relaxation times for the α (squares), β (circles) and γ
(triangles) relaxations identified for the isotropic (black) and nematic (red) LCE
samples. The results of a VFT fit to the α relaxation data, and Arrhenius fits
the β and γ relaxation data are shown in solid lines. Errors associated with the
fitting tolerances are smaller than the symbol size.

As seen from the fits in figure 9.5 and the corresponding parameters in table

9.1, the β and γ relaxations have very similar T -dependencies in the isotropic and

nematic states. The corresponding activation energies ∆EA for the β relaxation
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Sample Process log(τ0) [s] ∆EA [kJmol-1] D T0 [K] Tg [K]

Isotropic
α -10.3±0.1 - 5.0±0.1 243±1 286±1
β -18.7±0.7 67.9±0.2 - - -
γ -14.0±0.1 29.3±0.3 - - -

Nematic
α -11.8±0.1 - 5.6±0.1 243±1 285±1
β -17.7±0.2 63.6±0.7 - - -
γ -14.1±0.1 29.4±0.3 - - -

Table 9.1: Results of Arrhenius and VFT fits to relaxations in the isotropic and
LCE nematic samples. Errors are associated with the fitting tolerance of the
VFT fits to data.

are 67.9 kJmol-1 and 63.6 kJmol-1 for the isotropic and nematic LCE, respectively.

The corresponding ∆EA results for the γ relaxation are 29.3 kJmol-1 and 29.4

kJmol-1, respectively. The results of the Arrhenius fits thus demonstrate that the

LCE phase has little effect on the β and γ relaxations. This may be due to the

relatively short characteristic length scales of these relaxations, in comparison to

the relevant length scale of the LC phase. It is interesting to compare our LCE

results to those of other LC systems in the literature. A collection of activations

energies, ∆EA, for β relaxations in polyacrylate and polymethacrylate SCLCPs

are found in work by Kremer and Schönhals [27] and Schönhals and Hans-Eckart

Carius, [176] ∆EA values within the range 46.5–68.9 kJmol-1 were reported. The

exact ∆EA value depends on the terminal group attachment of the mesogenic

unit and the length of the alkyl spacer between the backbone and the mesogenic

unit. The acrylate-based LCE used in this thesis has a spacer length of 6. The

activation energy of the SCLCP with the closest chemistry to this LCE (acrylate

backbone, spacer length of 6) is 62.8 kJmol-1, which is close to the ∆EA values,

determined in figure 9.5, of 67.9 kJmol-1 and 63.6 kJmol-1 for the isotropic and

nematic LCE respectively. Thus, the observed β relaxation follows the literature

assignment and is therefore assigned to fluctuations of the mesogenic units around

its long axis. Literature values of the γ relaxation, typically assigned to motions

of the alkyl spacer units, have ∆EA values in the range ∼33-35 kJmol-1, [172, 179,

180] which is close to the ∆EA of ∼29 kJmol-1 determined for the γ relaxation in

the isotropic and nematic LCE. Hence, based on comparison to literature data,

the γ process for the LCE as determined in figure 9.5 is likely due to motions of
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9.4 Results: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

the 6-alkyl chain connecting A6OCB to the acrylate backbone.

9.4.4 Dynamic cross-over of the α relaxation

As discussed in chapter 1, for molecular glass-formers the T -dependence of the α

relaxation is often not described by a single VFT equation and dynamic cross-

overs in behaviour are often observed over extended temperatures. To further

investigate the T -dependence of τα(T ) the derivative-based analysis, or ‘Stickel

analysis’, as described in 1.3 is performed. [34, 35] The result of the Stickel

analysis is shown in figure 9.6
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Figure 9.6: Stickel analysis of τα(T ) data of the isotropic (black) and nematic
(red) LCE samples. A crossover behaviour is observed at T ∗ ≈333 K, as shown
with a dashed line. Linear fits of the data are shown both for temperatures above
and below T ∗. For the nematic samples the data for T > T ∗ can be well described
using a horizontal line (corresponding to Arrhenius behaviour). (b) Arrhenius
plot of τα(T ) vs. inverse temperature for the isotropic and nematic samples. For
T < T ∗, the VFT fits to the data are shown in solid lines. For T > T ∗ VFT fits
are shown in dashed lines for the isotropic (black) and nematic (red) sample. An
Arrhenius fit is also applied to the nematic data before 1000/T=3.0 (blue solid
line).

As shown in figure 9.6(a), both the isotropic and nematic LCE samples

undergo a change in τα(T ) at a temperature T ∗ ≈ 333 K, corresponding to

1000/T ∗ ≈ 3.0. For T < T ∗, the gradients of the linear fits are similar (-0.36

and -0.33 for the isotropic and nematic samples, respectively). However, for
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Sample 1000/T log(τ0) [s] ∆EA [kJmol-1] D T0 [K] Tg [K]

Isotropic
< 3.0 -13.3 - 16.6 183 270
> 3.0 -10.6±0.3 - 5.4±0.3 241±1 286±1

Nematic
< 3.0 -15.6 - 17.2 193 275
< 3.0 -28.9 151.0 - - -
> 3.0 -11.42±0.1 - 5.1±0.1 245±1 285±1

Table 9.2: Results of the VFT and Arrhenius fits for the isotropic and nematic
LCE. Due to the small range of data points for 1000/T < 3.0 the errors of the
fitting procedure are not considered, instead the values serve to investigate the
possibility of Arrhenius behaviour as evidence by the Stickel analysis discussed
in the main text.

T > T ∗, the gradients are clearly significantly different (-0.21 and -0.04) thus

τα(T ) has different behaviour in the isotropic and nematic samples above T ∗.

It is also clear from figure 9.6(a) that the gradient for the nematic samples for

T > T ∗ is very near zero and can thus be well described by an Arrhenius be-

haviour. To further investigate τα(T ), the data are fit with separate VFTs, for

T < T ∗ (solid lines) and T > T ∗ (dashed lines), as shown in figure 9.6(b). For the

nematic data, for T > T ∗, the data are also fit using an Arrhenius expression for

comparison. The results of the fits are outlined in table 9.2. From the fit result

of the dielectric data, the Tg values can be determined from Tg = T (τα = 100s),

which results in Tg values of 286 K and 285 K, respectively. The similar VFT

parameters D=5.4 and D=5.1 reflect that τα(T ) behave in a very similar manner

for temperatures approaching Tg and that the fragility of the two samples is thus

similar. The fragility parameter (m) for the isotropic and nematic LCEs can

also be determined from the VFT parameters, using equation 1.27, the results of

which are m=110 and m=130 for the isotropic and nematic LCE, respectively.

This demonstrates that both LCE phases are fragile glass-formers with fragility

values consistent with those of polymers. [37, 39] For T > T ∗, however, both

the isotropic and nematic LCEs are less fragile which is demonstrated by the

VFT parameters D=16.6 and D=17.2. The Stickel analysis demonstrates that

the nematic LCE can be well described by an Arrhenius equation (gradient of 0

on Stickel plot) in this T -range as the gradient of the Stickel plot for T > T ∗ is

-0.04 for the nematic LCE. Thus, an Arrhenius fit is also applied to this region
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of the data of the nematic LCE (figure 9.6(b), solid blue line). The result of the

Arrhenius fit is τα ∼ 10-29 s and 151 kJmol-1. Interestingly, the isotropic LCE

also becomes more Arrhenius-like above T ∗, as evidence by a reduction in the

gradient on the Stickel plot.

T ∗ is situated well above Tg (T ∗/Tg ≈1.17) and corresponds to τα(T ∗)=

3.8×10-5 s and 5.0×10-6 s for the isotropic and nematic LCE samples, respec-

tively. The ratio T ∗/Tg for the cross-over in behaviour observed in the LCEs

is close to the ratio TB/Tg observed for conventional glass formers (TB/Tg =

1.2-1.6) [37] suggesting a related origin. However, as described in chapter 1, con-

ventional non-LC glass formers typically display a transition to more markedly

non-Arrhenius (more fragile) behaviour for T > TB, whereas for LCE the op-

posite trend is observed for T > T ∗. Additionally, for non-LC glass-formers, a

bifurcation of the Johari–Goldstein β relaxation from the α relaxation is often

observed at Tαβ ≈ TB. [27, 36] Neither of the two dielectrically active secondary

relaxations, β or γ, observed in figure 9.5 show any relation with T ∗. However,

it should be noted that it is not possible to rule out the presence of another

secondary relaxation that is not dielectrically active (and thus not detected via

BDS), which demonstrates a bifurcation behaviour near T ∗.

In SCLCPs, a qualitatively similar τα(T ) behaviour to that of the LCE is ob-

served for the α relaxation where the data is described by an Arrhenius behaviour

for T > T ∗ and a VFT behaviour for T < T ∗. [173, 177, 181] Temperature ra-

tios of T ∗/Tg = 1.1 - 1.3 have been observed in nematic and smectic SCLCPs

[173, 177], which is close to the ratios observed in the isotropic and nematic LCE.

In studies of a homologous series of methacrylate-based SCLCPs with systemat-

ically varying side-chain lengths, the T ∗/Tg ratio was found to be fixed and inde-

pendent of the phase transition temperatures. [173, 177] The activation energy,

∆EA, for the α relaxation of SCLCPs in the high-T Arrhenius regime typically

ranges from 80-127 kJmol-1 [173] is comparable to the value of 151 kJmol-1 of

the nematic LCE. Thus, the behaviours observed in SCLCPs are generally very

similar to the observations for the nematic LCE.
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9.4.5 Suggested cause of the dynamic cross-over in this

LCE

As the glass transition is approached, the α relaxation is characterised by the

presence of dynamic heterogeneities (i.e. regions in space with dynamics different

from their surroundings). Additionally, the motions relating to the α relaxation

become increasingly cooperative on cooling. The length-scale of the coopera-

tive motions often discussed in terms of the ‘cooperatively rearranging region’

or CRR which is the smallest region within the material that can change its

configuration independently of its surrounding neighbours. [27] The cross-over

behaviour of the α relaxation observed in SCLCPs at T ∗ has been suggested to

be related to a matching between the characteristic length-scale of correlated mo-

tions of the α relaxation and a length-scale characterising microphase separation

of mesogen-rich and polymer-rich domains. [27, 173, 177] Microphase separation

has been observed in polysiloxane SCLCPs that readily phase separate [182] and

in SCLCPs which form layers due to smectic phase behaviour. [177] However,

cross-over behaviour at T ∗ is seen in both the nematic LCE and isotropic LCE;

microphase separation is certainly not present in the isotropic LCE, the origin of

the observed crossover behaviour lies elsewhere. A possible mechanism for the

cross-over behaviour is discussed below.

The τα(T ) data undergoes a crossover to more Arrhenius-like behaviour for

T > T ∗ for both the nematic and isotropic LCE, which is opposite to the crossover

to more non-Arrhenius behaviour for non-LC glass-formers. [35] It is therefore

interesting to determine any length-scales related to ‘liquid crystalline’ behaviour

in the ‘isotropic’ LCE which may be involved in this cross-over. The most per-

tinent length-scale is the static correlation-length, ξ, of pre-transitional nematic

domains. [183] The correlation length of the pre-transitional nematic regions, ξ,

in an isotropic phase follows the equation: [183]

ξ = ξ0

√
Tc

T − Tc

, (9.1)

where ξ0 is the bare correlation length of the pre-transitional nematic regions,

which is typically ξ0 ≈ 0.5 nm in simple molecular LCs, [183] and Tc is is the

temperature of absolute stability of the isotropic phase which is typically ∼1 K
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lower than Tni. [153] The isotropic phase is templated into the LCE and after

polymerisation there is no evidence of a phase change in the isotropic LCE as in-

vestigated by DSC. [61] Thus it can be assumed that the pre-transitional nematic

regions are frozen-in during polymerisation, a phenomenon similar to ‘frozen-in

order’ near cross-linking points and ‘quenched disorder’ previously observed in

LCEs. [58, 184] The isotropic LCE is polymerised at 60oC and the Tni of the pre-

cursor mixture is 36oC; [2, 61] therefore by substituting these values into equation

9.1, an expected correlation length of the order of 3.5 ξ0 is found. Using the typ-

ical value of ξ0 = 0.5 nm, the correlation length of the nematic domains in the

isotropic LCE to is expected to be of the order of ξ0 = 1.8 nm. The size of the

spatial regions of correlated motion has been determined for both non-polymeric

and polymeric liquids and the determined length-scale characterising correlated

motions is typically ∼1–5 nm [185–187] in the vicinity of Tg, where the detailed

behaviour depends on the specifics of the system, such as its dynamic fragility.

This is comparable to the length scale of the nematic domains in the isotropic

LCE as determined by equation 9.1. Thus, it seems plausible that the difference

in τα(T ) in the isotropic and nematic phase is related to the interplay between

length-scales characterising the correlated molecular motions of the α relaxation

and the correlation length of the pre-transitional phenomena in the form of ne-

matic fluctuations of the isotropic LCE. Previous measurements on SCLCPs,

which displayed only an isotropic phase, thus lacking pre-transitional nematic

fluctuations, have shown that τα(T ) can be described with a single VFT, [173] as

is also typical for polymeric materials with a sufficiently long chain-length. [32] In

contrast, the precursor mixture presented herein has a nematic to isotropic tran-

sition and thus, in the isotropic phase, will have pre-transitional nematic regions

present.

In principle it is possible to estimate the characteristic length scale of the α

relaxation from BDS measurements. [132, 185] Whilst not the focus of this thesis

chapter, this analysis has been performed by Matthew Reynolds on the τα(T )

data and published in [169] and is provided in brief below. The volume of the

correlated motions can be estimated from the characteristic time-scale of the α
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relaxation from the following equation: [188]

Vcorr ∝
kB

ρ∆cp
T 2

(
d ln (τα)

dT

)2

, (9.2)

where cp is the isobaric configurational specific heat associated with the α relax-

ation and here is determined from the specific heat step at Tg using DSC; ρ is

the mass density of the LCE calculated by measuring the sample mass with a

Mettler Toledo ME weighing scale and measuring the corresponding dimensions

of the LCE sample using a Mituoyo Quantamike IP65 digital micrometer. [169]

Using these determined values the volume of the correlated motions, Vcorr, can be

estimated from the τα(T ) data in figure 9.5. The result of this is shown in figure

9.7.
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Figure 9.7: Volume of correlated molecular motions for the isotropic LCE sample
as a function of inverse temperature. [169]

The behaviour seen in figure 9.7 is typical for glass-formers with an increasing

Vcorr for decreasing T and the stronger T -dependence at higher temperatures,
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which significantly reduces near Tg. [185, 189] It should be noted that the most

significant change in T -dependence of Vcorr takes place at around 350 K (1000/T ∼
2.86), which is above T ∗ = 333 K where a change in τα(T ) is observed. However,

importantly it is found that the volume of correlated motions for the isotropic

LCE at the transition temperature T ∗ of ∼ 1 nm3 which corresponds to a length-

scale of lα(T ∗) ∼ 1nm. lα is therefore comparable to the expected length scale

of the nematic regions in the isotropic LCE. Therefore it is feasible that the

difference in τα(T ) in the isotropic and nematic LCE could be understood by

the presence of pre-transitional nematic regions and nematic correlations, respec-

tively, and the relative size of these with respect to the length-scale of correlated

motions of the α relaxation as discussed above.

9.4.6 Ionic Conductivity Behaviour of the Isotropic and

Nematic LCE

There is strong interest in developing polymer-based materials for applications in

energy materials e.g. as electrolytes for batteries. [190, 191] Polymer-based elec-

trolytes could provide both the safety, mechanical flexibility and rigidity needed

for ion-transporting membranes to act simultaneously as ion conductors and elec-

trode separators. Elastomers, in particular, show promise since cross-linking im-

part mechanical stability. However, polymer-based materials still have relatively

high Tg values which means that, if ion transport is strongly coupled to the α

relaxation, sufficient ion transport is very difficult to achieve. [136, 192] Thus,

it is of significant interest for future applications to understand and control the

coupling of ion transport and the α relaxation. Polymer systems with LC func-

tionalities have been identified as interesting candidates for battery applications

[193, 194] due to the additional structural control provided, which can affect both

the nature and efficiency of the ion transport, as well as allow for anisotropic con-

trol of charge transfer. LCEs are potentially interesting in this respect due to

their cross-linked nature which results in a combination of mechanical rigidity

and liquid crystalline functionalities, however, there have been few studies on

LCEs in this regard. [195, 196]
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In this section the decoupling of DC conductivity from the α relaxation is in-

vestigated in the isotropic LCE and the nematic LCE. DC conductivity is related

to the mobility of the ionic units present in the sample and is therefore dictated

by the Stokes-Einstein (SE) relation: [16]

DDC =
kBT

aDηrD
(9.3)

where DDC is the Stokes-Einstein coefficient, η is the viscosity of the material,

rD is the hydrodynamic radius of the diffusing molecule and aD is a constant. η

is approximately proportional to τα, therefore the SE coefficient can be discussed

in terms of the α relaxation: [16]

DDC ∝ τ−kD
α , (9.4)

where kD is a constant. When kD = 1 the DC conductivity is completely coupled

to the α relaxation (i.e. the Stokes-Einstein relation is obeyed) which is generally

the case for T >> Tg. [16] However, on the approach to Tg, a ‘fractional Stokes-

Einstein’ behaviour, is observed whereby kD < 1, signifying that DC conductivity

and the α relaxation are decoupled. [16, 197, 198] Whilst there have been dif-

ferent mechanisms proposed for the breakdown of the SE-relation, [16, 199] a

common explanation for the decoupling is that it is related to onset of dynamic

heterogeneities (i.e. spatial regions in the material with different characteristic

relaxation times). [200, 201] whilst this is not completely understood the break-

down of SE may be related to how DDC and τα are averaged over the distribution

of dynamics. An alternative explanation for the breakdown of SE is that the

relationship is affected by emergence of a secondary relaxation or that DDC and

τα couple differently to spatial variations in intermolecular cooperativity. [202]

Conducting ions have not been specifically added to the LCEs to study the

decoupling behaviour, however, the LCE samples contain a small number of

ionic impurities present from synthesis. Therefore, the corresponding ionic DC-

conductivity, from ionic impurities, can be investigated to see how this correlates

with the α relaxation, and importantly identify any effects the LC phase has on

this behaviour. To study the extent of the decoupling of the DC conductivity
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Figure 9.8: Plot of log (σDC) vs. log 1/τα for the isotropic and nematic LCE sam-
ples. Also shown is the γw coupling coefficient from the equation σDC, which is
related to the extent of coupling between the α relaxation and the ionic conduc-
tivity.

from the α relaxation the data is plotted as a modified ‘Walden plot’. [191] The

‘Walden plot’ is a plot of conductivity against 1/η, however, here the measured

DC conductivity is plotted against 1/τα in a double-logarithmic representation.

[191] The gradient of the data in the Walden plot representation is the ‘decoupling

parameter’, γw:

σDC ∝ τ−γw
α . (9.5)

When γw = 1 the DC conductivity and the α relaxation is completely coupled

and when γw < 1 there is decoupling between the DC conductivity and α relax-

ation. Figure 9.8 shows the resulting Walden plot for the isotropic and nematic

LCE sample. It can be seen that the isotropic LCE is relatively well coupled

with a coupling parameter of γw = 0.87, whereas the nematic LCE is significantly

less coupled, corresponding to a γw = 0.54. The fragility of the isotropic and

nematic LCE is m=110 and m=130, respectively. These two fragility values are
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9.4 Results: Broadband dielectric spectroscopy

quite similar, but it should be noted that a higher fragility is typically associ-

ated with a stronger decoupling in conventional polymeric materials. [136] For

LC-based materials, a number of studies have investigated the coupling between

ion conduction and the α relaxation. [168, 203, 204] For 5CB, in the isotropic

phase on the approach of Tni, a strong deviation from a Walden plot gradient

of 1 was observed, indicating significant decoupling, which was explained as due

to the presence of pre-transitional nematic fluctuations. [205] The addition of

nanoparticles to the isotropic phase of 5CB was shown to reduce the decoupling

between DC-conductivity and the α relaxation and the behaviour was attributed

to the nanoparticle-induced disruption of pre-transitional nematic fluctuations in

the isotropic phase. [204] The nematic phase shows a distribution of nematic

domains with slightly varying order parameters and orientations throughout the

sample, and is therefore likely to be more dynamically heterogeneous than the

isotropic phase, which contains only pre-transitional nematic effects. Thus, ex-

planations focused on the presence and strength of dynamic heterogeneities, and

how these influence both the α relaxation and ionic conductivity, might explain

the observations of a greater decoupling in the nematic than in the isotropic

phase observed in our LCE system and LC systems in general. Finally, it is

important to note that for the nematic LCE, the mesogenic units are arranged

in an ordered manner which could in itself affect the transport of ions. Effects

on ionic transport, and the relationship between the DC-conductivity and the α

relaxation, due to induced spatial anisotropies have also been observed for the

non-LC polymer poly(ethylene oxide), PEO, where the PEO chains were aligned

either by mechanical stretching or by magnetic and electric fields. [206, 207] The

observed effects were interpreted as due to molecular structure-induced changes

in conduction pathways. For LC-based systems, the structural organization char-

acterising some phases, could thus directly affect both the efficiency of the ion

transport, as well as the coupling between the ion transport and the α relaxation.

What is clear from figure 9.8 is that LCEs containing relevant ion-coordinating

chemistries should be highly interesting materials for which the LC phases can

be utilized to tune the ion transport properties.
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9.5 Results: Rheological behaviour of LCEs

In this section, the rheological behaviour the LCE is investigated via DMA and

SAOS. The rheological behaviour of LCEs is fundamentally interesting due to the

coupling of the mesogenic units to the polymeric network. Whilst there have been

previous studies on the dynamic rheological behaviour of LCEs these have largely

been performed on LCEs with polysiloxane backbones and/or LCEs which deform

via the SSE response. [164–166, 208] Herein, the rheological behaviour of an LCE,

which in contrast to these literature studies have an acrylate-based backbone and

(in the mono-domain nematic phase) deforms via the MFT, is investigated. Note

that for the SAOS measurements on the nematic LCE, the LCE is prepared with

a polydomain alignment (see chapter 4 for details of synthesis) as opposed to the

monodomain nematic alignment so as to study the effect of nematic interactions

on polymer dynamic behaviour without worrying about orientational effects.
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Figure 9.9: (a) van Gurp-Palmen plots of the SAOS (filled circles) and DMA
(hollow circles) data for the isotropic LCE. (b) van Gurp-Palmen of the SAOS
data for the polydomain nematic LCE.

To obtain data over a wide frequency range, the time temperature super-

position (TTS) principle is employed to construct master curves. The validity

of TTS is first investigated by plotting the data in a van Gurp–Palmen (vGP)

representation, which is a plot of tan(δ) against the complex modulus shown in

figure 9.9. The vGP representation removes all explicit time-dependence from the
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9.5 Results: Rheological behaviour of LCEs

unshifted rheological data and therefore, shows if accurate TTS using frequency

shifts is possible. [148] Since the SAOS technique requires the stacking of samples

to produce a thick enough sample the SAOS rheological is compared to DMA,

performed on a single isotropic LCE film, to check that there is no complications

due to the inter-facial layers of the SAOS samples. In the vGP representation,

the DMA and SAOS data of the isotropic LCE fall on a single line (respectively),

and, for the nematic LCE the SAOS data fall onto a single line, thus TTS can be

adequately performed on these samples.

For TTS, a reference temperature of Tref = 40 oC is selected, for both the

isotropic and nematic LCE, and a horizontal shift factor is applied to the data

at other temperatures to form a master curve. The resulting rheological master

curves for the isotropic and the polydomain nematic LCE are shown in figure 9.10

and 9.11, respectively. SAOS is used to determine the complex shear modulus,

G∗(ω) = G′(ω)+ iG′′(ω), (G′ = green circles, G′′ = blue circles) and DMA is used

to determine the complex Young’s modulus E∗(ω) = E ′(ω)+iE ′′(ω) (E ′ = hollow

black circles, E ′′ = hollow red circles). The DMA data are shifted (shifted E ′ =

black circles, shifted E ′′ = red circles) to directly compare the SAOS and DMA

data to each other. As seen in figure 9.10, E ′ and E ′′ can be collapsed onto G′

and G′′ (vertical shift of -0.37 applied). Therefore there appears to be little effect

of the stacking of LCE sample, within the T and ω range of the complimentary

SAOS and DMA measurements, on the shape of the rheological master curve;

therefore, the SAOS data which has a larger dynamic frequency window than the

DMA measurement can be discussed.

The rheological data, for the isotropic LCE (figure 9.10) and the polydomain

nematic LCE (figure 9.11), includes the structural α relaxation response in the

high-frequency range (∼ 107 − 1010 rad/s). At a lower frequency range, a power

law-like regime is observed where G′ ≈ G′′ ∝ ω0.5 (∼ 102 − 104 rad/s for the

isotropic LCE and (∼ 101 − 103 rad/s for the polydomain nematic LCE). This

scaling is more pronounced for G′′ due to the transition towards a rubber-like

plateau in G′ at low frequencies resulting from the presence of permanent cross-

links. The observed G′ ≈ G′′ ∝ ω0.5 scaling is evidence of a Rouse-like spectrum.

[14, 209] A Rouse-like mode spectrum has similarly been reported in isotropic,

nematic and smectic LCE systems. [164–166, 208]
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Figure 9.10: TTS master curves of the isotropic LCE for shear storage modulus
(G′, green circles), shear loss modulus (G′′ , blue circles), unshifted storage mod-
ulus (E ′, hollow black circles), unshifted loss modulus (E ′′, hollow red circles),
shifted storage modulus (E ′, black circles) and shifted loss modulus (E ′′, red cir-
cles). A vertical shift of -0.37 (on the log-scale) is applied between G∗ and E∗

demonstrating a very good agreement between the two data sets. Approximate
power-law scalings of ω0.5 and ω0.25 discussed in the text are illustrated. Inset:
phase angle, tan (δ), against TTS shifted angular frequency (aT .ω) for the SAOS
data.

In the isotropic LCE, towards lower frequencies (101 − 10−2 rad/s), a flatter

approximately power-law-like regime of G′′ ∝ ω0.25 is observed. This contribu-

tion is also observed as a shoulder in the low-frequency flank of tan (δ) shown

in figure 9.10 (inset, tan (δ) = G′′/G′). Similarly, a low-frequency power law of

G′ ≈ G′′ ∝ ω0.3 has been observed in the SmA phase of LCE systems, whereas it
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Figure 9.11: TTS master curves of the polydomain nematic LCE for shear storage
modulus (G′, green circles), shear loss modulus (G′′ , blue circles). Approximate
power-law scaling of ω0.5 discussed in the text is illustrated. Inset: phase angle
(tan (δ)) against TTS shifted angular frequency (aT .ω) for the SAOS data.

was not observed for the corresponding isotropic phase. [164, 208] This scaling

in SmA LCEs was interpreted as due to the presence of smectic layers which

influence the otherwise separated polymer backbones. [164, 208, 210] However,

for the isotropic LCE in figure 9.10 this situation is clearly not the same, and

the observed behaviour must have a different origin. Note that a change in

rheological behaviour is also observed in the nematic LCE, evidence by a shoul-

der in tan (δ) in figure 9.11 at ω ≈ 10−1, however, it is more subtle than the

isotropic case. Both the isotropic and nematic LCE are randomly cross-linked

networks containing the pendant units A6OCB and EHA, based on this, two
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9.5 Results: Rheological behaviour of LCEs

possible mechanisms for the low frequency behaviour are proposed. Firstly, the

observed response could be related to the motion of free chains (i.e. chains which,

due to random cross-linking, are not chemically connected to the LCE network)

through the network. A G′′ ∝ ω0.2−0.3 dependence has indeed been reported in

cross-linked poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) networks where linear ‘free’ PDMS

chains were present. [211] Secondly, the relaxation could be due to the motions

of the dangling pendant chains within the network. This has been observed for

poly(butyl acrylate) networks, where it has been interpreted as due to chain mo-

tions linked to pendant arm retraction, [25] and in PDMS networks with pendant

chains where the details of the loss contribution depended on the pendant chain

length. [212] The difference in the shoulder of the low-frequency flank of tan (δ)

for the isotropic and nematic LCE may therefore be understood by a reduction in

entanglements in the network due to nematic alignment, or the slowing down of

the reptation time, τrep, of the nematic network when compared to the isotropic

phase of the network; both of which have been observed in conjugated polymers

which display a nematic and isotropic phase. [213]
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Figure 9.12: Arrhenius plot showing the α relaxation time, τα(T ) vs. inverse
T for the (a) isotropic LCE and (b) polydomain nematic LCE as measured via
BDS (filled black circles) and SAOS (filled blue circles). Also shown is the SAOS
vertically shifted (hollow blue circles) to show good agreement between τα(T )
between the BDS and SAOS measurements.

The TTS shift-factors can be used to directly obtain information about the T -

dependent characteristic time-scale for the LCE within the investigated T -range.
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The α relaxation time-scale at Tref (40 oC) is determined from the peak maximum

in the G′′ data in figure 9.10; this is found via the ‘find peaks/valleys ’ function in

the ‘TA orchestrator ’ software. The corresponding α relaxation time-scale at Tref,

τα(Tref), is 2.2 × 105 s and 1.6 × 105 s for the isotropic LCE and the polydomain

nematic LCE respectively. Subsequently, τα(T ), from the rheological data, is

determined using the following equation:

τα(T ) = aT · τα(Tref), (9.6)

where aT are the horizontal shift factors from TTS. The temperature dependence

of the α relaxation determined from rheology is compared to the results for BDS

in figure 9.12. Here, vertical shifts of 2.58 and 1.56 (on the log scale) are applied to

the isotropic LCE and polydomain nematic LCE, respectively. A shift of the re-

laxation time scales is expected between rheological and dielectric measurements

[214] and based on this analysis, good agreement is found for τα(T ) determined

via BDS and SAOS for both samples. The close correspondence between the two

data sets supports the validity of the TTS approach used in the construction of

the rheological master curves.

9.6 Conclusion

In this chapter, the molecular relaxations of the isotropic and nematic phases of

an acrylate-based LCE are determined using a combination of broadband dielec-

tric spectroscopy (BDS), small amplitude oscillatory shear (SAOS) rheology and

tensile dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA). Due to the lack of phase transitions

across a wide T -range, once polymerised, this LCE constitutes an excellent model

system for investigating the effects of nematic order on the glass-transition-related

molecular relaxation behaviour. For the unstrained LCEs, it is shown that both

the isotropic and nematic LCE samples show a similar T -dependence of their

characteristic α relaxation time-scales, τα, near their glass transition tempera-

tures Tg which is reflected in the similar Tg-values (Tg = 286K and 285K) and

dynamic fragilities (D=5.4 and D=5.1; m=110 and m=130) for the two phases;
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both phases of the LCE therefore are ‘fragile glass-formers’ and have fragility val-

ues consistent with those of conventional polymers. [32, 33, 39] Importantly, for

both phases, τα(T ) qualitatively changes T -dependence at a crossover T ∗ ≈ 333

K. For T < T ∗, both the nematic and isotropic LCE follow a VFT dependence,

however, for T > T ∗, the nematic LCE has a τα(T ) well described by the Ar-

rhenius equation. In the isotropic LCE, a cross-over in behaviour is observed

for T > T ∗ where τα(T ) transitions from markedly non-Arrhenius (i.e. frag-

ile) to more Arrhenius-like (i.e. becomes less fragile). A similar change from

non-Arrhenius to Arrhenius at a crossover temperature, T ∗, is often observed for

SCLCPs with nematic phases. [173, 177]

For comparison, a change in the T -dependence of τα is typically observed

in non-LC glass-formers at a temperature TB ≈ 1.2 − 1.6 × Tg [37], which is

comparable to the T ∗ ≈ 1.17 × Tg, observed in the LCEs herein. However, for

non-polymeric non-LC glass-formers, τα(T ) is typically less Arrhenius-like (more

fragile) above, than below, TB and the change in T -dependence often disappears

all together for polymeric systems. [35] Thus, the behaviour observed for many

nematic systems displays both similarities and clear differences to that of non-LC

systems. For the LCE, which can be synthesised in chemically identical isotropic

or nematic phases, the change of phase does not significantly affect the value

of T ∗, but it strongly affects how Arrhenius-like the T -dependence of τα(T ) is

for T > T ∗. Herein, it is argued that these observations could be related to

the existence of pre-transitional phenomena in the form of nematic regions in

the isotropic LCE, which are locked in by the polymerisation. The size of these

regions are estimated to be of the order ∼1 nm as determined from the Tni of

the LCE precursor mixture and the curing temperature of the isotropic sample.

This is found to be similar to the length scale of the correlated motions of the

α relaxation at T ∗ as determined by analysis of the BDS data on the isotropic

LCE. Thus validating the proposition that the change in dynamic behaviour

could be related to a matching of the length-scales of these two phenomena. In

addition to the α relaxation, two further dielectrically active relaxations (β and γ)

are observed in both LCE phases. They both demonstrate Arrhenius behaviour

within the glassy state and are not significantly affected by the LCE phase; these
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motions are assigned to motions of the mesogen side-chain around its long axis

(β), and motions of the alkyl spacer (γ). [27, 176]

The extent of decoupling between the ionic conductivity and the α relaxation

is investigated by ‘Walden analysis’. It is found that the ionic conductivity is

significantly more decoupled from the α relaxation in the nematic LCE than in

the isotropic LCE. It is suggested that differences in dynamic heterogeneity in

the two LCE phases could be an important contributing factor in these results.

Additionally, and perhaps more importantly, the structural anisotropy induced

by the nematic order could in itself play a role in driving the observed decoupling

with parallels being drawn, for example, from conventional polymers aligned in

magnetic fields. [206, 207]

Finally, a rheological investigation of the isotropic LCE and the (polydomain)

nematic LCE provided evidence for both a Rouse-like mode contribution on time-

scales slower than the α relaxation, and an additional relaxation contribution.

The additional relaxation is suggested to be due either to free chains moving

within the elastomer network, [211] or to the motion of pendant network chains

[25, 212]; the additional relaxation is affected by the presence of the nematic

phase as evidence by a reduction of this contribution in the rheological data.
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Chapter 10

Results III: Effect of applied

strain on the molecular dynamics

of LCEs

10.1 Introduction

In this chapter the effect of strain, applied perpendicularly to the director, on the

viscoelastic behaviour and molecular relaxations of a nematic LCE is investigated.

In this geometry the nematic LCE displays a molecular auxetic response. [1] In

chapter 8 it was shown that there is a relationship between the applied strain and

the order parameters of the mesogenic units in the LCE, i.e. there is a reduction

in uniaxial order (⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩) and an emergence of biaxial order (⟨P220⟩,
⟨P420⟩ and ⟨P440⟩). In chapter 8 it is argued that the molecular auxetic response

is a consequence of out-of-plane rotation of mesogenic units as evidenced by the

emergence of the ⟨P440⟩ order parameter near the onset of the auxetic response.

The order parameters determined in chapter 8 are in effect static measurements

which give a ‘snap-shot’ insight into the state of the mesogenic order of the LCE

at that given strain. It is important to also probe the changes in the viscoelastic

behaviour and the molecular relaxations of the LCE in this geometry to gain

additional insight into how the dynamic behaviour of the LCE changes during

the auxetic response and the MFT.
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This chapter begins by describing the experimental set-up used to perform

these measurements and how the strain is applied to the LCE. First, the viscoelas-

tic behaviour of the LCE is investigated using DMA. It is found that initially the

viscoelastic behaviour of the LCE is unchanged for relatively small (true) strains.

However, there is an increase in both E ′ and E ′′ occurring near the onset of the

molecular auxetic response. Similarly, changes in the characteristic time-scale of

the α relaxation are found near the onset of the molecular auxetic response. It is

suggested that the molecular auxetic response is driven by constraints imposed

on the polymer backbone at large strains or related to the finite extensibility of

the network.

The majority of this chapter has been published in the paper: T. Raistrick

et al. “Influence of Liquid Crystallinity and Mechanical Deformation on the

Molecular Relaxations of an Auxetic Liquid Crystal Elastomer.”, Molecules, 26

(23), 7313, 2021. [169] Much of this chapter is reproduced from this paper; unless

specified any experimental work presented has been performed by T. Raistrick.

10.2 Experimental methods

(a) (b)

Figure 10.1: Schematic showing how DMA measurements were performed under
strain. (a) The nematic LCE sample in the DMA with the nematic director
perpendicular to the axis of oscillatory strain. The sample is elongated to the
desired strain and stress-relaxed. (b) an oscillatory strain is applied to the sample
and the complex elastic modulus is measured E∗.

The complex Young’s modulus (E∗ = E ′ + iE ′′) is determined via the Rheo-

metrics Solid Analyser II DMA (see chapter 7) with film tension clamps by ap-

plying an oscillatory strain onto an already elongated LCE sample. The nominal
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dimensions of the unstrained nematic LCE are 5 cm Ö 0.2 cm Ö 100 µm and the

samples are placed into the DMA such that the initial nematic director is aligned

perpendicular to the applied strain. The LCE film is subjected to varying elon-

gations. The elongational strain of the LCE sample is shown in true-strain (ϵt)

representation:

ϵt = ln

(
Lf

Li

)
(10.1)

where Lf is the length of the sample after elongation, and Li is the initial sample

length. After the elongation is applied, the LCE is left to stress-relax for 2

minutes. This relaxation time is selected as it is short enough to avoid sample

breakage, yet long enough to not affect the auxetic response of the material. [1]

Similar relaxation times are used in chapter 8 to determine the order parameters

of the nematic LCE under strain thus using this relaxation time allows for a direct

comparison of results. Additionally, a relaxation time of 2 minutes has been used

in literature when reporting the stress-strain response of the nematic LCE. [2]

For all DMA measurements an oscillatory strain amplitude of 0.1% is selected as

this is confirmed to be in the linear viscoelastic regime of the nematic LCE. A

schematic illustrating how the DMA was performed under strain can be seen in

figure 10.1.

To perform BDS measurements under strain, the nematic LCE sample is

stretched to the desired strain and affixed to a 20 mm brass plate with Kapton

tape. The sample dimensions are nominally 7 cm Ö 1.5 cm Ö 100 µm (LÖWÖT)

and a brass plate of 5 mm is placed on top of the sample to allow for BDS

measurements. BDS measurements are recorded with the Novocontrol Alpha-A

dielectric analyser and, if required, temperature is controlled via the Novocontrol

Quatro cryosystem (see chapter 6). It is confirmed that the Kapton tape is placed

sufficiently far away from the electrodes to not influence the measurements. After

mounting, the sample is left to stress-relax for 2 minutes before measurement were

performed.
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10.3 Effect of applied strain on the complex elas-

tic modulus

In this section, the effect of strain on the viscoelastic behaviour of the LCE

when strains are applied perpendicular to the nematic director is investigated.

Studying the changes in viscoelastic behaviour under elongational strain provides

key insight into the behaviour of a material under strain. [215, 216] An increase

in both the storage and loss moduli has been observed in natural rubber and

styrene butadiene elastomers for strains larger than 70% (ϵt > 0.53), whereas at

strains smaller than 70% (ϵt < 0.53) the storage and loss moduli was similar to

the unstrained values. [217] The increase in storage and loss moduli is related to

an increase in the effective constraints on the molecular orientations within the

elastomer network due to the applied strain [218], and to the finite extensibility

of the network. [219] In addition to this, changes in loss moduli or tan (δ) as

a function of strain can indicate the breaking of bonds or molecular slippage

occurring within the network or, alternatively, the onset of plastic deformation.

[215, 216]

10.3.1 Effect of applied strain on DMA master curve data

Initially, the effect of applied external strain is investigated for the nematic LCE

by performing frequency sweeps over a temperature range. This allows one to con-

struct rheological master curves via the time-temperature superposition (TTS)

principle as discussed in detail in chapter 7. A frequency range of 1 Hz - 12 Hz

and a temperature range of 20 oC - 40 oC (2 oC steps) is chosen. Measurements

were performed on pre-elongated samples as described in section 10.2. Master

curves are constructed from the data using horizontal shifting only (aT ) with a

reference temperature of Tref = 22oC. The horizontal shift factors are fitted with

the empirical Williams-Landel-Ferry (WLF) equation:

log10(aT ) = − C1(T − Tref)

C2 + (T − Tref)
(10.2)
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where C1 and C2 are positive experimental parameters that depend on the ma-

terial and the reference temperature (see chapter 7 for details).
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Figure 10.2: (a) E ′, (b) E ′′, (c) tan (δ) master curves constructed from DMA
measurements for the nematic LCE as a function of perpendicularly applied strain
(see legend in (b)). (d) horizontal shift factors (aT ) against T − Tref where Tref =
22oC. The grey dashed line is a fit to the WLF model with C1 = 9 ± 1K and
C2 = 50 ± 10K.

In figure 10.2 the result of the TTS master curves for the (a) storage modulus,

E ′, (b) loss modulus, E ′′ and (c) tan (δ) are shown revealing that for all strains

(ϵt = 0.00 to 0.69) the general shape of the E ′ and E ′′ is unchanged and in all

cases the nematic LCE is, over the frequency and temperature range investigated,

within the ‘leathery transition region’ (or glass-rubber transition). [130] There is

no obvious trend observed in the magnitude of E ′ and E ′′ with the lower strain

data (ϵt = 0.18 to 0.49) having smaller values than the unstrained LCE and the
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10.3 Effect of applied strain on the complex elastic modulus

higher strain data (ϵt = 0.58 to 0.69) having larger values than the unstrained

LCE. However, the magnitude of tan (δ) = E ′′/E ′ remains unchanged over the

strain range investigated suggesting that (a) the material is behaving elastically

throughout and (b) the variations in E ′ and E ′′ observed for the different samples

under strain is likely due to the variations within the different samples. The

maximum strain achieved when attempting to construct master curve is ϵt = 0.69

which is below the auxetic threshold of ϵt = 0.74, thus, to properly investigate the

effect of strain on the dynamic modulus one needs to perform the measurement

on a single sample.

Finally, from figure 10.2(d) it can be seen that the horizontal shifting factors,

aT from the TTS master curves fall onto a single line with a resultant WLF fit

of C1 = 9 ± 1K and C2 = 50 ± 10K. That the horizontal shift factors for all

strains falls onto a single line suggests that the temperature dependence of the

mechanical relaxation processes present in the nematic LCE, within the frequency

and temperature range investigated, are unaffected by the application of strain.

[220, 221] The DMA measurements are performed close to the glass transition

temperature of the nematic LCE (Tg ≈ 12oC as determined in chapter 9), there-

fore, it is likely that the α relaxation is, in part, captured within this data as

reflected by the peak in tan (δ) observed in figure 10.2(c). Thus the temperature

dependence, τα(T ) is likely independent of elongational strain, within the investi-

gated frequency and temperature range measured, as evidenced by aT collapsing

onto a single WLF curve. However, direct measurement of the LCE when elon-

gated within the glassy regime was not possible as the samples would break when

cooled below Tg. The temperature dependence of τα will be discussed later in

section 10.4.1 where the α relaxation can be measured directly via BDS.

10.3.2 Effect of applied strain on E∗ at fixed frequency

and temperature

In section 10.3.1 an attempt is made to determine the effect of perpendicularly

applied strain on the nematic LCE by constructing master curves via TTS. The

issue with performing measurements in this manner is that, during the vari-

ous frequency and temperature sweeps required to construct master curves, the
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10.3 Effect of applied strain on the complex elastic modulus

strained sample would eventually break. Thus for each strain the measurements

are performed on different samples and the variation in magnitudes of E ′ and

E ′′ between samples is too large to accurately determine the effect of applied

strain. Another issue with the measurements performed in section 10.3.1 is that

strains large enough to probe the behaviour of the auxetic response could not be

reached. However, what is clear from section 10.3.1 is that the shape of E ′, E ′′ is

largely unaffected by applied strain. Additionally, the temperature dependence

of the mechanical relaxation processes present in the nematic LCE, within the

frequency and temperature range investigated, are unaffected by the application

of strain as evidenced by the horizontal shift factors, aT in figure 10.2(d). As

such, it is expected that any effect of strain on the nematic LCE will be relatively

independent of frequency and temperature (over the range that is experimentally

feasible). Thus, the effect of applied strain on the complex Young’s modulus of

the nematic LCE is investigated at single frequency and temperature; in doing

so this reduces the time of the experiment and the likelihood of sample failure

and will allow strains to be reached within the auxetic response of the material

to investigate changes in the viscoelastic behaviour of the LCE. In this section,

the storage (E ′(f0)) and loss modulus (E ′′(f0)) is determined at f0 = 1 Hz (ω ≈
6.3 rad/s) and T = 23 oC for each elongation by applying oscillatory strains with

amplitudes of 0.1% to the pre-elongated nematic LCE sample. The result of this

experiment can be seen in figure 10.3.

Figure 10.3 shows the evolution of E ′ and E ′′ for the nematic LCE as a

function of external strain applied perpendicular to the nematic director. In

the inset, tensile stress-strain measurements performed at 23oC are shown for

comparison; these tensile measurements are taken from Mistry et al. [2]. The

tensile stress-strain data is shown in the true-stress – true-strain representation

with the true-stress defined as:

σt = F/A (10.3)

where F is the force measured on the sample and A is the cross-sectional area of

the sample after the application of strain. To calculate the true-stress from the

engineering-stress reported in [2] the cross-sectional area of the LCE as function

of strain is calculated by assuming the volume of the LCE is constant. This
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Figure 10.3: Storage and loss moduli determined at 1 Hz and T = 23oC, as a
function of true-strain applied perpendicular to the nematic director; errors in E ′,
E ′′ and ϵt are standard errors from multiple measurements. Inset: non-dynamic
tensile tests showing the true-stress (hollow circles) σt [MPa] as function of true
strain ϵt (raw data taken from [2]). The grey dashed line marks the threshold for
the onset of the molecular auxetic response.

assumption has been shown to be a good approximation for this LCE via direct

measurement. [1] The true-strain is calculated from the engineering-strain using

equation 10.1.

The grey dashed line in figure 10.3 denotes the threshold for the onset of the

molecular auxetic response. [1, 2] In chapter 8 it is found that the molecular

auxetic response is related to out-of-plane rotations of the mesogenic units. The

black and red dashed lines are exponential growth functions which serve as guides

to the eye. At low values of applied strain (ϵt < 0.22), E ′(f0) and E ′′(f0) are

relatively constant with average values of 4.9 ± 0.2 MPa and 2.7 ± 0.1 MPa

respectively; the elastic modulus determined from the gradient of the true-stress
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10.3 Effect of applied strain on the complex elastic modulus

– true-strain data in this region (ϵt < 0.22) is 4.6 MPa showing an excellent

agreement with E ′ (f0). Between ϵt=0.22 and ϵt=0.53 average values of E ′ = 7.7

± 0.6 MPa and E ′′ = 4.7±0.4 MPa are observed as compared to 4.9±0.2 MPa

and 2.7±0.1 MPa for ϵ < 0.22; therefore in this regime (ϵt < 0.55) there is a small

dependence of dynamic moduli on strain. Figure 10.4 shows tan (δ) = E ′′/E ′ as a

function of ϵt. It can be see that tan (δ) is constant, within error (tan (δ) = 0.55±
0.03 for ϵt < 0.22 and tan (δ)=0.60±0.07 for 0.22 < ϵt < 0.55), which suggest

that the LCE is deforming elastically (albeit non-linearly) throughout this strain

region.
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Figure 10.4: tan (δ) as a function of true-strain applied perpendicularly to the
nematic director; errors in tan(δ) and strain are standard errors from multiple
measurements.

At larger values of strain (ϵt > 0.55) a stiffening of the stress-strain response is

observed in the true-stress – true-strain representation, additionally a significant

increase in E ′(f0) and E ′′(f0) is observed. At the strain corresponding to sample
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10.4 Effect of applied strain on the α relaxation

breakage (ϵt ≈ 0.78), E ′(f0) = 21.3 MPa which is consistent with the value

of the elastic modulus E ≈ 24 MPa determined from the gradient of the true-

stress – true-strain data in this region. The upturn in the true-stress – true-strain

response, and the corresponding increases in E ′(f0) and E ′′(f0) occurs just before

the sharp rotation of the director at the mechanical Fréedericksz transition, and

the emergence of molecular auxetic response (signified by the grey vertical line).

In figure 10.4 it can be seen that tan(δ) remains constant throughout the full

operational range of the LCE, thus, the MFT and the molecular auxetic response

cannot be related to a transition from elastic to plastic behaviour, or involve

significant bond breakages/molecular slippage, which would signify a fundamental

change in the network. [215, 216] The increase in both E ′ and E ′′ is therefore

consistent with findings in vulcanised rubber and styrene butadiene elastomers,

where it is attributed to an increase in the effective constraints on the molecular

orientations within the elastomer network due to the applied strain [218], and to

the finite extensibility of the network. [219]

10.4 Effect of applied strain on the α relaxation

In this section, we consider the effect of strain on the behaviour of the α relax-

ation of the LCE when strains are applied perpendicular to the nematic director.

Studying the behaviour of the α relaxation is fundamentally interesting to un-

derstanding glassy behaviour and provides key insight into the behaviour of the

material under strain. [222–225] However, the relationship between the α relax-

ation and strain is not simple. For example, the non-cross-linked glass forming

linear polymer, poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) under constant load or con-

stant strain-rate shows an increase in the time-scale of the α relaxation by a

factor of up to 1000 when measurements are performed below the yield stress.

This increase in mobility is argued to be related to the tilting of the potential

energy landscape due to applied load or strain which leads to a lowering of acti-

vation barriers. [222, 223] Post-yield, the mobility of α relaxation in PMMA is

found to be positively correlated with increasing stress or strain-rate. [223, 224]

The effect of elongational strain, up to 400% (0 ≤ εt ≤ 1.39), on the α relaxation
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has been studied on a lightly cross-linked (6.5% mol/m3) polyisoprene-based elas-

tomer and polyurethane-based elastomer composed of 32.5 wt.% hard segments

(4,4'-diphenylmethane diisocyanate and 1,4-butanediol) [225], both of which are

non-liquid crystal elastomers. In the polyisoprene elastomer, there was no ef-

fect of elongational strain on the α relaxation as investigated by BDS. In the

polyurethane elastomer, the α relaxation was shown to slow down and broaden

with applied strain, additionally, an increase in the fragility parameter (m) was

observed. Similar behaviour to the polyurethane elastomer has been reported

in a polyurea-based elastomer. [226] In both cases, the changes in the α relax-

ation observed in the strained elastomers was attributed to increasing constraints

imposed on the soft segments of the elastomers due to a deformation-induced

reduction in microphase separation. [225, 226]

10.4.1 Effect of applied strain on τα(T )

Initially, the effect of elongational strain on the α relaxation is investigated by

performing BDS over a range of temperatures. The BDS measurements were

performed, as described in 10.2, on cooling from 50oC to 15oC in 5oC steps. In

the temperature range investigated, one observes contributions associated with

DC conductivity (σDC), the α relaxation and, at the lower temperatures, the

low-frequency flank of the β relaxation. The complex permittivity at each tem-

perature is fitted as a sum of peaks associated with these relaxations as described

in chapter 6. The temperature dependence of the time-scale of the α relaxation,

τα(T ), is shown in figure 10.5(a). τα(T ) is fitted with the Vogel-Fulcher-Tamman

(VFT) function: [27]

τα(T ) = τ0 exp

(
DT0

T − T0

)
(10.4)

where τ0 is a microscopic relaxation time, T0 is the temperature at which τα

tends to infinity and D is the ‘strength parameter’ which described the extent of

deviation of τα from Arrhenius behaviour. Whilst the β relaxation is present in

the spectra, for most temperatures, the peak is outside of the frequency window,

therefore, only τα(T ) can be accurately determined. The result of the VFT fitting

is given in table 10.1. The τα(T ) data and VFT fits for the unstrained (ϵt =
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10.4 Effect of applied strain on the α relaxation

0.00) nematic LCE are from table 9.2 in chapter 9. Note that in chapter 9, a

cross-over of τα(T ) from VFT to Arrhenius behaviour at a critical temperature

(T ∗ ≈60oC) is observed, however, these measurement are performed below the

cross-over temperature so only the VFT fit is required.
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Figure 10.5: τα(T ) against 1000/T for the nematic LCE under strain. The solid
lines are fits to the data with the VFT equation. Errors associated with the
fitting tolerances are smaller than the symbol size.

ϵt log(τ0) [s] D T0 [oC] Tg [oC]
0.00 -11.4±0.1 5.1±0.1 -28±1 12±1
0.10 -11.8±0.2 5.6±0.3 -34±1 9±1
0.25 -11.4±0.2 5.2±0.2 -31±1 9±1

Table 10.1: Results of the VFT fits to the α relaxation as a function of perpen-
dicular strain applied to the nematic LCE. Errors shown are associated with the
fitting tolerances of the VFT equation.
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10.4 Effect of applied strain on the α relaxation

It can be seen from the VFT fitting parameters in table 10.1 that applying

perpendicular strain to the nematic LCE has little effect on τα(T ) reflected in the

values of the D strength parameter. Whilst the strains applied in figure 10.5 are

relatively small (ϵt < 0.25), the effect of strain on τα(T ) is in agreement with those

observed in figure 10.2(d) where it is shown that the TTS horizontal shifting fac-

tors collapse onto a single curve described by C1 = 9±1K and C2 = 50±10K. Both

these results suggest that, over the frequency and temperature range investigated,

externally applied strain has little effect on the temperature dependence of

the α relaxation. However, much like the attempt to construct master curves

using the TTS principle, BDS measurements over a wide temperature range have

a high sample failure rate which means that the auxetic threshold could not be

reached. Additionally, because different samples were used the variation in τ0

and T0 observed under strain is likely due to the variations within the different

samples. Thus, to properly investigate the effect of strain on the α relaxation one

needs to perform the measurement on a single sample.

10.4.2 Effect of applied strain on τα at a fixed temperature

In section 10.4.1 an attempt is made to determine the affect applied strain on

τα by performing BDS measurements as a function of strain and temperature.

As such, one could probe changes in glass forming behaviour by fitting to τα(T ).

The main issue is that during these measurements the sample would often break

which meant that (a) strains large enough to probe the auxetic response were

not reached and (b) for each strain the measurements are performed on different

samples and the compositional variation between samples made accurately de-

termining the effect of applied strain on the α relaxation difficult. To overcome

these issues, in this section, the BDS measurements are performed at a single

temperature on as few samples as possible. A temperature of 23oC was selected

for direct comparison to the complex Young’s modulus data in section 10.3.2.

Despite efforts to perform the BDS measurements on a single sample this was

not experimentally feasible. Instead two nematic LCE samples were used, one

taken to ‘low’ values of elongational strain (ϵt < 0.44) and one taken to ‘high’

values (ϵt > 0.6); the latter of which is subjected to strains above the auxetic
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Figure 10.6: Normalised BDS loss data taken at T =23oC as a function of applied
true-strain (ϵt) ranging from (a) 0.00 to 0.44 and (b) 0.00 to 0.86. (c) and (d)
the corresponding α relaxation times from fitting with a HN function; errors in
τα are fitting tolerances and errors in strain are standards errors from multiple
measurements.

threshold. Figure 10.6 shows the frequency-dependent dielectric loss ε′′(f) data

for the ‘low’ strain (figure 10.6(a)) and ‘high’ strain (figure 10.6(b)) nematic LCE

samples. Ensuring the same electrode contact was achieved for a given sample

whilst applying strain was not feasible hence the data in 10.6(a) and (b) is nor-

malised by the maximum of the relaxation peak corresponding to the α relaxation,

ε′′p. Within the measured dynamic range (10−2 < f < 106 Hz), the α relaxation is

observed together with the low-frequency side of the β relaxation. The data are

thus fit using a sum of an HN function (α relaxation) and a CC function (β relax-

ation). Since the β relaxation contribution is only partly covered in the dynamic

window only the effect of elongational strain on the α relaxation is considered. It
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10.4 Effect of applied strain on the α relaxation

is clear from figure 10.6(b) that the general shape of the α relaxation remains the

same even at large values of applied strain. Figure 10.6(c) and 10.6(d) show the

raw α relaxation time-scale for the ‘low’ and ‘high’ strain samples, respectively.

Due to slight differences in the unstrained α relaxation timescale between the two

samples the τα(ϵt) data are normalized by the unstrained timescale (τα(ϵt = 0),

the result of which is shown in figure 10.7. For the sample subjected only to

lower values of strain (open triangles) there is no obvious trend, within error,

in the τα timescales. However, in the sample taken to higher true-strains (open

circles) there is a clear shift in the α relaxation to slower relaxation times. The

results are therefore consistent with findings of a polyurethane elastomer contain-

ing rigid units and the polyurea elastomer, which were attributed to increased

strain-induced constraints on the polymeric backbone. [225, 226]
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Figure 10.7: Normalised α-relaxation times, τα, versus applied true-strain; errors
in τα are fitting tolerances and errors in strain are standards errors from multiple
measurements. The grey dashed line marks the threshold for the onset of the
molecular auxetic response.
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10.5 Conclusion
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Figure 10.8: Storage modulus, E ′ and normalised α-relaxation times, τα, versus
applied true-strain. The grey dashed line marks the threshold for the onset of
the molecular auxetic response.

In this chapter the effect of elongational strain on the viscoelastic behaviour

and the characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation of a nematic LCE is in-

vestigated. The complex Young’s modulus of the material is investigated as a

function of strain by imposing an additional oscillatory strain onto an elongated,

and stress-relaxed, LCE. The characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation is inves-

tigated via BDS. It is found that both E ′(f0) and E ′′(f0) and the characteristic

time-scale of the α relaxation are relatively constant until a large strain (ϵt ≈0.55)

is reached, after which an increase in E ′ and E ′′ is observed and, correspondingly,

the α relaxation begins to slowdown. Both these effects likely can be understood

in terms of a strain-induced increase of constraints [225], and the finite extensi-

bility of the network. [219] The increases in E ′, E ′′ and τα occur near the MFT

and the onset of the molecular auxetic response. [2] The increase in the E ′ and
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τα as a function of strain is similar as evidenced by figure 10.8. In chapter 8, it is

argued that the molecular auxetic response is related to the emergence of biaxial

order and out-of-plane rotations of the mesogenic units. Based on the changes

in the viscoelastic response and the α relaxation reported in here, it could be

argued that the out-out-plane rotations of mesogenic (which likely facilitate the

auxetic response in this system) arises due to the strain-imposed configurational

restrictions on the polymer backbone.
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Chapter 11

Conclusion and outlook

The overall aim of this thesis was to understand the behaviour of a class of

LCEs which deform via an MFT and also display a molecular auxetic response.

The underlying behaviour of the LCE is probed in two different, and somewhat

complementary, ways. In the first approach, the order of the system is probed

via Raman spectroscopy to investigate the evolution of order parameters as a

function of strain. This approach provides a ‘snap-shot’ static view of the state

of order in the material and, since the phenyl mode is selected, only the meso-

genic units of the LCE are probed. In the second approach, the LCE is probed

via broadband dielectric spectroscopy (BDS) and rheological techniques. These

techniques provide information regarding the dynamics of the LCE. The results

of these complimentary approaches are discussed below.

In chapter 8, the order parameters of the LCE are investigated via Raman

spectroscopy. Experiments are performed in the ‘non-auxetic geometry’ and the

‘auxetic geometry’: in the former, strains are applied parallel to the nematic di-

rector; in the latter, strains are applied perpendicular to the nematic director. In

the non-auxetic geometry, a uniaxial model is used to derive the relevant order

parameters, ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩, from the Raman depolarisation data. It is revealed

that both ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ increase, in agreement with predictions. [40] Addi-

tionally, the order parameter data when represented in a ⟨P400⟩ vs. ⟨P200⟩ plot

follow predictions by Maier-Saupe theory, thus, throughout the full deformation

the orientational distribution function (ODF) can be described by a Gaussian

distribution (which narrows with increasing strain). The ‘auxetic geometry’ (i.e.
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strain applied perpendicular to the nematic director) is investigated in two ways.

Initially, the auxetic geometry is investigated with a uniaxial model assumption.

In the uniaxial approach ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ decrease on increasing strain signify-

ing a reduction in the order of the system. At small strains of ϵ < 0.3, relative

to the auxetic response and the MFT, ⟨P400⟩ vs. ⟨P200⟩ begins to deviate from

Maier-Saupe predictions. Eventually, ⟨P400⟩ > ⟨P200⟩ which signifies that there

is a large distribution of molecules perpendicular to the initial nematic direc-

tor. [8] It is interesting to note, that such deviation from Maier-Saupe theory

predictions is not observed in the LCE strained parallel to the nematic direc-

tor (figure 8.4). Based on the difference in the evolution of order parameters

observed via Raman spectroscopy in the two geometries and predictions from

theory [114, 115] (that deforming the LCE parallel to the nematic director could

result in changes in the uniaxial order only, whereas deforming the LCE per-

pendicular to the nematic director could result in changes in both the uniaxial

and biaxial order parameters), the emergence of biaxiality in the nematic LCE

is explored. In this approach the uniaxial order parameters (⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩)
and biaxial order parameters (⟨P220⟩, ⟨P420⟩, ⟨P440⟩) are determined. It is found

that ⟨P220⟩ becomes increasingly negative signifying an increase in the number of

molecules aligning with the strain axis. The ⟨P420⟩ order parameter is initially

relatively constant, however, at strains near to the onset of the molecular auxetic

response ⟨P420⟩ rapidly becomes positive. When the ODF is reconstructed from

the experimentally determined order parameters it is revealed that the mesogenic

units rotate out-of-plane and into the thickness direction (i.e. the axis in which

the auxetic response is observed) at strains close to the auxetic threshold. Due

to the coupling of mesogenic order to the polymer conformation it is suggested

that this out-of-plane rotation of mesogenic units is the cause of the molecular

auxetic response observed in the LCE.

In chapter 9, the molecular relaxations of the LCE in the isotropic and nematic

phase are investigated via BDS and rheology. In both phases the α relaxation,

β relaxation and γ relaxation are present in the spectra. The observed β re-

laxation is assigned to fluctuations of the mesogenic unit around its long axis.

The observed γ relaxation is assigned to motions of the alkyl chain connecting

A6OCB to the acrylate backbone. Whilst the δ relaxation has been observed in
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other LCEs in literature [163, 170, 171] it is not observed in our LCE in either

the isotropic or nematic phase. The δ relaxation is associated with the motion of

the mesogenic units around the polymer backbone. [27, 172] One of LCEs pre-

viously studied is the ‘Finkelmann’ type known to display an SSE response with

applied strain. [51, 163] In chapter 9, it is argued that the lack of the δ relax-

ation may be related to the MFT response in the auxetic nematic LCEs (i.e. the

hindered motion of the mesogenic units around the polymeric backbone means

that the ‘soft mode’ of deformation is not accessible), however, this is speculative

and requires more investigation. The temperature dependence of the character-

istic time-scale of the α relaxation, τα(T ), is investigated using a temperature

derivative ‘Stickel’ analysis to investigate any changes in its dynamic behaviour.

[34] It is found that both the isotropic and nematic LCE show a change in the

dynamic behaviour of τα(T ) at T ∗ ≈ 1.17 × Tg. The isotropic LCE shows a

change from a VFT behaviour to a less fragile VFT behaviour on heating. The

nematic LCE shows a cross-over of τα(T ) from a VFT behaviour to an Arrhenius

behaviour. In conventional (non-LC) glass formers a cross-over in τα(T ) from a

VFT behaviour to a more fragile VFT behaviour, upon heating, is observed at

TB ≈ 1.2− 1.6× Tg. [27, 37] This temperature typically coincides with the bifur-

cation temperature of the α relaxation with the Johari-Goldstein β relaxation.

Additionally, in SCLCP glass formers that also display liquid crystalline phases

a cross-over in τα(T ) from VFT behaviour to Arrhenius behaviour is observed at

T ∗ ≈ 1.1 − 1.3 × Tg. [173, 177] In SCLCPs the cross-over behaviour is argued to

be related to the length-scale of the correlated motions of the α relaxation in re-

lation to the length-scale of the microphase separation of the polymeric backbone

and mesogenic units. [27, 173, 177] However, a cross-over in τα(T ) is observed in

the isotropic LCE, which does show any microphase separation. Therefore, the

underlying cause for the cross-over of τα(T ) in our LCE needs to be investigated.

The most pertinent length-scale, to compare to the length-scale of the corre-

lated motions of the α relaxation, is the size of the pre-transitional nematic re-

gions in the isotropic phase. Assuming that the pre-transitional nematic regions

remain in the isotropic LCE after polymerisation, the nematic domains have a

length scale of the order of 1.8 nm at T ∗. This is close to the length scale of the

correlated motions of the α observed in typical glass formers at Tg. [185–187] The
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length-scale of correlated motions in the isotropic LCE is estimated from the BDS

measurements and found to be of the order of 1 nm at T ∗. Thus, the length-scales

of the pre-transitional nematic regions and the correlated motions of the α relax-

ation are comparable. It is therefore suggested that a matching in length-scale

of the pre-transitional nematic regions in the isotropic LCE and the length-scale

of the correlated motions of the α relaxation is the driver for the cross-over in

behaviour in τα(T ) at T ∗. Finally, the chain modes present in the isotropic and

nematic LCE are investigated via rheology. In both the isotropic and nematic

LCE sample a Rouse-like spectrum is present as evidenced by a G′ ≈ G′′ ∝ ω0.5

scaling in the spectra. [14] An additional contribution assigned to either the

reptation of ‘free chains’ through the LCE network or the arm retraction of the

pendant chains is found in the low frequency domain.

In chapter 10, the effect of strain on the complex Young’s modulus and the

characteristic time-scale of the α relaxation is investigated via DMA and BDS. For

true strains of ϵt < 0.55, it was found that E ′, E ′′ and τα are constant. However,

for true strains ϵt > 0.55 it is found that E ′, E ′′ and τα increase. ϵt = 0.55 is close

to the sharp rotation of the director as determined by cross-polarised microscopy

(ϵt ≈ 0.74, ϵ ≈ 1.1) [2] and is close to the onset of the molecular auxetic response.

[1] The increase in these values is argued to be related to a strain-induced increase

in the constraints of the polymeric backbone and the finite extensibility of the

network. [218, 219, 225] Additionally, it is argued that the increase in constraints

on the polymeric backbone may be the driver of the auxetic response as follows:

from chapter 8 it was found that the auxetic response is related to the out-of-plane

rotation of mesogenic units into the thickness direction. Based on the changes

in the viscoelastic response and the α relaxation reported it chapter 10, it is

argued that the out-out-plane rotations of mesogenic (which likely facilitate the

auxetic response in this system) arises due to the strain-imposed configurational

restrictions on the polymer backbone.

This thesis provides the first tangible explanation for the molecular auxetic re-

sponse observed in a class of LCEs that also deform via an MFT. The explanation,

as investigated using Raman spectroscopy, rheology and BDS can be summarised

as follows: ‘the emergence of out-of-plane rotations of mesogenic units due to the

increase in constraints on the polymer backbone with imposed strain’. Ideally, to
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investigate the validity of this explanation one would perform similar measure-

ments on a range of LCEs which display the auxetic response. Additionally, the

absence of the δ relaxation in an LCE that deforms via an MFT as a possible

explanation as to why certain LCEs deform via an SSE and others deform via an

MFT requires further investigation. Indeed, the absence of the δ relaxation may

explain the auxetic response in some part. The δ relaxation is associated with

the motion of the mesogenic units around the polymer backbone. [27, 172] The

absence of the δ relaxation means that the mesogenic unit cannot freely rotate

around the polymeric backbones, instead, it is likely that the mesogenic units

are coupled to the α relaxation, which is the relaxation related to the polymeric

backbone and the glass transition. When the LCE is deformed in the perpendic-

ular geometry, the polymer chains deform biaxially with the imposed strain and

the number of configurational states of the polymeric network are reduced. Due

to the lack of the δ relaxation, the mesogenic units must distort with the poly-

meric backbone and a change in order is observed. The out-of-plane rotations,

which in this thesis is argued to be the driver of the auxetic, could be related

to the lack of mobility of the mesogenic units around the polymeric backbone

as evidenced by the lack of a δ relaxation. A simplified schematic outlining the

proposed behaviour is shown in figure 11.1.

Further work could include studying the director fluctuations of an LCE de-

forming via the MFT through dynamic light scattering measurements. Dynamic

light scattering measurements performed on an LCE deforming via an SSE re-

vealed that the characteristic time-scale of the director fluctuation is minimum

at the onset of the softening response. [227, 228] It would therefore be interest-

ing to compare how the characteristic time-scale of director fluctuations behave

as a function of strain during the MFT and compare these results to the SSE

behaviour. The DMA measurements as a function of strain, performed in chap-

ter 10, probe the dynamic behaviour along the same axis for which the strain is

applied and therefore only provides insight into one element of the elastic mod-

ulus tensor of the LCE. However, since the mechanical properties of the LCE

are anisotropic, and the molecular auxetic response results in a negative Pois-

son’s ratio in an axis not investigated by the experimental setup in chapter 10,

it would be useful to study the complete elastic modulus tensor of the LCE. A
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Figure 11.1: Schematic of the proposed auxetic mechanism, due to the lack of
a δ relaxation, the mesogenic units are constrained to follow the distortions of
the polymer network. The network is deformed perpendicular to the nematic
director which results in a biaxial conformation of the polymer. The overall con-
figurational entropy of the polymer is reduced. Configurations in which there are
out-of-plane rotations of the mesogenic become increasingly likely due to a re-
duction in the overall configurational states available. The out-of-plane rotations
drive the auxetic behaviour.

useful technique in this regard is Brillouin spectroscopy as the complete elastic

modulus tensor can be determined from these measurements. [229]

To summarise, this thesis has investigated the MFT and molecular auxetic

response in a nematic LCE. The first tangible explanation for the molecular

auxetic response is provided as follows ‘the emergence of out-of-plane rotations

of mesogenic units due to the increase in constraints on the polymer backbone

with imposed strain’. Much further work is required to investigate this behaviour,

however, the first important steps have now been taken.
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Appendix A

Raman Spectroscopy: Jen et al.

[104] method

The earliest attempt to determine order parameters from polarised Raman spec-

troscopy was by Jen and co-workers. In 1977, Jen et al. published a paper de-

scribing a method to determine the order parameters of uniaxial nematic phases.

[104] Using a planar aligned homogenous nematic cell, 2 scattering intensities

were taken with the laser polarisation and nematic director parallel to each other.

These are with the analyser parallel (Izz) and perpendicular (Izx) to the incident

laser polarisation. The notation Iij here means that the laser is polarised at i

and the analyser is polarised at j. The sample is then rotated such that the laser

polarisation and the nematic director are perpendicular. Scattering intensities

are taken with the analyser parallel (Ixx) and perpendicular (Ixz) to the incident

laser polarisation. (Note that for uniaxial phases Izx = Ixz so this method can be

achieved with 3 measurements). From these scattering intensities depolarisation

ratios can be calculated:

R1 =
Ixz
Izz

=
Izx
Izz

, (A.1)

R2 =
Izx
Ixx

=
Ixz
Ixx

. (A.2)

Equation A.1 and A.2 are equivalent to R(θ = 0◦) and R(θ = 90◦), respectively,

as defined in equation 5.21. The differential polarisability ratio in these scattering
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geometries are related to the molecular polarisability in the laboratory frame by:

p1 =
⟨(a′Lxz

)2⟩
⟨(a′Lzz

)2⟩
=

⟨(a′Lzx
)2⟩

⟨(a′Lzz
)2⟩

, (A.3)

p2 =
⟨(a′Lzx

)2⟩
⟨(a′Lxx

)2⟩
=

⟨(a′Lxz
)2⟩

⟨(a′Lxx
)2⟩

. (A.4)

These are related to the recorded depolarisation measurements via the Lax-Nelson

equations:

R1 = Cnp1, (A.5)

R2 =
p2
Cn

, (A.6)

where Cn is a correction factor given by:

Cn =

(
nout + nzz

nout + nxx

)2

, (A.7)

where nout is the refractive index of the glass cover slide and nzz and nxx are the

refractive indices along the z and x axis.

The Jen et al. method requires that one of the fitting parameters (⟨P200⟩,
⟨P400⟩ and p) is determined in another manner. Typically, this is done by deter-

mining the depolarisation ratio of the sample in the isotropic phase, Riso. Doing

this allows one to determine, piso as ⟨P200⟩ = ⟨P400⟩ = 0. The equation for Riso,

assuming uniaxial bond vibration, is given by:

Riso =
(1 − p)2

3 + 4p + 8p2
. (A.8)

It is then assumed that piso = pnem and that p remains constant within the nematic

phase with no temperature dependence. This assumption has been proven to be

invalid and, as discussed in section 5.4.2, is one of the causes for the discrepancy

in the ⟨P400⟩ value determined using this method. [80, 81] The definitions of
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molecular polarisabilites in the laboratory frame are given by: [104]

A−2
2 ⟨(a′Lxx

)2⟩ =
1

9
+

3

16
B2 +

1

4
C2 +

1

18
D2 +

11

288
D2

2+

(
1

8
B2 +

1

2
C2 −

1

6
D2 −

5

48
D2

2)⟨cos2 β⟩ + (
3

16
B2 −

3

4
C2 +

3

32
D2

2)⟨cos4 β⟩,
(A.9)

A−2
2 ⟨(a′Lzz

)2⟩ =
1

9
+

1

2
B2 −

1

9
D2 +

1

36
D2

2−

(B2 + 2C2 −
1

3
D2 −

1

6
D2

2)⟨cos2 β⟩ + (
1

2
B2 − 2C2 +

1

4
D2

2)⟨cos4 β⟩,
(A.10)

A−2
2 ⟨(a′Lxz

)2⟩ =
1

4
B2 +

1

4
C2 − (

3

4
C2 −

1

8
D2

2)⟨cos2 β⟩−

(
1

4
B2 − C2 +

1

8
D2

2)⟨cos4 β⟩,
(A.11)

with the constants:

A2 = 1 + 2p, (A.12)

B2 =
1

4(1 + 2p)2
[(1 − p)2 sin4 β0], (A.13)

C2 =
1

(1 + 2p)2
[(1 − p)2 sin2 β0 cos2 β0], (A.14)

D2 =
1

(1 + p)
[(1 − p) sin2 β0 − 1], (A.15)

where β0 is the angle made between the long axis of the molecule and the bond

vibration dipole. [104]

To summarise the Jen et al. method, p is determined using the isotropic

phase depolarisation ratio data; A2, B2, C2 and D2 are then calculated using β0

as a fitting parameter. From this ⟨cos2 β⟩ and ⟨cos4 β⟩ can be determined from

equations A.9 - A.11 and equations A.5 - A.6 using the Lax-Nelson correction

factor, Cn. Cn is calculated by determining the refractive indices of the sample via

other means; for example via Pulfrich refractometry [104] or Abbé refractometry.

The calculated values of ⟨cos2 β⟩ and ⟨cos4 β⟩ are used to calculate ⟨P200⟩ and

⟨P400⟩ using the definitions in equations 2.29. It should be noted that if p is
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determined accurately, fitting with the ‘two point’ method will produce accurate

and reasonable values of ⟨P200⟩ and ⟨P400⟩ as is discussed in detail in section 5.4.2.

In chapter 8, p is determined for an unstrained LCE using the full depolarisation

method and then the two point method is used to study the change in order

parameters as a function of strain. Doing so reduces the experimental time and

therefore reduces the chance of sample breakage.
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